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Lot # 1393
Landstormen booklet

Did you know?
Besides the regular army, Sweden also had a
civil defence called Landstormen. During the
First World War the “H.K.H Kronprinsessans
fond” (the crown princess’ fund) started raising
money for new uniforms. With the help of the
well-known stamp dealer Harry Wennberg the
first stamps with charity surcharge in favour of
“Landstormen” were issued in 1916.

Front cover:
Carl Olsen 1860, Denmark
”Paddlesteamer outside Kronborg"
Oil on canvas, 41 x 68 cm
Marialinn Gallery, Helsingborg, Sweden
www.marialinn.com

No booklets were ordered or produced by the
Swedish post, however a small number were
manufactured anyway by the charity organization and are extremely rare today and missing
in most collections of Swedish booklets.
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International Stamp Auction
at Öresundshuset, Malmö
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Featuring:
The Gregory Frantz Gold Medal Collection
of Spitzbergen
Finland, including “The Viola Collection”
Serpentine Roulettes, Part 2
Important Northern European Shipmail
Sweden & Iceland, superb copies and rarities
The Postiljonen Numismatic Auction
26 September
Including “The Nissan Collection”
(Separate catalogue)
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Preface
In our last preface we expressed some concern for the risk
of a hard Brexit during our spring auction, luckily it never
happened! We are happy to continue our business as usual with our clients in Great Britain. However, other worrying things happen all the time in the world with e.g. a
constant threat of new international customs duties which
makes the world’s stock markets go up and down like a
yo-yo.
Fortunately it affects us very little as stamp collecting is a
genuine hobby in which you might have been active since
childhood. If you continued after your teens, marriage
etc. and became an exhibitor, perhaps you must have
“that” item you have been hunting for decades, so it’s
now or never! We think that you will find a lot of these
“must have items” in this auction catalogue.

Day two of our auction starts with the non-Scandinavian
countries including e.g. a strong section German Reich,
the famous Schleswig-Holstein Burrus Pair, a fantastic
collection of various South African areas as well as many
other interesting items from all over the world. The collector of Sweden will as usual find a lot of interesting
items at different price levels. Please, pay special attention
to the 3 Skilling Banco items this time including the two
extraordinary covers.
We hope that none of you have missed The Postiljonen
Numismatic Auction of mainly gold coins that will take
place on Thursday the 26th of September. It is presented
in a separate catalogue and if you have not received it,
please contact us and we will be happy to send it to you.

If you don’t have the chance to come to Malmö for our
Traditionally the auction starts on the Friday afternoon viewing and auction, please take a look in our calendar at
with Denmark followed by the other Scandinavian page 6 to find out where it is possible to meet us.
countries. The collector of classic Denmark who is planning to build up an exhibit really has the chance to catch POSTILJONEN
some excellent items this time. In the Norwegian section
we are proud to have been entrusted Gregory Frantz Gold
Medal Collection of Spitzbergen. Iceland is very strong as
always with many nice items at an affordable price level.
After six auctions with the Gummesson Grand Prix
d’Honneur Collection of Finland it feels somewhat empty,
we as well as our clients really enjoyed it as long as it lasted.
But our Finnish friends do not have to leave empty
handed as we are happy to offer exceptional first issue
Oval rarities and part 2 of the outstanding “Viola
Collection” with viewings in Helsinki as well as in Lars-Olow Carlsson
Managing Director
Hämeenlinna.

Claes Arnrup
Chairman of the board

“Postiljonen Horses”
Postiljonen has always emphasized the advantages and the importance of collecting philatelic
items of the highest quality. We think this is an important step for the development of
modern collecting.
To highlight, and to a certain degree reward what we think is interesting, fun, beautiful and
high quality philately, we are choosing a number of items in our auction catalogues and present them with Postiljonen emblems. It should be specially noted that it is not a complete
classification, you will surely find other items that would well deserve extra attention.
This choice of excellence is a subjective opinion, even if done with professional as well as
philatelic skill and experience. It reflects also the emotional influence of an individual eye.
An item of outstanding quality and beauty. A rarity for its
appearance and not necessarily for its value. Suitable in any
collection for private enjoyment as well as for exhibition.
An item of highest excellence in regard to
quality, beauty and rarity. A wonderful addition to any collection in its area.
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Programme
Auction FRIDAY 27 SEPTEMBER
13.00
14.00

15.00
16.00

A light lunch will be served!
DENMARK ..............................................................................................
1 - 131
FAROE ISLANDS, GREENLAND, DWI................................................ 132 - 231
NORWAY................................................................................................. 232 - 292
- including The Gregory Frantz Gold Medal Collection of Spitzbergen
ICELAND................................................................................................. 293 - 477
FINLAND including “The Viola Collection” Serpentine Roulettes, Part 2 478 - 639
SCANDINAVIA collections & mixed lots ................................................ 640 - 653

Auction SATURDAY 28 SEPTEMBER
11.00

14.00
15.30

NON-SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES in alphabetical order.................
EUROPE & ALL WORLD collections and mixed lots..............................
LUNCH ca. 13.00 (A light lunch will be served!)
SWEDEN single items...............................................................................
SWEDEN booklets....................................................................................
SWEDEN collections & mixed lots ...........................................................

654 - 1006
1007 - 1079
1080 - 1389
1390 - 1404
1405 - 1490

Viewing
In Malmö
At our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9
Monday 23 – Wednesday 25 September
9.00-17.00
Thursday 26 – Friday 27 September
9.00-18.00
Saturday 28 September
9.00-

KJØBENHAVNS PHILATELIST KLUB
Onsdag den 11 september fra kl. 16.30-19.00 vil der
være specialeftersyn i Knud Mohrs studielokale.
Eftersynet omfatter enkeltobjekter fra Danmark og alle
danske områder incl. Schleswig-Holstein, dog med undtagelse af usædvanlig værdifulde objekter, samt udvalgte
samlinger og partier (der kan dog hvis pladshensyn
tillader det medtages objekter efter særlige ønsker).
Vi tilbyder forfriskninger i løbet af aftenen.
Adressen er VARTOV, Farvergade 27, opgang B,
København K.
Bemærk! Dette eftersyn er også åbent for kunder, der
ikke er medlem af KPK!

In Stockholm
At Postmuseum, Lilla Nygatan 6
Wednesday 18 September 12.00–19.00
Sweden single items, with exception for extremely
expensive ones, and chosen lots & collections. (Other
lots might be brought upon request).
Svenska enkelobjekt, med undantag för mycket dyrbara, samt utvalda samlingar och partier.(I mån av
utrymme kan andra objekt medtagas på begäran).

In Helsinki
At Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel, Mikonkatu 23
Friday 13 September 12.00-18.00
In Hämeenlinna
At Oval Point – keräilytapahtuma, Hämeenlinnan
Verkatehdas, Verkatehtaan osoite on Paasikiventie 2
Saturday 14 September 10:00 – 14:00
“The Viola Collection” and other Finnish single items
as well as chosen lots & collections.
Lisätietoja löydät sivulta 13
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Calendar
2019
VIEWING
Copenhagen 11 September at KPK (Danish single items and chosen lots & collections)
Helsinki 13 September at Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel (“The Viola Collection” & Finland)
Hämeenlinna 14 September at Oval Point - Keräilytapahtuma (“The Viola Collection” & Finland)
Stockholm 18 September at Postmuseum (Swedish single items and chosen lots & collections)
Malmö 23-28 September at our office
POSTILJONEN NUMISMATIC AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 26 September 2019
INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 27-28 September 2019
FILATELISTISK SELSKAB 100 ÅR
Copenhagen, Denmark 18-20 October 2019. National exhibition. Stand holder and sponsor
FRIMÆRKE, BREV OG POSTKORT MESSE 2019
Copenhagen, Denmark 9-10 November 2019
MONACOPHIL 2019
Terrasses de Fontvieille, Monaco 28-30 November 2019. Stand holder

2020
SFEX 2020
Helsinki, Finland 28-29 March 2020. National exhibition. Stand holder
INTERNATIONAL SPRING AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 3-4 April 2020
LONDON 2020
London, England 2-9 May 2020. Stand holder
NORDIA 2020
Malmö, Sweden 4-6 September 2020.
Main Commercial Partner in cooperation with Spink & Philasearch
INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden, 25-26 September 2020

Viewing in Malmö at our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9
The auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor
Tel. +46 40-25 88 50

Conditions of sale see page 352-353
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Contact Andreas by:
Phone: +46 (0)40-25 88 52
Mail: andreas.lindekvist@postiljonen.se

Andreas Lindekvist
Since September 2018 we have had a new philatelist and describer colleague in
our team – Andreas Lindekvist. His main task is to acquire material for auction
or direct purchase as well as lotting and preparing auction lots.
Andreas was born in a smaller municipality in southern Sweden, but for the last
20 years he has been living in the center of Malmö. He is 43 years old and has
been married to Dessy for the past 11 years, they have no children. His leisuretime activities are cooking, working out at the gym and taking long walks in the
forest. Another favourite activity is visiting Ribersborgs Kallbadhus (open-air
bath) where he after a sauna enjoys jumping into the sea all year round!
As most of today’s colleagues in our business he has been collecting stamps since
childhood. Since the 1980s he has been a member of Eslövs Frimärks &
Vykortsklubb and today he is also a board member. We have received the best
possible recommendations from his association.
His main collection area is Sweden 1855-1872, but also Swedish Official Stamps,
classic Russia etc. During the year he has worked with us we have noticed how
quickly he’s able to learn other philatelic areas. ”To have one’s hobby as a
profession is a luxury that few people are able to enjoy” is his own words.
Already he has also established a good and serious relationship with our clients
and is well appreciated.
Andreas – we welcome you to our team and hope
that we will continue to get on well and that you
will stay with us for many years to come!
Lars-Olow Carlsson
Managing Director
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✟

Obituary

✟

Johnny Pernerfors PHM
3 januari 1962
5 april 2019

Hasse Brockenhuus von Löwenhielm PHM
24 juni 1938
13 juni 2019

It was with great sadness that we received news
of the passing of our good friend Johnny
Pernerfors last April. Johnny’s generous contribution to Icelandic philately in particular will
always be remembered. It’s safe to say that his
collecting and associating with other like-minded collectors was his main passion in life. It
was through his role as chairman of the Iceland
collector’s club in Gothenburg that we came to
work closely with Johnny, including his
untiring contribution to the Facit catalogue.

Hasse’s contribution to organized philately
in Sweden and internationally is well-known
to most collectors in the Nordic countries
and elsewhere. For decades he was a highly
qualified and appreciated judge as well as a
very successful exhibitor.

Johnny always supported our auctions in various ways and was always present with very few
exceptions. As an Honorary Postiljon you
could say that he was often the life of the evening at the post-auction dinner as he was
always so positive and happy.
It will be extremely difficult to compensate for
Johnny’s role within Icelandic philately at
large and there will be an enormous void from
the philatelic as well as the social side.

For us at Postiljonen he was considered a very
dear and appreciated friend. He led several of
our early philatelic seminars and of course
became an Honorary Postiljon many years
ago.
Hasse was also one of a few founders of the
club ”Generalerna”, a small but exclusive
society, who all collect The World before the
year 1900, each one in an original album
printed in the 19th century.
There will be a large void after Hasse, strongly
felt besides by his wife, daughter and family
also in so many philatelic circles.

We will miss you!
Postiljonen
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Meet Postiljonen
in Copenhagen...
”Kjøbenhavns Philatelist Klub”, together with
”Filatelistisk Selskab”, is organizing a National Stamp Exhibition
”Filatelistisk Selskab 100 years” under the Danish Philatelic
Association . This is the first national exhibition in Denmark
in 3 years.
18-20 October 2019 in DGI-byen, København.
Visit our stand were you can hand in consignments for future
auctions, sell for cash or just have a friendly chat.

...and in Monaco
Come and join us at MonacoPhil 2019, TERRASSES DE
FONTVIEILLE, MONACO, 28-30 November.
This year MonacoPhil will pay homage to the philately of Egypt,
have an exhibition of maritime postal history and also pay
attention to young philatelists.
will as usual also be represented in our stands
and offer their catalogues for sale.

Welcome!
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Mail Bidders!

V.A.T.

We always endeavour to simulate the actual
auction situation for our mail bidders, you must
however beforehand have determined the maximum you wish to pay for each lot and we will
ensure that this maximum is not exceeded.
Your bids must be in Euro and divisible by 10.
The bidding always starts with the second highest
mail bid plus the next increase (see conditions of
sale sect. 2). The bidding then continues between
the bidders in the audience and the highest mail
bidder.

Please note that the buyer’s premium 25% includes
Swedish V.A.T.
Buyer’s premium 20% excl. V. A.T. only for:

Avoid missing out on every item you wanted
because of higher bids from others by bidding
on many items but limit your total purchase to
an amount of your choice (see bid form “my total
purchase must not exceed:...excl. commission”).
You can for example bid for a sum of € 10 000 but
limit your total purchase to € 1 000 or any amount
you wish.

Köparprovisionen 25% inkluderar moms för kunder
inom Sverige och EU. Momsregistrerade handlare,
se ovan.

You can also bid on two or several items and add
“or” in between. We will then make sure that you
get only one of these items.
Further, according to your instructions we can for
example also raise your bid on one item if it turns
out that you got another item less expensive than
your highest bid.
Should there be two or more equal mail bids then
the first bid received will buy the lot, so please submit your bids as early as possible.
To ensure you a safe handling of your bids, we
need them at least 24 hours before the auction
starts.

Currency Euro
This auction is held in Euro.
If there is anything you are wondering about regarding this, don’t hesitate to contact us!
Denna auktion avhålls i Euro.
För de svenskar som så önskar kan fakturering ske i
SEK till av oss, på auktionsdagen, fastställd växelkurs.
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1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V. A.T. registered dealers inside of EU
(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
forwarded to us in good time before the
auction!

MOMS

Import V.A.T.
Lots marked •
Please note that lots marked • in front of the lot
No. are subject to importation V. A.T. 12%
will be added to the auction price except for:
1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V. A.T. registered dealers inside of EU
(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
forwarded to us in good time before the
auction!
Importskatt tillkommer med 12% på auktionspriset
på alla objekt markerade med • före objektnumret.
Momsregistrerade handlare utanför Sverige, v.g.
se punkt 2 ovan.

Financing the auction
Purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to
finance a large part of the total purchase for shorter
or longer periods. Credit or payment arrangements
must be agreed on in good time before the auction.

Nyhet!
Nu kan du även betala med Swish till Postiljonen AB.
Vårt Swish-nummer är: 1230593988

Methods of Payment
Bank Draft
When paying by bank draft in Euro it has to be drawn on a bank in Euroland and if in SEK on a
Swedish bank. Please add €35 to the invoice amount to cover bank charges.
No private cheques please!
Bank Transfer
Please transfer EURO to:
If transfer in SEK:

SEB, Malmö
IBAN: SE92 5000 0000 0590 1821 1265
Bic: ESSESESS
IBAN: SE47 5000 0000 0551 1100 1247

PlusGiro
Please transfer SEK/EURO to:

PLUSGIROT, Stockholm
Bic: NDEASESS
IBAN: SE74 9500 0099 6042 0637 0118

Cash Payment
New EU Directives has led to legislation resulting in stricter bank policies regarding cash deposits. We therefore kindly ask you to, if possible, avoid cash/cheque payments. Please note that
Swedish cheques are considered as cash by the banks!
Credit Card
We accept payment for auction purchases by the following Credit Cards:

A service charge of 2,5% will be added to your invoice total.
For overseas customers we recommend that you notify your bank before the transaction.

On our website you can also find a secured payment form to use
for sending your credit card information.
Please fill in and send us the form below (or a photocopy) for payment by card.

Invoice No:

MasterCard/Eurocard q

VISA q

Card number:
Exp. date:

CVV2/CVC2

(3 digit security code)

Name on card: ___________________________________________
Your signature: ___________________________________________
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Viewing – Näyttö
In Helsinki

At Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel, Mikonkatu 23
Friday 13 September 12.00-18.00

In Hämeenlinna

At Oval Point – keräilytapahtuma, Hämeenlinnan Verkatehdas, Paasikiventie 2
Saturday 14 September 10:00-14:00
All items from ”The Viola Collection”. In addition we will also take with us all
Finnish single items and chosen lots & collections from the general auction # 226.
Other non-bulky lots can be brought upon request.
In connection with our special viewing at Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel in Helsinki and
at the stamp bourse “Oval Point– keräilytapahtuma” in Hämeenlinna you also have
the possibility to hand in consignments for our future international auctions. Or just
use this opportunity to meet our team for a friendly chat. We will also bring some
literature, as the FFE Journals and FACIT Special Classic 2020 which contains a reworked section of ”Finnish stamps on covers” with an introduction also in Finnish,
by Esa Kärkäs.
Kaikki Viola -kokoelman kohteet. Lisäksi tuomme kaikki yksittäiset Suomi –kohteet
sekä osan eristä ja kokoelmista, jotka ovat mukana huutokaupassamme numero 226.
Voimme ottaa mukaan myös muitakin kohteita, ota yhteyttä niin sovitaan asiasta.
Molempien Suomen näyttöjemme yhteydessä (Radisson Blu Helsinki ja Oval Point
–keräilytapahtuma Hämeenlinna) sinulla on mahdollisuus myös jättää kohteita tuleviin kansainvälisiin huutokauppoihimme. Voit myös käytää tilaisuuden hyväksesi
ja tulla tapaamaan tiimiämme. Meillä on mukanammme myös mielenkiintoista
luettavaa,
kuten FFE lehtiä ja FACIT Classic 2020 luetteloita, jossa on uudistettu osio ”Suomen merkit kuorilla”. Uudistetun osion ja sen suomenkielisen johdannon on toimittanut Esa Kärkäs.

We look forward to seeing you there!
Nähdään Suomessa!
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Facit Special Classic 2020

All Nordic stamps up to 1951 with varieties and specialities

News

• Hardbound issue!
Sweden
• Remaining number of unused stamps 1855-1877
• Revised classification of the black Stockholm local stamps: F6A and F6B
• Modified shade descriptions for Oscar II, F54 and F59
• Gustaf V in medallion, definition of ”sharply misplaced surcharge” on provisionals F97-F104
• Gustaf V in medallion, plate numbers, semaphore lines and semaphore strokes
• Updates and additions of watermarks and varieties F50-F104
• Shade classification, the Three Crowns issue F284-F317
Denmark
• Advertising label pairs section revised
Slesvig
• Specialized article on the 1920 Schleswig Plebiscite
stamps
Greenland
• Greenlandic cancellations
Iceland
• Period of use for crown cancellations, after 1903
• Additions to 2013 article on ”Í Gildi ’02-’03" overprints
Finland
• Finnish stamps on covers, revised
Ask your stamp dealer or
order it directly from us:
www.facit.se
In Sweden order it by
contacting our wholesalers:
Collectia AB
Pramvägen 1
312 51 KNÄRED
0430-50743
info@collectia.se
www.collectia.se
SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23 HELSINGBORG
042-144982
mail@safealbum.se
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FACIT FÖRLAGS AB
Box 537, SE-201 25 Malmö, Sweden
info@facit.se, www.facit.se

Facit Norden 2020

News

All Nordic stamps from 1951 onwards with varieties

• Hardbound issue with headband and page marker!
Sweden
• Shade classification, the Three Crowns issue
• Souvenir sheets (SS) revised
Norway
• Affixing roll stamps from 2007 until April 2019 revised
Denmark
• Franking labels revised
Iceland
• List of Tollur cancellation on stamps
And also
• List of minisheets (BL) for all nordic countries

Facit Förlags AB
is proud partner
Ask your stamp dealer or
order it directly from us:
www.facit.se
In Sweden order it by
contacting our wholesalers:
Collectia AB
Pramvägen 1
312 51 KNÄRED
0430-50743
info@collectia.se
www.collectia.se
SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23 HELSINGBORG
042-144982
mail@safealbum.se

Out in mid-September!
FACIT FÖRLAGS AB
Box 537, SE-201 25 Malmö, Sweden
info@facit.se, www.facit.se
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Private Treaty
Sweden Complete 1855 – 2000
Exclusive Collection in thirteen
Estett Luxury Albums
Mint mostly Never Hinged (skilling banco used + all
reprints */**) Facit ca SEK 2.200.000 based on normal
quality. The majority is SUPERB & EXCELLENT.
Price on request
(Optional, side collections 2001-2010
complete with varieties, booklets etc)
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An invitation to consign to the
Postiljonen Spring Auction
We are looking for better single
items and collections for our
International Auction
3-4 April 2020
Please book a meeting with us:
Malmö +46 (0)40-25 88 50
Stockholm +46 (0)8 32 70 70
Copenhagen +45 33 91 52 00
We look forward
to your call!
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From 28 to 30 November 2019
TERRASSES DE FONTVIEILLE
P R I N C I PA L I T Y O F M O N A C O

FEPA PATRON(N)AGE

3 EXHIBITIONS:
100 ICONIC STAMPS AND DOCUMENTS
EGYPT
MARITIME MAIL
AT THE ESPACE LÉO FERRÉ :
80 stands operated by postal administrations
and international stamp dealers

Earliest known cover with Icelandic skilling stamps. Only cover known with a domestic double rate.
Sent on the first “Northern Route” in March 1873.
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http://www.monacophil.eu

National Stamp Exhibition
“Filatelistisk Selskab 100 years”
18 to 20 October 2019
in DGI-byen, Copenhagen.

Kjøbenhavns Philatelist Klub (KPK) together with Filatelistisk Selskab
(Philatelic Society, Denmark) are holding a National Stamp Exhibition under
the Danish Philatelic Federation to celebrate the 100 years anniversary of
Philatelic Society.
The exhibition consist of more than 500 frames in the competition classes,
and a special area with around 100 frames of specialized exhibits and
international top exhibits. Auction Houses, dealers and postal authorities are
present with stands.
The exhibition areas are two large sports halls in DGI-byen in the hart of
Copenhagen next to Copenhagen Central Station.
Entrance from Tietgensgade 65, 1704 Copenhagen V.
Further information about special activities, dealers, exhibitors and exhibits
can be found at the KPK web-site http://www.kpk.dk.
We are looking forward seeing you soon in Copenhagen.
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Extra scans on the web!
For every auction we publish thousands of extra scans on our website
www.postiljonen.com including more or less all certificates of single items
and a very large number of collections and lots are scanned in their entirety,
further many others with selected pages/scans.
In most cases these lots are marked with a picture of a camera µ in front of
the lot #. However, sometimes there may also be scans of lots that do not bear
the sign. Please check our website for updates.
More scans at cost
We often get requests for additional scans and sometimes in higher resolutions, sometimes for research or documentation purposes.
Due to time restrictions and limited availability of the lots due to ongoing
viewings, we must restrict this service of making further scans on individual
requests. In the cases time allows us to supply more scans we will charge for
the costs of € 10 for each request (maximum 10 scans or photos)
If more than 10 scans are requested, € 1 per scan will be added. Must be paid
beforehand by credit card, please go to “Payments” on our website.

Please have a look at:

www.postiljonen.com
Important Information

Unused Denmark 1851 – 1862 * & **
Through debates in various philatelic press, it has been made clear that due to the hard and insoluble gum used
on early Danish stamps during the years 1851 – 1862 (Facit Nos 1-8), light hinges or traces of hinges can
sometimes be removed by using only water. This might not leave any trace of the hinge and might not in any
way change the consistency or structure of the original gum.
Established experts are unified in the opinion that in many cases it is impossible to determine if a stamp
has previously been hinged or not, when showing no marks of any hinge.
The conclusion we have made regarding our descriptions from now on, for Danish unused stamps Facit Nos
1-8, is as follows:
1. We will no longer use the terms “NH” or “never hinged”.
2. We will still use the signs “*” for hinged stamps with original gum.
3. and “**” for stamps with original gum with no visible trace of hinge(s) and described as such.
We believe that most specialized experts also will use this “modus operandi” for these issues.
At the same time we wish to refer to the Swedish Philatelic Federation’s Expert Advisory Group (Expertrådet).
It has published norms of allowed methods for light cleaning of stamps and covers. These norms have been
adopted also by other Nordic Federations. Reversing of light oxidation, sometimes caused by use of modern
plastic, without leaving any traces is also an allowed method accepted among national and international
experts.
22

€uro

Denmark
Friday 27 September
14.00 hrs

Postal History
Please see also Lot # 237, 297, 298, 526, 540, 549, 728, 743, 744, 747, 748, 749, 750, 822,
823, 864, 1012, 1144, 1148, 1149, 1150, 1151, 1176, 1194, 1207, 1212 & 1214
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1712, Royal letter from Copenhagen to the Major of Rendsburg with
seal and signature of Frederik IV. RARE & SUPERB.



2

3

150
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P
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Official letter with full contents sent free of charge from ”Odense 17de
Octobr 1759” sent to Copenhagen with notation ”Fr5tus”. SUPERB.

Bid

P
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Letter from Aalborg 1769 to ”Kongelig Majsts Byfoged i Schagen”
(Skagen) with notation on the reverse: ”..... Commisair J. H. Stilleday
beordres eftersögt udi Stiftet for begangen Utroskab mod Kongen...”.
With royal insignum ”7timus”.

Bid

P
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Royal Service Letter with full contents dated ”Pro Memoria, Odensee
den 9ten April 1772” to ”Einen Hoch- und Wohlweisen Magistrat der
Könligl. Stadt Husum”. Notation with insignum 7timus p. Attest and
”Hierin Sachen dem Kriegsbericht der Holsteinischen Dragoner
Regiments angehen”. Mounted on exhibition page. EXCELLENT.

Bid

P
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Official letter (printed circular) from Copenhagen 1831 to The Royal
Post office in Grenaa. Black seal canc. on the reverse ”GENERAL POST
DIRECTION”. Noted ”K.T”. Mounted on exhibition page with further
information. SUPERB.

Bid
23
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Royal letter from Copenhagen 1836 with seal from King Frederik VI
sent to Husum. Ledger No. ”16” and notation ”D.S” (Dienstsache) and
delivery fee ”1” in red crayon. Signed ”Auf Sr. Königl. Majestäts
allergnädigste Befehl”. SUPERB.



7
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BORNHOLM. Very fresh cover dated Bornholm 14.3 1837 to Sweden
with transit canc. ”KØBENHAVN 2.4 1837” in red colour. Seals cut out
and small tears in cover.

Bid
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Shipletter with notation ”pr. Geiser” and blue c.d.s. ”KØBENHAVN
OPE 28.9 1854” sent to Berlin. Correct notations of shares ”9” and ”13”.
SUPERB.

Bid



1855 shipletter from ”Fürth in Bayern 23 October 1855” noted ”Lübeck
mit Nordcap 6/11” and fee notations ”Hbg 5” and on the reverse ”1/9 16”.
Very rare Danish type octangular ”FRA LÜBECK” (DAKA 1999=DKK
6.000) and blue transit mark on the reverse ”CHRISTIANIA
12.11.1855”. VERY FINE & RARE.

100

A wonderful shipletter from Copenhagen noted ”Kastenbrief” and
”p.Geiser” due notation ”4” Sgr. postage. Octangular pmk. ”FRA
STETTIN” in blue mistakenly used at departure in Copenhagen.
EXCELLENT.

250

P µ 10

24



Bid



€uro

11
P

P

11

12





12

Rare octangular pmk. ”FRA STETTIN” in black and notation ”per
Geiser” on a wonderful shipletter from Stettin to Copenhagen. Arrival
mark ”KØBENHAVN 23.6. (1860). 18 skilling due notation. DAKA
1999=DKK 5.500++. Exceptionally fresh and with dated contents.
EXCELLENT.

200

Rare framed pmk. ”FRA STETTIN” in blue on cover from Stettin to
Copenhagen noted ”pr. Geiser” and postage ”18” skilling in red
crayon. Shares ”9/9” on the reverse. DAKA 1999=DKK 3.000++.EXCELLENT.

200

2 RBS Ferslew

No Trace of Hinge

Lot # 13 µ
1 I **
An extremely fresh 2 RBS plate I No. 62 type 3. A very rare stamp
and in exceptional quality. Cert. Møller.
EXCELLENT

€uro 15.000
25

€uro

P µ 14

P µ 15

1Iv2 

1I 

14
15
A very unusual copy of 2 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 89 type 7 with
upright numeral canc. ”1” Copenhagen. Exceptionally dark shade, as
in Thiele printing. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

600

A very beautiful copy 2 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 30 type 6 with light
impression of mute canc. Cert. Kaiser. VERY FINE.

600

Superb 2 RBS Ferslew Cover

Lot # 16 µ
1I 
A wonderful small size foot post cover with 2 RBS Ferslew plate
II No. 59 type 1 lightly tied to the cover and placed in the lower left
corner of the cover. This placement of the stamp would if it was a
normal inland cover cost a 6 RBS penalty at the receiver’s, but there
were different regulations for the foot post. Certs Grønlund and
Møller.
A REMARKABLE COVER. SUPERB

€uro 2.500
26

Ferslew Footpost Cover

Lot # 17 µ
1I 
A wonderful footpost cover with 2 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 80
type 6 with mute canc. and bluish green foot post mark ”F:P:
27.9.51” with ledger No. ”22” noted at top left. Certs Kaiser and
Lasse Nielsen:
SUPERB
€uro 1.500
2 RBS Thiele

18

19

P µ 18

1 IIv1 

Disjoined foot of ”2” on a centrally canc. 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 10, type
2. Ex. Weigel. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE COPY.

300

P

1II *

A very fine copy 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 20 type 4 with full original gum and with very fine margins on all sides.

600

19

27

Hamburg ”2” Unique on 2 RBS

Lot # 20 µ
1 II 
A wonderful copy 2 RBS Thiele with an excellent numeral ”2” of
the Danish P.O. in Hamburg, a faint horizontal bend of little
importance. Not recorded on this stamp in any literature. Cert.
Møller.
EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 1.500

21

22

23

P µ 21

1II 

A wide margin copy 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 41 type 9 in bright
colour. Cert. Kaiser. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

300

P

22

1II 

2 RBS Thiele with very good margins canc. ”1”. F=11.000. VERY FINE.

200

23

1 II 

Very beautiful 2 RBS Thiele with large margins and a clear numeral
”1”. Sign. Miro. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

250

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 11 september 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
28

€uro

P µ 24

1II 

A wonderful footpost cover with a colour strong copy 2 RBS Thiele
plate II No. 50 type 10 with light numeral canc. ”1” and bluish green
footpost mark ”F:P: 6.2.55”. Certs Grønlund and Møller. SUPERB.

750

The Famous Strip of 2 ½

Lot # 25 µ
1 II 
Beautiful strip of 2 RBS Thiele plate I, type 4-3-4, nos 68-70. Small
cut in between the stamps of no importance. Besides the unique
block of four and one strip of three, there are no multiples larger
than pairs recorded off cover. Cert. Debo.
VERY FINE & VERY RARE
Provenance:
Christian Andersen, Large Gold
€uro 3.000
29

€uro

4 RBS Ferslew 1

P µ 26 2I *

Unused 4 RBS FERSLEW 11 plate II No. 61 with
unretouched crown. A very rare copy with full original gum. Only a few unused copies of this rare printing are recorded and by far the most of them are
without gum. Cert. Paaskesen. SUPERB.

2.000

Unique Ferslew 11 Pair

Lot # 27 µ
2 I+Iv4 (*)
The most famous 4 RBS Ferslew 11 pair including the ”Kranhold
Retouch”. The only known and as well the largest unused unit
recorded of this small printing with UNRETOUCHED CROWNS.
Certs Lasse Nielsen & Møller.
Provenance:
Harry Poulsen
John-Jacob Engellau, Grand Prix
Christian Andersen, Large Gold
Peer Lorentzen, Grand Prix
30

€uro 7.500

Ferslew 11 & 12 Selection

Ex 28

Lot # 28 µ
2 I / (*)
A fantastic little collection of the early printing, Ferslew 1.
Altogether 20 used and 2 unused copies in different plates and
positions incl. a matching pair in pos. 37 of Ferslew 11 and 12.
Further one copy Ferslew 2 in matching pair with Ferslew 11 in
pos. 89. Also rarities like ”cracked plate” (1st on picture), numeral
”51”, a unique 11 with inverted watermark (4th on picture) and 12
with blue mute canc. Exceptional quality incl. many superb copies. All except one with cert. List with all the plate positions and
scans of all on our website.
€uro 7.500

P µ 29

2I 

Very rare emergency pmk. ”Nestved 10 Mai 1852” on cover with 4 RBS
FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 52 sent to Slagelse. Cert. Møller. Only a few
covers known with this pmk. EXCELLENT.

500

31

€uro

4 RBS Ferslew 2

P µ 30 2 I **

P

31

2I *

P

32
32

2I 

P µ 33
P
32

34

A wonderful 4 RBS Ferslew 2 plate I No. 97 with no
visible trace of hinge. This position was retouched
in stage 2, which for this position is the final stage,
the same in Ferslew 12 as in Ferslew 2. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB & VERY RARE.

1.500

A wonderful unused pair 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 18+28 with full
original gum with minimal hinge trace. Ex Schmidt-Andersen and
Peer Lorentzen. ONLY A FEW UNUSED PAIRS KNOWN. SUPERB. 1.500

33
34
4 RBS Ferslew with a perfect strike of mute canc. EXCELLENT.

Bid

2Iv7 

Beautiful piece with 4 RBS Ferslew plate II, no. 65 with ink cross and at
side ”SKJELSKJÖR 27.7 1852”. Probably originating from a district
cover. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

100

2I

A wonderful cover with 4 RBS Ferslew plate II from ”SLAGELSE 8.3
1852” to Korsør. Ex. Weigel. Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT.

200

€uro

4 RBS Thiele

P µ 35

P

36

2II 

Unique Norwegian antiqua canc. ”SKIEN 14.9 1855” on 4 RBS Thiele
I. Cert. Vagn Jensen. FINE - VERY FINE.

250

2 IIv1+v2 Rare vertical pair of 4 RBS Thiele I, plate I No. 1+11 with two varie
ties, the ”nick stamp” and ”cracked plate”. Ex. Weigel. Sign. Møller.
AN EXCEPTIONAL PAIR.

300

37
P µ 37

P µ 38

2 II 

2II 

38

Horizontal strip of three 4 RBS Thiele I plate I, Nos 48-50 on a beautiful cover from Copenhagen to Segeborg showing the special 12
RBS single rate to Holstein. Ex. Weigel. Cert. Møller.
ONLY A FEW SUCH COVERS KNOWN.

500

COD with 4 RBS Thiele I sent from ”KJÖBENHAVN 13.9.1852” with
mute canc. Fees noted ”4/4” and cash paid. Opinion Møller.
SUPERB & SCARCE.

300
33

€uro

39
P µ 39
P µ 40

P µ 41

42

44

2 III *

Very beautiful 4 RBS Thiele II blackish brown plate II, No. 71. Very
good to large margins. F=7.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

250

2 IIIAv4


”Kranhold’s Retouch” on 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate II, No. 5.
F=3.600. Certs Lars Svendsen & Møller. VERY FINE.

100

2IIIA 

Beautiful cover with scarce numeral ”135” on 4 RBS Thiele II black
brown and at side ”AHRENSBÖCK 30.7 1853”. Used during the first
month in Holstein. Cert. Møller. SUPERB & RARE.

400

P µ 42

2IVa 

Exceptional 4 RBS Thiele III in ochre yellow (as desribed by J. SchmidtAndersen) with excellent ”122” LÜTJENBURG. Cet. Møller. SUPERB.

100

P µ 43

2IVc 

A wonderful 4 RBS Thiele III plate IV, No. 28 with an excellent mute
canc. used at Holstein Railway. Cert. Møller.
EXCELLENT & VERY RARE.

300

4 RBS Thiele III nut brown in distinct shade. Numeral canc. ”1”
Copenhagen. f=2.700. VERY FINE.

100

P
34

40

44

2IVe 

€uro

Skilling Issues 1854-57

45
P

46

47

45

3

P µ 46

Very beautiful 2 skilling blue with Norwegian canc. ”CHRISTIANIA
24.8 1863”. SUPERB & RARE.

Bid

3

P µ 47

Rare framed pmk. ”AUS... per DAMPF” on 2 skilling blue. Opinion
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

Bid

3+5 

Very beautiful piece with 2 Sk. blue and 8 Sk. green (slightly close)
with Norwegian canc. ”CHRISTIANIA 17.10 1864”. Ex. Christian
Andersen. Cert.Grønlund. A VERY DECORATIVE PIECE.

100

P µ 48

P µ 49

P µ 50

48
4av9 

4c 

4e 

49

An outstanding cover with privately perforated 4 sk. 1st printing plate I
No. 60 with major cliché flaw. Superb numeral ”2” and double ring
”KDOPA HAMBURG 12.1” sent to Kiel. Ex. Rotschield, Reddersen &
Weigel. Sign. Friedl & cert. Paaskesen. EXCELLENT.

200

Very beautiful and rare shipletter sent to Copenhagen with 4 sk. 2nd
printing. Octangular ”FRA KIEL” and well placed mute canc. on the
stamp. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE & RARE.

300

Very beautiful horizontal strip of six of 4 Sk. 4th printing with well
placed Norwegian 12 bars grid canc. Minor imperfections of little
importance. Cert. Møller. VERY RARE & FINE.

300
35

€uro

51

52

P

51

5

An exceptional 8 sk. with scarce Swedish pmk ”LANDSKRONA 17.1
1868”. SUPERB.

100

P

52

5

Norwegian 10 bars grid canc. with the irregular bars used for shipletters in Sandøsund on 8 Sk. green. Sign. Møller. RARE & SUPERB.

100

P µ 53

5

Postal stationery envelope 4 sk. red with additional 8 sk. green on a
domestic triple rate cover from Copenhagen to Haarby pr Assens
with duplex train canc. Small imperfections in the envelope only. Ex.
Weigel. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

300

54

55

56

P

54

6

BLUE numeral canc. ”1” Copenhagen on 16 skilling lilac grey.
VERY RARE.

Bid

P

55

6

Very beautiful 16 sk. with large part of ”FRANCO” pmk in oval.
VERY FINE - SUPERB & RARE.

100

P µ 56

6

A very beautiful 16 Sk. grey violet with wide margins with
Norwegian canc. ”CHRISTIANIA”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

100

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 11 september 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
36

Excellent Cover to Russia

Lot # 57 µ
3+6 
An outstanding cover to RUSSIA with two copies 16 skilling grey
violet and a 2 skilling blue sent from ”FREDERIKSHAVN
7.10.1863” via Hamburg to St. Petersburg. One skilling is cash
paid to cover the 35 skilling rate, noted ”1” together with shares of
postage ”26/9”. Only 2-3 covers with this franking are recorded.
Certs Lasse Nielsen and Møller.
EXCELLENT & VERY RARE

€uro 6.000

P µ 58

6b 

Very beautiful small cover to Sweden with 16 Sk. violetish grey. with
rare Swedish oval canc. ”ÅNGB.BREF FR DANMARK” in blue colour
together with ”HELSINGBORG 9.2 1863”. Somewhat closely cut without touching the design. Cert. Kaiser. SCARCE.

100
37

€uro

Skilling Issues 1858-63

59
59

7P

Plate proof 4 sk. wavy lines in red brown in block of eight on thin
paper without wmk, blue burelage. SCARCE.

250

P

60

7a 

Extreme wide margin copy 4 skilling 1st printing with upright numeral
”50” (Nysted) and with parts of the neighbouring stamps.
EXCELLENT.

100

P µ 61 7 

P µ 62

38

60

P

7g 

Fantastic block of eight of 4 sk. brown with
Swedish canc. ”MALMÖ 26.11 1860”. Closely cut on
three stamps. Only block of eight known. Certs
KPK, Paaskesen and Lasse Nielsen.
VERY FINE AND RARE.

Upright and clear impression of the extremely rare numeral canc.
”81” and antiqua type III c.d.s. ”ORØSUND 19.9.1862” on a beautiful cover front with 4 skilling 4th printing sent to Copenhagen.

1.500

500

€uro

P µ 63

7g 

64

Shipletter with 4 skilling 5th printing with scarce numeral ”188” & blue
c.d.s. ”DAMPSK:POST-SPED: No.5 25.11.1862” in blue. On the reverse
”Korsör Jernb.Postexped. 28.11.1862” and arrival mark ”ASSENS”.
VERY FINE.

100

65

P

64

8

”HELSINGBORG 25.9 1867” on a beautiful 8 sk. Very rare Swedish
ship canc. SUPERB.

250

P

65

8

A very beautiful horizontal strip of four of 8 sk. green with clear numeral ”47” Nykøbing F. Ex. Weigel. SUPERB.

200

P

66

8

A very beautiful pair of 8 sk. cut in at left with a superb Swedish pmk
”MALMÖ 9.10 1862”. SCARCE.

100

P µ 67

9

A beautiful shipletter with 4 skilling brown rouletted canc. with scarce
numeral canc. ”186” & blue c.d.s. ”DAMPSK.POST-SPED: No.2
16.11.1863” via ”Korsör Jernb:Postexped:” (same on the reverse) and
arrival mark ”ASSENS 18.11.1863”. Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

150
39

€uro

P µ 68

9

P µ 69

10 

P µ 70

10 

P µ 71 10 

40

Very beautiful cover with 4 sk. sent from the captured Danish Post
Office in Hamburg after the Hamburg administration took over.
Canc. with numeral ”2” and the Danish Hamburg c.d.s. with the
”K.D.O.P.A.” removed. Only a few covers known from this short period, when Danish stamps were still allowed. Ex. Gene Scott. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE & RARE.
1.000

69
70
Upright Swedish canc. ”MALMÖ 13.5.1864” on a very beautiful copy
16 skilling rose lilac with perfect centering and roulette. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. SUPERB.

500

Very rare 16 sk. roulette with part of sheet watermark letters on a
piece from a shipletter with rare Swedish Göteborg c.d.s. 1864. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE & VERY RARE.

300

Beautiful cover to Sweden with 16 Sk. roulette with
well placed Swedish canc. ”MALMÖ 11.11 1863”.
F=40.000+. Cert. Debo. SUPERB.

1.000

€uro

P µ 72

3+9+10
**/ 

22 skilling franking incl. rouletted 16 skilling rose lilac on cover
from ”KIÖBENHAVN 13.11 (1863) to Leipzig. Red ”Aus Dänemark”
and framed ”FRANCO”. On the revese ”HAMBURG-BERLIN” and
arrival mark ”AUSG”. Cert. Møller. RARE & VERY FINE.
1.000

Large Oval Type

73
P µ 73

P µ 74

P

75

P µ 76

11 

75

76

Beautiful 2 Sk. on small piece canc. with Finnish figure canc. cat. No.
231 from Laitinen (R5). Extremely rare and probably unique on a
Danish stamp. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

100

Horizontal strip of four 2 Sk. 1st printing and 4 Sk. 5th printing b on
large part of cover with Norwegian canc. ”CHRISTIANIA 24.8 1866”.
Cert Lasse Nielsen. VERY RARE & SUPERB.

200

12a **

3 skilling 1st printing in a beautiful copy. F=2.800. SUPERB.

100

12a 

Very rare Prussian type canc. ”FRIEDRICHSTADT 23.12.65” on 3 skilling 1st printing. Faint fold. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. RARE ITEM.

Bid

11a+13e


41

€uro

77
P µ 77

P

78

P µ 79

12a 

12 

13d 

78

Shipletter from Lübeck with two pairs 3 Sk. 1st printing sent at special
12 skilling rate via Copenhagen to Malmö, Sweden. Noted ”Lubeck”.
Canc. in transit with Danish numeral canc. ”1” of Copenhagen. Cert
Møller. SUPERB & VERY RARE.

300

Wonderful cover to Sweden with 3 Sk. with oval Swedish canc.
”ÅNGB.BREF FR DANMARK”. One slightly shorter perf. in right
margin of minor importance. SUPERB.

150

An absolutely wonderful shipletter to Sweden with two copies of 4 Sk.
brownish red with very clear canc. ”LANDSKRONA 15.8 1866”. Cert
Lasse Nielsen. EXCELLENT.

100

80
P µ 80

P
42

81

13e 

14b **

81

Wonderful strip of three of 4 Sk. 5th printing b pos. A5-7 with
Norwegian canc. ”SANDØSUND 5.5 1866”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
EXCELLENT.

200

A very fresh copy 8 skilling 2nd printing. F=7.000. VERY FINE.

200

€uro

P µ 82 11d+
14a 

P

83

15b 

P µ 84 13c+
15a 

Beautiful shipletter to Laurvig, Norway with two
copies of 2 Sk. 4th printing and 8 Sk. 1st printing
canc. with Norwegian c.d.s. ”SANDØSUND 1.4
1869”. Cert. Møller. OUTSTANDING QUALITY.

400

Manuscript canc. ”Korsør - Kiel” in blue ink on 16 skilling 2nd printing.
SUPERB & VERY RARE

100

Very beautiful shipletter Med Dampskibet
”Kronprindsesse Louise” with 4 Sk. 3rd printing and
16 Sk. 1st printing sent to Christiania canc. in transit ”SANDØSUND 13.3 1865”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
RARE & VERY FINE.

400
43

€uro

P

85

P µ 86

16 **/ *

Corner margin block of four 2 skilling 7th printing line perforated.
Three stamps are ** (upper left stamp with light *). F=20.700. RARE
1.000
with corner margin. SUPERB.

16 

Strip of three 2 skilling 7th printing on correctly franked cover from
”KOLDING 6.5” (1871) to Flensburg, Germany. F=9.000 for three
single stamps alone. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE & RARE.

87
P µ 87

P
44

88

17 

18 

250

88

A fantastic pair of 3 sk. line perf. 12½ with a beautiful and rare
Swedish ship pmk ”ÅNGB.BREF FR.DANMARK”. Facit for just
two single stamps 12.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB & RARE.

500

Line perforated 8 skilling 3rd printing with upright numeral ”72”
Thisted and with unusual perfect perforation. F=10.000. SUPERB.

150

€uro

Bicoloured Issues

P

89

20c **

90
P

90

P µ 91

P µ 92

P

93

A wonderful block of 12 of 2 skilling 3rd printing b pos. B21-26/B3136, pos. 23 and 24 with major cliché flaws. Two stamps in the bottom
row have broken perfs otherwise the block is perfectly fresh and **.
F=38.000.

91

600

93

21b 

Very beautiful 3 sk. II printing in pair on a piece with Swedish pmk
”MALMÖ 2.2 1872”. SUPERB & SCARCE.

100

21b

Extremely beautiful cover to Sweden franked with pair of 3 sk. bicoloured of printing II canc. on arrival in ”LANDSKRONA 27.3 1872”.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

200

Rare 3 øre postal stationery additionally franked with pair and two
single stamps 3 øre bicoloured perf. 14 sent from Nyborg railway
station 13/4 94 canc. with c.d.s. ”DAMPSK.POST-SPED: No.3 15.4
1894” and boxed ”KORSØR - KIEL DAMPSK:POST EXPD. No.3”.
Sent to Pretoria, Transvaal. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
VERY RARE DESTINATION.

250

Inverted frame 4 øre 2nd printing. F=4.000. A fresh and VERY FINE
COPY.

100

28 

29bv 

45

€uro

94
P µ 94

29 

Beautiful cover to Norway with three copies 4 øre blue and grey canc.
on arrival with Norwegian canc. ”CHRISTIANIA 29.7 1884. Right
stamp with some imperfections. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SCARCE.

200

P

31a1v1 

Middle stamp in a strip of three 8 øre 1st printing is pos. A18 with
inverted frame on a letter piece. All other stamps are defective. F=3.300.

Bid

95

96
P

96

31v4 

99

P

P

97

98

100

Thick normal frame on 8 øre grey/rose. F=2.200. VERY FINE.

97

46

95

98

33a+33av A horizontal strip of three 16 øre 1st printing pos. A76-77-78, pos. 77
*
with inverted frame. Unpriced for * in both Facit and AFA.
SUPERB & VERY RARE.
34d 

P

99

35av 

P

100 36a **

Bid

500

Shipletter from Copenhagen to Stettin with 20 øre 6th printing with
boxed canc. ”AUS COPENHAGEN PER DAMPFSCHIFF 29.7”.
Arrival canc. ”STETTIN 29.7 81”. EXCELLENT & RARE.

150

25 øre 1st printing pos. A18 with inverted frame in a flawless copy, A
very fine and flawless copy, still with the small ”appendix” corner
perf. at bottom left. F=4.000. VERY FINE.

100

50 øre brown/blue-violet 1st printing b in a very fresh copy. F=9.000.
VERY FINE.

200

€uro

Later Issues

P µ 101 50+52 P Proof in ”minisheet” with 5 øre Coat of Arms 1882
on thin ivory paper made by L. Lauter in black and
demonstrating three different essay types. This
item is mentioned in NFT 1950 p. 28. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. UNIQUE EXHIBITION ITEM.

Ex 102

105

P µ 102 50-52+54 SMALL CORNER FIGURES. The full set (3) with 5 & 20 øre in pairs
*
and 10 øre in pair together with large corner figures, the latter with
separated perfs. Cert. Enzo Diena. VERY FINE & SCARCE.

103
P µ 103 54 

P µ 104 54 

P

105 63 P

2.000

150

104

10 øre red perf. 12 3/4 on decorated private postcard ”Hilsen fra
Møens Klint” in stationery style sent as ship letter and canc. ”WARNEMÜNDE 25.7.98” with framed ”AUS DÄNEMARK”. Arrival mark
”LÜBBENAU”. VERY INTERESTING.

Bid

10 øre red perf. 12 3/4 on private postcard from Copenhagen 2.9.99
sent to Napoli. Canc. with octangular pmk. ”K.B. aus DANEMARK”
and transit mark ”LÜBECK 3.9.99. VERY RARE.

Bid

Black proof engraving in pair of 5 øre Christian IX, type I on thick
paper without watermark. RARE.

200
47

€uro

P

106 64 P

Engraved die proof in red for Christian IX in final design with long
zero in ”10” printed on normal stamp paper with wmk crown III and
letters. B&N No. 64-DP (70a). SCARCE.

400

Postage Due Stamps

Double Overprint

Lot # 107 µ
L6v 
20 øre Christian X blue in a used horizontal pair canc. ”KJØBENHAVN 2.11.21”.
The two stamps are gathered as a pair with hinges on the reverse and the right
stamp has some shorter perfs at right, but this is probably the only existing pair
from the sheet with double overprint. Certs Grønlund & Møller.
UNIQUE EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 1.500
48

€uro

Postal Stationery

P

108
108 

109
110
10 øre red stationery card from Copenhagen via Lübeck to CROATIA
noted ”Dampschiff” and canc. in transit ”LÜBECK 7/8 85”.
RARE DESTINATION.

100

P

109 

10 øre stationery card sent via Korsør - Kiel steam ship route. Ink canc.
and with notation ”Aus dem Schiffsbriefkasten”. Arrival mark in
Berlin 23/8. RARE.

100

P

110

10 øre red stationery card sent by ship ”pr. Titania” to Königsberg.
Canc. with framed ”Aus ... PER DAMPFSCHIFF” added with
”Kopenhagen” by pen and ink. Rare and commercially used.
EXCELLENT.

150



Collections

Ex 111

P µ 111 */ /  Very interesting mainly used collection 1851 - 1930s
incl. Official, Postage Dues, Newspaper stamps etc.
on home made album pages. Starts with three very
beautiful 2 RBS (one cover), beautiful rouletted 16
Sk. 1863, good section bi-coloured type incl. shades, later issues incl. some beautiful canc. etc.
Three certs included. Entire collection pictured on
our website. Please inspect.

P µ 112

µ 113

1.000

Ex 112
**/ */ 



Interesting used/unused collection 1851 - 1972 on Facit leaves incl.
Officials, Postage Dues, Greenland, Faroe Islands and Slesvig. Early
part used, from 1920s unused with hinges and from 1967 never
hinged.

750

Used collection 1851 - around 2000 with additional pages to 2010 incl.
Officials, Postage Dues and Greenland in one Schaubek album. See
example pictures on our website.

100
49

€uro
114

µ 115
µ 116

µ 117



VITUS BERING. Exceptional exhibition collection on 38 pages.
Starting with two essay sets and then mainly covers incl. many interesting and special ones incl. destinations, airmail, express, postage due,
censor etc. Please inspect.

200

**/ */ 

Very well filled mainly used collection 1851 - 1977 in one Leuchtturm
album incl. Postage Due and Postal Ferry Stamps. See example pictures on our website.

100

POSTAL HISTORY, franco letters 1771 - ca 1850. Remainder lot from
exhibition collection, a total of 17 letters on exhibition leaves with
thorough descriptions. Several interesting items. The entire lot can
be inspected on our website.

300

Postal history/prephilately pages from exhibition collection with 39
items incl. some Schleswig-Holstein and two Faroe Island items.
Please inspect.

300





Mixed Lots & Accumulations
118

**

µ 119

Quantity of ** sheets in 14 sheet folders, mostly late 1940s up to ca 1980
incl. many cpl. sets.

200



Two covers sent to Lund in Sweden, both with ”MALMÖ” canc. One
cover with 16 sk. 1854 were the stamp has been lifted and not put back
in the right position (cut into the design on one side) and one 8 sk. 1858
with toning (cert. Witschi). Both pictured on our website.

Bid

Interesting lot of 14 unusual covers incl. Faroe Islands, Greenland and
DWI. Please inspect.

100

µ 120 

Caravel Covers

50

121 

Interesting lot of ca 35 covers incl. many unusual usages. e.g. airmail,
censor, destinations, ”Uv” canc. combination with DSB railway stamp
etc. Please inspect.

Bid

122 

Interesting group of around 50 Caravel covers with postage due and
”Gebyr” from both within Denmark and to foreign destinations.

150

123 

SUNDAY COVERS. Group of around 50 covers, all franked with
Caravel stamps.

100

124 

Interesting group of around 80 Caravel covers incl. some foreign destinations e.g. Italy, Hungary etc.

100

125 

AIRMAIL. Group of around 50 Caravel airmail covers, many with censor markings.

150

126 

Very interesting group of around 50 Caravel covers with a large variety
of ”Perfins”.

100

127 

EXPRESS MAIL. Group of around 50 Caravel covers, all with express
delivery incl. some sent abroad.

150

128 

CENSORED MAIL. Group of around 80 Caravel covers, all with censor markings.

150

129 

Group of around 50 registered Caravel covers incl. foreign destinations e.g. United States, Austria etc.

100

130 

Interesting group of nine Caravel covers sent to Africa e.g. Belgian
Congo and French Equatorial Africa.

100

131 

SHIPMAIL. Group of 26 Caravel covers incl. very interesting covers to
and from the submarines ”Rota” and ”Galatea”.

200

€uro

Faroe Islands
Postal History

132

133
134
1823, cover with contents from Copenhagen to ”Landfoged Mejer,
Thorshavn, Färöe. Collected by Capt. Hinrichsen. RARE & SUPERB.

100

133 

Folded letter with contents dated ”Sandevaag d 2’ Juni 1837” to
”Krigsraad Krebs regarding an unsuccessful vaccination, signed
Effersøe. Transcription enclosed. RARE & FINE.

100

134 

Beautiful little local prephilatelic cover with full content dated
”Thorshavn 19 Jan 1845”.

Bid

P

132 

P

P

135

136

P

135 

Undated ”skydsbrev” sent to Handelsforvalter Nolsøe (Thorshavn
1831-51). Noted ”Fattigväsens Sag”. SUPERB.

Bid

P

136 

1851-54, undated folded letter from Copenhagen to Thorshavn with
ledger No. 56 noted at top right.

150

137

138

P µ 137 DK131  Cover franked with two copies of 5 øre canc. ”VAAG 17.12.18” sent to
Denmark, British censor label ”CENSOR 5274”. Thorshavn transit
canc. as well as Søborg arrival on back.

Bid

P µ 138 DK131+ A scarce insured letter from Nolsø with interesting 25 øre franking
137 
from ”THORSHAVN 21.2.18” (before the increased rates pr.
01.01.1919)! Franked with 5 øre green and 20 øre blue Christian X.
Black/orange insurance label ”Thorshavn / 836” and with crowned
seal ”NOLSØ FYR”. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT.

150
51

€uro

P µ 139 DK144  A very rare single franking 27 øre Christian X red/black on internal
insured letter from Noslø via ”THORSHAVN 25.9.19” and Klaksvig
to Kalsø with crowned seal ”NOLSØ FYR”. Black/orange insurance
label ”533 / Thorshavn”. On the reverse transit mark ”KLAKSVIG
29-9-1919”. This 27 øre rate was very short lived and the 27 øre stamp
as a single franking is exceedingly rare. Cert. Møller.
ONLY A FEW KNOWN. VERY FINE

140

141

P µ 140 DK136  Insured letter with star canc. ”NOLSØ” sent via ”THORSHAVN
30.9.20” and ”KLAKSVIG 31.9.1920” to Kalsø. Crowned seal ”NOLSØ
FYR”. Franked with 3 copies 15 øre Christian X violet. Opinion Møller.
SUPERB.

200

Reunion 10 øre green & 3 copies 20 øre dark blue on a very beautiful
insured letter with star canc. ”NOLSØ” sent via ”THORSHAVN
29.9.21” and ”KLAKSVIG 30.9.1929” to Kalsø Fyr. Black/orange insurance label ”Thorshavn / 559” and with crowned seal ”NOLSØ FYR”.
Opinion Møller. SUPERB.

200

P µ 141 DK195+
196

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 11 september 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
52

750

€uro

142
P µ 142 DK95+
138 

P µ 143 DK95+
221 

144

143

Clear and upright star canc. ”NOLSØ” on a very beautiful insured letter
sent via ”THORSHAVN 25.6.23” and ”KLAKSVIG 27.6.23” to Kalsø
Fyr. Black/orange insurance label ”Thorshavn / 417” and crowned
seal on the reverse ”NOLSØ FYR”. Franked with 10 øre green and 3
copies 20 øre brown Christian X. Opinion Møller. SUPERB.

200

Upright and clean star cancs ”NOLSØ” on a beautiful insured letter sent
via ”THORSHAVN 25.7.27” and ”KLAKSVIG 27.7.27” to Kalsø.
Black/orange insurance label ”Thorshavn / 571” and with crowned
seal on the reverse ”NOLSØ FYR”. Opinion Møller. SUPERB.

200

145

146

P

144 DK246+
250 

A very beautiful insured letter from Nolsø via ”THORSHAVN 28.5.31”
to Kalsø. Canc. with without star canc. ”NOLSØ”. Black/orange insurance label ”Thorshavn / 232” and with crowned seal ”NOLSØ FYR”.
Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

100

P

145 DK96+
221 

Without star canc. ”NOLSØ” on a wonderful insured letter from Nolsø
sent via ”THORSHAVN 29.9.32” and ”KLAKSVIG 1.10.1932” to Kalsø.
Black/orange insurance label ”Thorshavn / 426” and with crowned
seal on the reverse ”NOLSØ FYR”. Correctly franked with 65 øre for
double rate local letter. Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT.

100

P

146 DK227+ Perfect strikes of without star canc. ”NOLSØ” on a beautiful insured let232 
ter sent via ”THORSHAVN 25.5.35” to Kalsø. Black/orange insurance
label ”Thorshavn / 236” and with crowned seal ”NOLSØ FYR” on the
reverse. Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT.

100

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
53

€uro

147
P

148

147 DK86+
25 øre franking on cover from Thorshavn to Leith, cancelled in transit
DK243  with ”EDINBURGH 32 2 MY 32” as well as single line ”PAQUEBOT”
alongside. Faint vertical fold between stamps of little importance.

Bid

P µ 148 DK112+ Very beautiful official cover from the police in Thorshavn to the
F227 
ministry of justice in Copenhagen sent by special courier service
and franked with 25 øre canc. on arrival ”STATSMINISTERIET 18.
MAR. 1940”. FÆRØ AMT on back. Faint fold in cover not touching
the stamps. Cert. Wowern. RARE COVER.

400

149
P µ 149 

Commercially used cover with the 10 øre Neopost meter mark
”THORSHAVN 12 VI 43” sent locally from ”Faerøernes
Oppebørselskontor”. Wowern # 18A. Very rare non-philatelic usage!
Cert. Wowern.

250

Red Cross form sent from Thorshavn 6 November 1943 with arrival in
Denmark on 10 January 1944.

Bid

151 DK346a+ Very unusual card from the 1954 drift envelope experiment in the North359 
east Atlantic ocean by the (British) National Institute of Oceanography.
The card was found at Fuglefjord on October 18 1954, having travelled
265 miles in 2 1/2 months. The card sent back from Fuglefjord on
November 1 1954 and received on November 15. SCARCE.

100

P µ 150 

P

54

150

Stamp Issues

First Day 3.1 1919

Lot # 152 µ
1
Very beautiful cover with the bisect 4 øre together with 5 øre used
on the First Day of issue. A few light folds not touching the
stamps. A very short-lived provisional usage due to missing 7
øre stamps and extremely rare used on the First Day. Certs.
Møller & Kaiser.
SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 1.500
55

€uro

P µ 153 1c 

P µ 154 3 *

Exceptional cover with bisected 4 öre Wavy Lines
with watermark crown together with 5 öre
Christian X canc. TRANGISVAAG 20.1 1919”. Not
priced in Facit. Cert. Grønlund & Lasse Nielsen.
SUPERB & VERY RARE.

Exceptional 2/5 öre scarce in such centering and very fresh. F=14.000.
Cert. Sismondo. SUPERB

1.500

400

Postage Paid Cancellations

P µ 155 PP3 
56

Franko Betalt 10 øre handstamp on unused business reply cover. Cert.
Wowern. SCARCE.

100

€uro

P µ 156 PP3 

Franko Betalt 10 øre handstamp produced for use in Klaksvik where it was used 12.5. - 5.6. 1941 wherupon it was used in Thorshavn
7.6. - 10.6. 1941. Originally 4 nearly identical postmarks were produced for use in Thorshavn, Klaksvik and Vaag, but the Klaksvik postmark differs from the other three by the bending top serif on ”F” in
FRANKO. Canc. ”THORSHAVN 9.6. 41”. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB & VERY RARE.

500

P µ 157 PP3+4  Franko Betalt 10 øre + 20 øre handstamps on very beautiful cover
canc. ”THORSHAVN 22.5. 41” and ”FÆRØ AMT” on back. Cert.
Debo. SCARCE COVER.

300

Collections & Mixed Lots
158 **/ 

Collection 1940 - 2004 in two beautiful SAFE Dual albums. Most issues collected both used and unused often with additional unused
blocks of four. Also some booklets included.

150

Ex 159
P µ 159 
160 

Lot with eight covers with 1940-41 provisionals. One with cert.
Wowern. All scanned on our website.
Lot with 22 covers sent from or within, and 4 covers sent to Faroe
Islands with e.g. insured covers, censored covers etc. All with Danish
”Caravel” stamps.

150

150
57

€uro

Greenland
Postal History

161
P

P

161 

162 

162
Folded letter with contents without date and origin, but certainly from
1855. An additional loose letter sheet from Holsteinsborg 1.9.1854 with
transcription is enclosed.

Bid

Letter with seal ”Jacobshavn Seminarium” til ”Herr Justitsraad
Rung, Inspecteur ved Vaisenhuset....” ca 1858-60. Ledger No. 30
noted at top right. Very well preserved. SUPERB.

300

163
P

P

163 

164
”Fra Grønland. Frimærkerne er gyldige”, rare canc. on block of four 5
öre Christian X, used in Denmark when Danish stamps once again
became valid for use in Greenland 1927.

164 DK161+ Parcel card for an 8 kilogram package sent to Frederikshaab with total
DK227+ franking of 3,50 kr. canc. ”GRØNLANDS STYRELSE 1.XI.39”.
DK232 

Bid

100

Parcel Post

P
58

165 P 1 

Very beautiful 1 øre canc. with polar bear in shield in black. Rare canc,
which is not known on parcel cards.

250

€uro

P µ 166 P 2IIC1 ** Extremely well centered and never hinged 5 øre II printing perf. on
four sides. Very rare in this quality. F=20.000. Cert. Møller.
EXCELLENT.

167

168

500

169

P

167 P2IIB *

Fresh and beautiful 5 øre red brown printing II perf. on three sides.
F=5.000. SUPERB.

100

P

168 P3IID *

Very fresh and well centered, lightly hinged 10 øre blue printing II corner cut. F=8.000. SUPERB.

150

P

169 P3II 

Beautiful pair of 10 øre blue of printing II canc. with oval ”STYRELSEN AF KOLONIERNE I GRØNLAND”. F=11.000.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

200

170

171

172

P

170 P 3IIC1  Rare straight line canc. without crown on a beautiful piece, slightly
uneven perforation at top.

100

P

171 P 3IIC  Beautiful 10 öre II printing perf. 4 sides. F=5.500. Cert. Maszluch.

100

P

172 P3IID *

1

10 öre 2nd printing pos. 5 with two sides imperforated. Only 2.000 copies
with two sides imperf. printed (500 copies position 5). A superb copy
with nearly invisible trace of hinge. F=8.000.

150
59

€uro

173

174

P

173 P 3I 

Beautiful parcel card with 10 øre I printing, some perfs cut at right.
Violet straight line canc. with crown.

250

P

174 P3IIB 

Parcel card for a parcel of newspapers franked with 10 øre blue printing II perf. on three sides, canc. with three line crowned ”STYRELSEN
AF KOLONIERNE I GRØNLAND”. Vertical central fold.

400

175
P

175 P 4I 

Light violet shield canc. on a well centered 1 øre I printing 1915.
Variety white spots in the shield and in R in ØRE due to particles in the
printing process. Rare canc. that is not known on parcel cards.
SUPERB.

176

60

177

100

178

P

176 P 7IIv  Very beautiful parcel card with 10 öre II printing. This card was used
1925-27 when 10 øre was the minimum rate.

200

P

177 P7IIIv2 * IMPERFORATE AT LEFT, 10 øre III printing in a very fresh copy with
very small hinge trace. Small crease very far out in the large margin.
F=6.000. RARE.

150

P

178 P7II 

2

Fine parcel card for a parcel weighing 2,25 kilos with single 10 øre
Thiele II printing II with one line crowned ”GRØNLANDS STYRELSE”.

150

€uro

P µ 179 P 7+10  PRINTED MATTER RATE. A spectacular parcel card with 10 øre IV
printing and 70 øre on a parcel card. Paying for a 5 kilo parcel of
printed matters (rate 3-5 kilos), used 1934-35. Cert. Kaiser.
VERY RARE.

180

P µ 180 P 8II **

P

182
Very beautiful 15 øre II printing never hinged and well centered.
F=12.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

300

181
183
181 P 13 **
COMPLETE SHEET of 10 øre Schultz 1937. Exceptional quality with
all stamps excellent or superb. F=17.500+.

250

Large part of parcel card with three copies 20 øre Schultz with date
canc. ”GRØNLAND 28 IV 38”. Very rare on cards. Cert. Wowern.

200

P µ 182 P 14 
P

500

183 P 17 **

A spectacular corner block of four of 70 øre in the rare deep red violet
shade of the Andreasen & lachmann printing. All perfectly centered.
F=8.000+++. EXCELLENT.

200
61

€uro

P

184 P 17-18 Andreasen & Lachman 1937. A fabulous set of com**
plete sheets of 25 of 70 øre & 1 kr. Exceptional quality with all the stamps in more or less perfect centering. Facit for single superb copies 37.500+.
EXCELLENT & RARE.

800

µ 185 P2II+
Small lot with three very fresh Pakke Porto stamps all with almost
P5I+P17 * invisible hinge marks incl. 5 øre brown of the second print. F=8.750.
All with cert. Slavomir Kaiser.

100

Later Issues

P µ 186 1..9 

Very unusual registered cover sent from ”THULE 1.12.1941” to
Denmark. The cover detained due to the war and arrival canc. on
back ”ODENSE 13.11.45”. VERY FEW SUCH COVERS KNOWN.

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
62

400

American Bank Note Company Proofs

Lot # 187
10-18 P
American Issue 1945 cpl. (9). Proofs on carton paper (ca 0,12 mm),
put up on a sheet by the printer, The American Bank Note
Company. A small piece of margin added (supposedly by the
printer) on the right side of 30 øre, of little importance as the frame/margins are complete on all four sides. Probably unique, in
any case much more rare than the die proofs, which DAKA quotes
at DKK 110.000.
EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 3.000

63

€uro

P

188 19-27 **

P µ 189 19-27 **

P µ 190 281v

Ex 188
”DANMARK BEFRIET” cpl. (9) with corner margins from upper right
corner. Opinion Møller.

Ex 189
1945 Danmark Befriet set cpl. (9) in very fresh never hinged margin
blocks in good centering. F=40.000. SUPERB SET.

800

Inverted overprint 4,25/0,25 kr. Margrethe green. Pos. 33 in sheet No.
17637. F=9.000. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT.

250
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Danish West Indies
Postal History

P

191 

P

192 

P

193 

194

191
192
Mourning cover with contents from ”St. Croix 3d August 1775” sent to
Burlington N.J. endorsed ”p the Pensylvania Farmer, Capt. Newton
via N:York”. Black seal indicating the death of a close friend.

100

1792 letter from St. Thomas to Philadelphia with ”4” cents rating mark
applied in Philadelphia. Endorsed ”fav’d by Captn. Lawson, Schooner
Betsy”.

200

Large fleuron canc. ”ST. THOMAS JAN 28 1814” (second British
Occupation 1807-15) on a beautiful small size cover sent from
Barbados to London. Manuscript marking ”2/2”. On the reverse red
arrival mark ”F / 8 MA 8 1814”. SUPERB.

500

195

196

P

194 

Red framed ”PACKET LETTER” (Robertson type P3) on 1837 letter
from St. Croix via London to Madeira. Manuscript ”4/4” due notation
for double rate postage.

100

P

195 

1858, letter from New York by ship via ”ST. THOMAS JY 16” and
Havana to ”BARBADOS JY 21 1858”. Noted ”4” inter-island rate,
changed to ”5” in Barbados to include local delivery fee.

100

P

196 

US 10 c brown on cover from St. Thomas to New York canc. ”N.YORK
- STEAMSHIP FEB 22” and ”ST. THOMAS 14.2.1873”. Noted ”pr.
Ontario”. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

150
65

€uro

P

P

197 

198 

197
198
US 10 c. brown on envelope forwarded via St. Thomas 1873 to
Searsport, USA. Small part of St.Thomas antiqua c.d.s. 1873 and
with blue forwarder canc. Red framed pkm. of St. Thomas ”FRANCO” used to indicate the local DWI postage as well as US steam postage was paid (earliest recorded of only four impressions known),
seldom used during times of stamp shortage. On the reverse ”NEW
YORK SHIP DEC 20”. Slightly aged.

200

Three copies GB 4d. brick red on folded cover from ”ST. THOMAS AU
12 68” to London at 1s rate. ”C51” canc. and notation ”R.S (Royal
Service). Inside notations ”Gouvernmentet, St. Croix” and ”Pakke
med Documenter”. VERY FRESH AND BEAUTIFUL.

200

199
P

P

66

199 

200 

P

201 

P

202 

200

”C51” canc. of St. Thomas on a very beautiful cover sent to Genova,
Italy franked with GB 1s green and 4d brick red. Two red c.d.s. ”ST.
THOMAS OC 28 68” and ”LONDON 13 NO 68”. Arrival mark on
the reverse ”GENOVA NOV 15 68”. The 1s stamp was affixed over
the edge of the letter, otherwise SUPERB & RARE.

200

Pair GB 4d brick vermillon on cover from St. Thomas via London to
Bordeaux. ”C51” canc. and red c.d.s. ”ST. THOMAS PAID”. Red circular
”PD”. The stamps are fresh of colour, letter sheet slightly worn at the edges.

150

201
202
Cover from San Juan, Puerto Rico franked with GB 4d. brick red with
”C61” canc. of SAN JUAN sent to New York. Red c.d.s. ”PORTO RICO
DE 12 71”. ”ST. THOMAS DE 13 71” transit mark on the reverse. A
light fold through the stamp. RARE.

100

A beautiful entire with 4d brick red on cover with duplex canc. ”ST.
THOMAS JY 4 73” sent to Pto. Plato, Dominican Republic at ”InterIsland-Rate”. Noted ”pr. Arno”. A faint fold through the stamp.

100

€uro

203

204

205

P

203 

Cover dated ”St. Jago, Cuba 25th Febr 1874” sent via British and
Danish PO to Nova Scotia franked with GB 4d brick red canc. with
duplex canc. ”C51” & ”ST. THOMAS PAID MR 17 74”. Noted ”10c
paid” in additional postage to Halifax. VERY FINE.

100

P

204 

GB one Shilling green and blue 2d (engraved) on cover with duplex
canc. ”C51” & ”ST. THOMAS PAID MY 14 74” sent to Göttingen,
Germany. Red transit mark ”LONDON PAID 29 MY 74”. The blue
stamp with very small imperfections. RARE & VERY BEAUTIFUL.

150

GB 4d brick red on a beautiful cover from Santiago, Cuba with duplex
canc. ”C51” & ”ST. THOMAS PAID MY 15 74” sent to ”BARBADOS
MY 19 74”. 1d due notation. Slight folds in the letter sheet only.
VERY FINE.

100

Duplex canc. ”C51” & ”ST. THOMAS OC 4 75” on a very fresh and
beautiful quadruple rate cover with GB 4d brick red and two copies
1s green sent via London to Gironde, France. Red ”PD” and French
”ANGL. AMB. CALAIS 30 OCT 75”. Arrival mark on the reverse 31
OCT. VERY FINE & FLAWLESS.

250

Horizontal strip of five of One Penny brick red Antigua stamps on
cover canc. ”A02” and c.d.s. on the reverse ”ANTIGUA NO 11 71” via
”ST. THOMAS NO 12 71” to Nova Scotia. Noted ”4” with red
crayon. VERY BEAUTIFUL & RARE.

750

P

P

P

205 

206 

207 

67

€uro

P

208 

P µ 209 / 

208
Ex 209
Cover with contents dated ”New York le 10 May 1861” sent via
”KINGSTON JU 8 1861” and ”ST. THOMAS JU 12 61” to Pointe à Pitre,
Guadeloupe. Franked with 4d Jamaica brick red stamp with ”A01”
canc. Red notation ”4”. RARE & VERY FINE.

400

”C51” pmks from the British PO in St. Thomas. 5 exhibition pages
incl. 3 covers and a number of single stamps demonstrating different types of pmks, e.g. with a fine GB 10 sh. rose. The lot can be
inspected on our website.

500

La Guaira Cover to France

Lot # 210
LG2 
DOS REALES green Waterlow & Sons on a very well preserved
letter from ”LA GUARYA / CORREOS SEP 9” via ”LONDON SP
28 64” and ”PARIS” to ”BORDEAUX 30 SEPT. 64”. Black ”16” and
framed ”GB / 1F60C”.
EXTRAORDINARILY FRESH & SUPERB
€uro 1.500
68

€uro

Stamp Issues

P µ 211

1b 

P µ 212 1c 

P

213 2 *

P µ 214 2

211
213
3 cents 1855 carmine with yellow gum from St. Thomas centrical mute
canc. F=3.800. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE COPY.

100

3 cents carmine 1855 with brown gum on cover with contents from
”St. Thomas 12.5.1866” sent to Christiansted, St. Croix. The stamp
has been torn out on two sides, just touching the frame line at right.
Cert. Møller. FRESH & FINE.

500

Unused block of six 3 cents rose. Two stamps with small pin holes.
F=2.700

Bid

3 cents rose 1866 paying local DWI postage on a beautiful cover
dated ”St. Johns Febro 1868” (Antigua) to St. Thomas privately forwarded at St. Thomas and sent by ”FORWARDED Geo. A.PHILIPS
& Co”. Mute 3-ring canc. and antiqua c.d.s. ”ST. THOMAS
18.7.1868” to Philadelphia. Black US due mark ”N.Y. STEAMSHIP
FEB 26 / 10 (cents)”. Only eight similar covers are recorded. Some
imperfections in the letter sheet away from stamp have been skill1.000
fully restored. Cert. Møller. RARE & VERY FINE.
69

€uro

P

Scarce printed matter with pair 1 cent 7th printing with inverted frames, perf. 14 sent from ”ST. THOMAS 5.1.1897” to New York. NE
corner perf. slightly rounded.

300

P

216
216 5i 

217
219
Beautiful 2 c. postcard sent locally with a 1 cent IX printing ”CHRISTIANSTED 2.11 1898”. VERY FINE.

Bid

P

217 6 

Very fresh 3 cent with a perfect canc. ”CHRISTIANSTED 25.8 1900”.
SUPERB.

Bid

P

218 6i 

Postcard with violet purser’s marking ”HUNGARIA” and written
date ”20/4 98” franked with 3 cents 9th printing sent to ”HAMBURG
9.5.98”. RARE & EXCELLENT.

600

Cover with a non-accepted stamp previously used 3 cents blue/red perf.
14 sent from ”FREDERIKSTED 7.9.1896” to Bassin. The stamp glued
with new brownish gum. Double the missing 2 cents postage charged
at the receiver ”4” cents noted and with ”T” in circle.

Bid

P

70

215 5g 

219 6 

€uro

P

220 6h+14  A wonderful HAPAG cover sent ”per Fontabelle” with mixed franking perf. 14 & 13 1/2, three copies 3 cents 8th printing and single
copy 1 cent perf. 12 3/4 from ”ST. THOMAS 29.12.1898” to New York.
EXCELLENT.

221
P

P

221 7b 

222 10g 

P µ 223 12 *

250

222

Pair 4 cents 2nd printing perf. 14 as additional franking on 2 cents
stationery envelope sent as internal ship letter from Christiansted via
”ST. THOMAS 14.4.1896” to Fischbach in PRUSSIA. Black ”C” on
the reverse indicating origin of Christiansted. SUPERB.

500

Underpaid letter with 10 c. 7th printing perf. 14 on a beautiful cover
from ”ST. THOMAS 22.2.1898” to Richmond, Virginia. Noted as a
triple rate letter with red ”3” and with circular ”T”. Two line canc.
”COLLECT POSTAGE 30 CENTS”.
VERY INTERESTING & BEAUTIFUL.

200

Fresh copy of 14 cents with one slightly nibbed corner perf. F=9.000.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

100
71

Excellent 14 cents Block

Lot # 224 µ
12 **
An absolutely perfectly centered margin block of four of
the rare 14 cents in very fresh, never hinged condition. A
great rarity in this quality. Pos. 31-32/41-42. Facit as four
single superb copies 108.000+. Cert Lasse Nielsen.
EXCELLENT EXHIBITION PIECE

€uro 5.000

72

€uro

225
P

225 14 

226

227

Internal ship letter from Christiansted to St. Thomas franked with a
horizontal strip of three canc. with mute four ring canc. With black
”C” on the reverse indicating incoming ship letter to Christiansted.
SUPERB & SCARCE.

300

P

226 16 

Pair 4 cents brown/blue perf. 12 3/4 on envelope from ”FREDERIKSTED 6.6.1903 to New York. Small imperfections in the envelope only of
no importance. VERY FINE.

100

P

227 16a+
v12 

Oval flaw white spot between T and I on right stamp in horizontal pair
4 cents brown/blue perf. 12 3/4 3rd printing on envelope from ”FREDERIKSTED 18.6.1902” to New York. Noted ”Per S/S Korona”. Slight
staining. VERY FINE.

100

P µ 228 16a+24b Underpaid letter from ”ST. THOMAS 23.5.1902” to Boston franked

with 4 cents 3rd printing pos. 33 with large oval flaw ”broken frame
line over TIN and with 2/3 cents provisional local overprint. Circular
”T”-mark and with one line ”DUE 2 CENTS”. 2 c. US due stamp
with black oval canc. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
A VERY INTERESTING LETTER.

200

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
229 / 

µ 230 

• P µ 231

Remainder collection in two volumes containing some prephilatelic
covers, postmarks, covers, postcards and stationaries. One volume
with various US material from the West Indies after 1917. Please
inspect.

200

POSTAGE DUE, US PERIOD. 9 exhibition pages with letters after 1917.

100

Ex 231
HAPAG. Exhibition page with a block of four imperf. 1938 reprint etc.
Also a used original stamp with mute canc. from St. Thomas. Interesting
lot.

Bid
73

€uro

Norway
15.00 hrs

4 Skilling 1855
Please see also Lot # 80, 82, 84, 520, 1187 & 1196

P µ 232 1 *

P

233 1 

Beautiful 4 skilling with large margins slightly
unfresh. F=50.000. Cert. Aune. SCARCE WITH
ORIGINAL GUM.

An exceptional red KDOPA HAMBURG canc. together with a red
chalk line. VERY RARE.

1.000

300

Oscar I

234
P

234 2 

P µ 235 3+4+5 
74

235
London numeral ”30” on 2 sk. Oscar. VERY FINE & RARE.

100

Very beautiful small piece with 3, 4 and 8 Sk. canc. ”42”. Cert. Enger.

Bid

€uro

Coat of Arms 1867

236
P

236 11 

P µ 237 11+14 

238

239

Superb Finnish cork canc. in blue on 1 sk. 1. Hellman No. 441.
VERY RARE.

100

Cover to Copenhagen franked with 1 Skill 1 and 4 Skill 4 sent as
ship mail and first canc. with Danish three ring ”1” on arrival in
Copenhagen. Two Copenhagen datestamps on reverse. 4 Skill 4 with
imperfections, tape stain on envelope. Cert. & Sign. Aune. Cert.
Møller for the Danish postmarks. VERY RARE ITEM.

300

P

238 12 

Superb Finnish cork canc. in blue on 2 sk. 2. Hellman No. 441.
VERY RARE.

100

P

239 14 

Beautiful pair 4 sk. 4 with blue ship canc. ”HAMBURG 1 10.12 67”.
VERY FINE & RARE.

100

Posthorn Issues

P

240
240 18a 

241
242
243
244
Very beautiful Danish numeral canc. ”1” Copenhagen om 3 skilling dark
carmine. SUPERB & RARE.

100

P

241 19 

Rare Danish numeral canc. ”34” & and part of ”KJØBENHAVN JB” on 4
skilling violet. Possibly unique on this stamp. VERY FINE.

100

P

242 32 

50 øre shaded posthorn dark carmine with GB canc. ”HULL JA 11 89”.
SUPERB.

Bid

P

243 41 

Extremely beautiful 12 øre dull olive green unshaded posthorn with
close to perfect canc. ”CHRISTIANIA 8E28 V84”. SUPERB.

300

P

244 45a 

20 øre posthorn 21 mm dark blue clear print with GB duplex canc. ”383”
Hull. VERY RARE.

Bid
75

€uro

245

247

P

245 48 

1 øre posthorn 20 mm brown with GB canc. ”E89” Tyne Docks
Southshields. SUPERB.

P

246 50+65+
66 

20 øre franking on ship mail cover to Germany with boxed ”Paquebot”
in violet ink as well as straight line ”Fra Norge” applied in
Copenhagen. ”KJØBENHAVN K 3. OMB 1.7.97” transit on back as
well as ”STETTIN 2.7.97” arrival canc. Some stamps with imperfections of little importance. Norwegian ship letters canc. in Copenhagen
are especially rare as most such mail landed either in Frederikshavn or
Hamburg. RARE ITEM.

Bid

P

247 53I 

Pair of 10 øre red 20 mm posthorn with rare GB duplex canc. ”E89” &
”TYNE DOCKS SOUTH SHIELDS 87”. SUPERB.

Bid

10 øre rose on postcard from Christianssand sent as shipmail via
”FREDERKISHAVN 25.8.05” in Denmark to ”WIEN 28.VIII.05”. The
stamp tied by single line ”FRA NORGE”.

Bid

246

P µ 248 77 

Bid

248

Later Issues

P

249 264 *

Legion 1941 in a very unusual pair with very light print. RARE.

250 279-97 ** V-OVERPRINT 1941. Complete set without watermark except the 10
øre white V in complete sheets of 100. F=94.000.

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
76

150
600

€uro

251

252

P

251 433 

Very unusual card from the 1954 drift envelope experiment in the
North-east Atlantic ocean by the (British) National Institute of
Oceanography. The card was found at Sandøy in Romsdal on August
31 1957, having travelled 800 miles in the 40 months. The card sent
back from Sandøy on September 2 1957 and received on September 4.
The card slightly worn due to its travels. SCARCE.

Bid

P

252 

Unusual card from the 1954 drift envelope experiment in the Northeast Atlantic ocean by the (British) National Institute of Oceanography.
The card was found at Gåsvær at Sandnessjøen on March 4 1955,
having travelled 910 miles in 10 months. The card sent back from
Gåsvær in Helgeland on March 4 1955 and received on March 10. The
card with both Norwegian and British postage due markings due to it
being sent without a stamp. SCARCE.

Bid

Collections

Ex 253
P µ 253 **/ */ 

254 **/ */ 

Interesting used/unused collection 1855 - 1972 on Facit leaves incl.
Officials and Postage Due. Early part used, from 1920s unused with
hinges and from 1967 never hinged.

500

Collection 1856 - 1984 mixed used and unused on old album pages
incl. quite a few skilling stamps, however in very mixed quality.

100

Mixed Lots & Accumulations

P µ 255 

Ex 255
Group of 6 different skilling stamp of various issues with GB canc.
”383” Hull. One with small thin. Scarce.

200

256 **

Accumulation of booklets in modest quantities ca late 1970s up to 2002
apart from the 1997 ”350th Anniversary of the Post” of which there are
204 copies. Face value is over NOK 13.000

300
77

Spitzbergen
Please see also Lot # 404

Gregory Frantz Gold Medal Collection
The following section of Spitzbergen mail represents a varied selection of e.g. scarce
and rare destinations, scarce frankings and combinations, scarce handstamps etc.
from a Gold Medal collection.
Polar cruises were made to Spitzbergen between the years 1896 and 1914 on a regular
schedule, during the ice-free summer months, serving scientists as well as tourists.
Stamps, cancellations and handstamps were prepared by various shipping companies who used the proceeds to cover their cost of carrying tourist mail to a government
post office, usually in Norway.

• P µ 257 1-2 **

• P

258 1 

• P

259 E1 

78

Set of two gutter blocks of four of the stamps by Vesteraalens
Dampskibsselskab issued in 1896. A couple of shorter perfs. on a
couple of the 20 øre stamps but otherwise very fresh never hinged.

150

258
259
Postcard sent to Sweden franked with 10 øre Vesteraalens
Dampskibsselskab stamp of 1896 canc. ”ADVENT BAY” along with a
Norwegian 10 øre stamp canc. ”MOLDE 5.VIII.04”. Two handstamps:
Bergenske D. Selskab & D.S. MIRA, Norway SS line.

200

Postcard to Germany franked with Captain Bade stamp from 1897
canc. with ”SPITZBERGEN MAGDALENEN BAI 15.VII.02” (B6, only
a few known) as well as Norwegian 10 øre canc. ”HAMMERFEST
19.VII.02”. Arrival canc. ”GUSTROW 26.7.02”. SCARCE.

150

€uro

260
• P

• P

260 E1 

261 E2 

Captain Bade stamp of 1897 on postcard sent to Finland canc.
”SPITZBERGEN EISFJORD 12.VII.02” (B3), also franked with
Norwegian 5 øre stamp canc. HAMMERFEST 19.VII.02”. Swedish
railroad transit as well as Finnish arrival canc. on front.
RARE DESTINATION.

250

Registered postcard sent to Laibach franked with Bade’s walrus
stamp without hyphen tied by ”NORDLICHES EISMEER 80°
NORDBREITE 15.VIII.98” (B12) as well as 5 and 25 øre Norwegian
franking canc. ”TROMSØ 19.VIII.98”. Arrival canc. ”LAIBACH
27.8.98”. VERY RARE.

250

262

• P

• P

262 E2 

263 E3 

261

263

Postcard sent to Austria franked with Captain Bade walrus stamp without hyphen canc. ”SPITZBERGEN NORDKÜSTE 18.VIII.99” (B5),
further a Norwegian 10 øre canc. ”NORDLANDS POSTEXP.
23.VIII.99”. Arrival canc. ”STROBL 29.8.99”.

150

Postcard mailed on board the SS Thalia, sent to Austria franked
with Captain Bade walrus stamp with hyphen as well as only an
Austrian 10 heller stamp and no Norwegian stamp. The Bade stamp
canc. ”SPITZBERGEN SMEERENBURG 31.VII.07” (B4) and the
Austrian stamp canc. ”THALIA” on the same date.
ONLY A COUPLE OF ITEMS KNOWN WITH AUSTRIAN
POSTAGE ONLY.

300

79

€uro

264
• P

264 E3 

• P µ 265 E3 

Captain Bade’s walrus stamp with hyphen (third issue) canc. ”SPITZBERGEN OST-KÜSTE 15.VI.04” (similar to B5 but unlisted) on postcard to Germany. Further a Norwegian 10 øre stamp canc. ”HAMMERFEST 20.VI.04”. ”FRIEDRICHSHAFEN 29. JUL 04” arrival canc.

150

Postcard sent to Germany franked with Bade’s walrus stamp without
hyphen canc. ”NORDLICHES EISMEER 80° NORDBREITE 13.VII.04”
(B2) as well as Norwegian 10 øre canc. ”HAMMERFEST 20.VII.04”.
Red Capt. Bade expedition cachet alongside (B7). The reverse shows a
real photo view of ”Andree’s Ballonstation a/d Däneninsel”.

150

266
• P

• P

266 E6 

267 E9 

265

267

Postcard sent to Germany with multicolour Norwegian franking of 10
øre canc. ”NORDKAP 12.VII.00”, 20 øre Giæver stamp and 2 øre Vardø
local post stamp with violet ”SPITZBERGEN” (HA7) handstamps.
Further a violet ”NORDCAP” (HA7a), ”TRONDHJEM 19.VII.00” as
well as a German arrival canc. UNUSUAL.

150

Postcard mailed onboard the Kong Harald sent to Australia with 10
øre Giæver stamp pre-cancelled ”ADVENT BAY 18.AUG.06” (T1)
and Norwegian 10 øre canc. ”HAMMERFEST 24.VIII.06”. Straight
line ”Kong Harald.” handstamp in violet alongside. The Norwegian
stamp with faults. ONLY RECORDED ITEM TO AUSTRALIA.

300

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
80

€uro

• P

• P

• P

• P

• P

• P

268
269
Postcard sent to Finland franked with 10 øre Giæver stamp canc.
Smeerenburg along with a Norwegian 10 øre stamp canc. ”HAMMERFEST 20.VII.06”. Swedish transit and Finnish arrival canc.
RARE DESTINATION.

200

269 E11+13  10 øre postal stationery card to Germany with additional two Giæver
stamps of the third printing, all canc. ”VIRGO BAY” (N11). Very few
stationery cards known.

150

270
272
270 E11-13  Postcard sent to Trieste franked with cpl. set of three Giæver stamps
of plate III as well as a Norwegian 10 øre all canc. ”GREEN HARBOUR 15.VIII.10”. Two of the Giæver stamps with perf. faults due
to placement. SCARCE DESTINATION.

200

271
273
271 E14 **/ * Two unused copies of 5 øre Giæver stamp of 1898, one imperf. and the
other one imperf. vertically. Both stamps with gum, the partly imperf.
one never hinged.

100

268 E9 

272 E14 

273 E15 

Very rare uprated 5 øre reply postal stationery card with additional
Norwegian 5 øre as well as 5 øre Giæver stamp all tied by ”DIGERMULEN 19.VII.01”. Violet ”SPITZBERGEN” (HA7) handstamp
alongside. The card sent to Germany and arrival canc. 25.7.01.
Two beautiful copies of 10 øre polar bear on shield, forerunner to Troms
Fylkes Dampskibsselskab. One canc. ”BELL SOUND 16.VIII.07” and the
other one with oval ”SPITZBERGEN HVALHEIM” with date removed.

200

100
81

€uro

• P

• P

274
275
20 øre provisional overprint canc. ”BELL SUND 1906” (N6) as well as
Norwegian 10 øre canc. ”ADVENT BAY 30.VII.06” on postcard sent to
France.

150

275 E14-16  Double 5 øre postal stationery card addressed to Austria, the inquiry
card franked with three diff. stamps incl. a polar bear on shield
stamp with Spitzbergen handstamp with ship’s name removed. The
value stamp of the card canc. with cross in blue crayon.
VERY FEW COVERS KNOWN WITH THIS STAMP.

250

274 E16 

276
• P

276 E20a+
E16 

Ex 277

Postcard sent to Germany franked with violet ”THALIA” stamp of
the Austrian Lloyd company canc. ”Thalia Bordpost Spitzbergen 14.
AUG. 1910” (T6) and ”Virgohafen” (T10) as well as 5 øre provisional
surcharge on 20 øre Spitzbergen polar bear stamp and Norwegian
franking canc. ”TROMSØ 19.VIII.10”.

200

• P µ 277 E18-20  Österreichischer Lloyd. ”THALIA” inscribed labels, three diff. colours;
blue, red and green, each uncancelled on separate postcard with
”ADVENT BAY SPITSBERGEN” handstamp alongside.

150
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€uro

278

279

• P

278 E21 

5 øre postal stationery inquiry card with an additional franking of 5
øre as well as a green 5 øre Spitzbergen stamp showing the station of
Andrée & Wellman at Virgo Bay, all canc. ”GREEN HARBOUR SPITZBERGEN” (GH1, close spacing). The card sent to Germany and
then forwarded to Danzig.

150

• P

279 E22-23  5 øre postal stationery card to Germany with 10 and 20 øre stamps
canc. with ”GREEN HARBOUR - SPITZBERGEN” handstamp (GH2),
the value stamp imprint canc. with ”GREEN HARBOUR 29.IX.12”
postal canc. ”TROMSØ 11.X.12” transit canc.

150

280
• P

• P

280 E25 

281 E24 

281

Postcard sent to Egypt franked with 5 øre brown Spitzbergen stamp
tied by unusual (unlisted) double circle date stamp inscribed
”SPITZBERG” as well as Norwegian 10 øre machine canc.
”TROMSØ 6.VIII.12”. Two different Cairo arrival canc. dated
17.VIII.12. The card later re-directed to Germany.
PROBABLY A UNIQUE DESTINATION.

300

Violet 5 øre Spitzbergen stamp on postcard sent to Romania, tied by
Magdalene Bay handstamp. Norwegian 10 øre canc. ”HAMMERFEST 28.VII.07”. Romanian arrival canc.
VERY SCARCE DESTINATION.

200

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
83

€uro

282
• P

• P

282 E25+29  Beautiful postcard to Germany with 5 and 10 øre Spitzbergen stamps
canc. ”MAGDALENEN BAY 15.VII.12” (G12) as well as a Norwegian
10 øre stamp canc. ”NORDKAP 18.VII.12”.
283 E29 

Postcard sent to Germany carried by the ”Groﬂer Kurfürst” franked
with 10 øre Spitzbergen stamp canc. in ”MAGDALENEN BAY,
Spitzbergen” (G11). The card then placed in the postal system in
Iceland with 10 aur Frederik VIII stamp canc. ”REYKJAVIK
23.VII.13” while on circuit route from New York. RARE.

284

• P

• P

84

283

284 E30 

285 E32 

100

250

285

Unusual postcard from a cruise on board the SS Prince Friedrich
Wilhelm which was then berthed in Norway due to the war. The
card franked with 20 øre label canc. ”VIRGO HAFEN 1. Aug. 1914”
(G16) with an additional German 5 pf. stamp canc. in ”BREMEN
10.8.14” where the card was eventually posted.
VERY FEW SUCH CARDS KNOWN.

200

Beautiful postcard sent to Germany with 30 øre Spitzbergen semipostal stamp canc. ”KINGS BAY Spidsbergen 12.VII.1914” (G10,
only six known) along with a Norwegian 10 øre stamp canc. ”HAMMERFEST 21.VII.14”. The proceeds of the semi-postal stamps went
to a German charity fund. The higher values of the set are unusual
on cover.

150

€uro

286
• P

286 E33 

• P µ 287 E34-38
/ / 

• P µ 288 H1 

• P µ 289 H1 

Ex 287

Very beautiful postcard sent to Germany franked with 50 øre
Spitzbergen semi-postal stamp which is scarcely seen on cover as
well as a further such stamp of 10 øre and a 10 øre Norwegian stamp.
Cancelled ”VIRGO-HAFEN 20.Juli.1913” (G16) and ”TROMSØ
25.VII.13”. The proceeds of the semi-postal stamps went to a
German charity fund.

150

HAMBURG AMERICAN LINE ISSUE OF 1913. Small group of
three cards, a front and two loose stamps on exhibition pages. Mixed
quality.

750

288
289
Properly used lettercard sent from the Paris Exhibition franked with
a 25 c. Sage type canc. ”PARIS EXPOSITION PRESSE 16 JUIL 00” to
Tromsø and then onward to Cape North and Spitzbergen before being
forwarded to England. Various transit and arrival canc. on both
sides. VERY FEW CORRECTLY USED CARDS KNOWN.

400

Spitzbergen lettercard for the Paris Expo sent to Russia (Latvia)
franked with 10 c. Sage type canc. ”PARIS 24 JUIL 00”. Russian arrival canc. on back. SCARCE.

250

85

€uro

290
• P

• P

290 H1 

291 H1 

291

Spitzbergen lettercard sent from the Paris Expo to England franked
with 10 c. Sage type canc. ”PARIS EXPOSITION BEAUX-ARTS 13
JUIN 00”. Arrival canc. ”MANCHESTER JU 14 00”. Somewhat
worn. RARE.

250

A second printing of the lettercard for the Paris Expo printed in a
much darker blue colour . The card has been canc. with Nordkap as
well as Spitzbergen in 1901 but has first been mailed franked with
two Norwegian 10 øre stamps canc. ”TRONDHEIM 3.VIII.03” and
sent to Germany. Rare oval ”NORDKAP KONG HARALD 1 AUG
03” handstamp in violet ink. RARE.

150

Collection

Ex 292

Lot # 292 µ
/ / 
Ca 40 cards/covers as well as some loose stamps covering most
issues neatly described on exhibition pages, nearly all of the cards
with Spitzbergen stamps. Many better cards incl. interesting destinations, wide selection of diff. canc. etc. Also a few unfranked
postcards not counted. All scanned on our website.
€uro 2.000
86

€uro

Iceland
Postal History
Please see also Lot # 283

Ex 293

294

P

293 

Pre-philatelic cover dated in Copenhagen 1 Oct. 1838 with full content
written in Icelandic sent to Grenjadarstadur. Probably privately carried.

150

P

294 

Interesting pre-philatelic cover with full content dated in Videy 30
Sept 1846 sent to Fell in Myrdalur. Probably privately carried.

150

Folded letter with full contents dated ”Rekvig d. 26 febr. 1855” with
charter number ”N 779”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. ONLY A FEW ITEMS
WITH CHARTER NUMBER KNOWN.

400

P µ 295 

296

P µ 296 

297

298

Letter with contents dated ”Husevig den 4de Febr. 1859” probably privately forwarded via Vopnafjördur to Copenhagen. Transcription of
the contents enclosed. Cert. Kaiser. RARE & SUPERB.

150

P µ 297 DK21c  Exceptional numeral canc. ”236” Reykjavik on Danish 3 skilling
stamp, presumably canc. after period of use. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

Bid

Ship letter sent from Denmark franked with two 8 øre stamps (38th
printing of 1885) first canc. in ”REYKJAVIK 15.10” before being forwarded to the addressee in Mjófjördur. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
UNUSUAL ITEM.

200

P µ 298 DK31 

87

€uro

Skilling Issue

299

300

302

305

P

299 2 

Rare misperf. of 4 sk. showing parts of two designs, canc. ”EGILSTADIR 16.5”. VERY UNUSUAL.

200

P

300 2 

Very well placed and upright ”EGILSTADIR 20.2” on 4 skilling with
some very small imperfections. A total of 2.196 4 skilling stamps sold
at this office. RARE CANCELLATION.

100

Very well placed strike of the rare three ring ”236” on 4 skilling. One
slightly thin corner perf. of little importance. Cert. Møller.
VERY UNUSUAL CANC. ON THIS STAMP.

300

4 skilling in unusually light shade with Danish numeral ”1”. One toned
perf. Cert. Møller. VERY SCARCE.

200

P µ 301 2 
P µ 302 2 

303
P

303 2 *

µ 304 2 **

88

301

306

Lower corner margin block of four of 4 sk. (bottom margin separated
from stamps). The stamps all with watermark ”two half crowns”.
F=7.500++. SCARCE BLOCK.

Complete plating of all 25 clichés of 4 sk., a lower
left quarter sheet separated into 7 units incl. two
blocks of four and one of six. Nicely displayed on
an exhibition page with plate flaws enlarged. One
stamp with pinhole, otherwise in fine unmounted
quality. Please be careful when viewing as the
perfs break easily. Facit as single stamps 112.500.
Ex. Schnell.

250

1.000

P

305 3 (*)

Very unusual misperf. of 8 sk. showing the design of two stamps. No
gum. VERY RARE.

150

P

306 3 *

Upper corner margin block of four of 8 sk. F=12.000++.
SCARCE BLOCK.

250

€uro

307
P µ 307 4v2 (*)
P µ 308 4v1 *

308

Imperf. pair of 16 sk. on ungummed paper with watermark, one stamp
with unusual plate flaw; large part of right frame missing. Cert. KPK.
RARE.

150

Inverted watermark on 16 sk. perf. 14 x 13 1/2, slightly off-centered.
F=15.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

250

Rare 16 Skilling Block

Lot # 309 µ
4*
Very fresh margin block of four of 16 sk. perf. 14 x 13 1/2, some
hinge reinforcements. F=60.000. Cert. Friedl. Ex. Schnell.
ONLY FIVE BLOCKS OF FOUR RECORDED

€uro 1.250
89

€uro

310

P µ 310 4F

P µ 311

6 */ (*)

311

Extremely rare Sperati forgery of 16 skilling printed
on a chemically washed Danish stamp perf. 12 3/4
with watermark (parts of two crowns). Signed by
Sperati and purchased from him personally in 1956.
Cert. RPSL. POSSIBLY UNIQUE.
Two very unusual copies of 4 sk. line perf 12 1/2, one exceptionally
wide (without gum, very small thin in margin) and the other one
extremely narrow. Cert. & opinion Møller. VERY RARE VARIETIES.

400

250

Rare Block of Four

Lot # 312 µ
6*
Very fresh and well centered block of four of 4 sk. perf. 12 1/2.
Cert. Møller.
ONLY FOUR SUCH BLOCKS RECORDED
€uro 2.000
90

€uro

313

314

P

313 7 *

Misperf. pair of 16 sk. showing parts of two adjoining designs. SCARCE.

150

P

314 7v2 *

Beautiful 16 sk. margin example, imperf. at right. Pos. 90. F=6.000.
SCARCE.

200

Aur Issue Perforation 14 x 13 1/2

P µ 315 8+12  Beautiful money letter sent to Denmark franked
with seven copies of 3 aur as well as two copies of
10 aur canc. ”ÍSAFJÖRDUR 17.8”. Two intact wax
seals on back.
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91

€uro

316
P

150

Very fresh copy from one of the first 4 printings of 10 aur. F=4.000.
Opinion Møller. VERY FINE.

100

Extremely fresh, very lightly hinged block of four of 10 aur red carmine of 1895. The stamps all with double perf. at top and bottom.
F=30.000. SCARCE BLOCK.

400

318 12d *

319
P µ 319 12d 

320

10 aur red carmine with manuscript canc. ”Saurbær” as well as
”REYKJAVIK 30.3.97” (arrival canc.). Cert. Møller.

100

Very unusual misperf. copy of 10 aur with part of an adjoining design
with perfect ”HRAUNGERDI 2.8”. RARE.

100

P µ 321 12d+24  Domestic money letter franked with two copies of 10 aur perf. 14 x
13 1/2 as well as single 5 aur perf. 12 3/4. Each stamp canc.
”ESKIFJÖRDUR 24.5”, arrival canc. ”REYKJAVIK 29.5.97” on back
along with two wax seals. Ex. Jóhannesson.

300

P

92

318

316 11d **/ * Very fresh block of four of 6 aur unclean grey colour of 1891. The two
lower stamps never hinged. F=10.600.

P µ 317 12a *
P

317

320 12 

€uro

322
P

323

322 13 

P µ 323 13c 
P µ 324 13d 

325

324

16 aur in reconstructed pair with beautiful ”FRA ISLAND” shipmail
canc.

100

Cover with 16 aur brown of the 1886 printing canc. ”REYKJAVIK 2.12”
sent to Denmark with transit and arrival canc. on back. The cover
lightly restored.

Bid

16 aur grey brown of 1891 on cover sent to Denmark, the stamp canc.
”ÍSAFJÖRDUR 4.4” (1898). Various transit and arrival canc. on back.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

Bid

326

327

P

325 14a 

Very fine copy of 20 aur blurred print in a rarely seen bright violet shade with a very unusual canc. ”DJÚPIVOGUR 23.2”.

200

P

326 14a 

Very beautiful 20 aur pale violet with extremely fine ”REYKJAVIK
7.9”. SUPERB.

200

P

327 14a 

Well centered 20 aur pale violet with well placed ”GRENJADARSTADUR 19.1”. Difficult canc. in this quality, especially on this stamp.

200

328
P µ 328 14a 
P µ 329 14a 
P

330 14a 

329

330

Beautiful 20 aur pale violet with very fine strike of ”HRAUNGERDI
7.12”. A very small thin spot in the watermark. Cert.
Svendsen/Eldrup.

100

Fine copy of 20 aur pale violet with Danish numeral canc. ”1”. Very
unusual with this canc. Cert. Grønlund.

150

A fresh and beautiful 20 aur 1st printing (blurred print) with Danish
one line canc. ”FRA ISLAND”. F=4.400+. Sign. Grønlund. SUPERB.

Bid

93

€uro

P

331 15b *

Very fresh block of four of 20 aur grey blue of 1885, pos. 5-6 & 15-16.
Lightly hinged and reinforced. F=40.000. RARE BLOCK.

332

333

335

336

P

332 15b 

Beautiful 20 aur grey blue of 1885 with extremely fine ”HRAUNGERDI 31.7”. SUPERB.

100

P

333 15c 

Exceptional ”HRAUNGERDI 14.1” on 20 aur greenish blue of 1891.
SUPERB.

100

P

334 15c 

20 aur greenish blue of 1891 with set-off on back. VERY UNUSUAL.

100

P

335 16 

Perfectly centered 40 aur green with upright and centrally placed
”REYKJAVIK 13.2”.

100

Danish numeral canc. ”1” Copenhagen on 4 aur green. This numeral
canc. is very rare on the 40 aur stamp. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

100

P µ 336 16 

337

P µ 337 16F 

P
94

334

500

338 18-19 

338

Very rare Sperati forgery of 40 aur green printed on
either a chemically washed Icelandic or Danish
stamp with watermark (two half crowns). Cert.
RPSL.
Beautiful ”AKUREYRI” Antiqua canc. on 50 and 100 aur.

300
100

€uro

Aur Issue Perforation 12 3/4

P

339 22 

P

340 22 

339
340
Strip of four of 4 aur with unusually fine strikes of ”KIRKJUBÆJARKLAUST. 8.1”.

100

Pair of 4 aur on postcard sent to Denmark, the stamps canc. ”REYKJAVIK 17.5.02”. Arrival canc. in Copenhagen on 30.5 1902. The card
shows a view of the statue of Thorvaldsen in Reykjavik. F=8.000.

150

Registered Double Rate Cover

Lot # 341 µ
22 
Spectacularly franked registered cover sent to Germany via
England with 14 copies of 4 aur, making up the rate for the second
weight class (40 aur) plus registration (16 aur) for a total of 56 aur.
One stamp with ”half N” variety. The stamps canc. ”STYKKISHÓLMUR 27.6” (1902). Various transit canc. on both sides. Ex.
Jóhannesson.
THIS FRANKING IS PROBABLY UNIQUE
€uro 1.500
95

€uro

P µ 342 23 **

343

344

500

346

P

343 23 

Very fine 5 aur blue grey with Danish numeral canc. ”34” of
Copenhagen railway. F=6.500++. RARE.

200

P

344 24 

Pre-printing paper fold on 5 aur in pair canc. in Reykjavik.
EXTREMELY RARE.

200

P

345 24c+
25a 

Cover sent to Bornholm, Denmark franked with
pair of 5 aur dull green of 1898 as well as 6 aur dark
grey of 1897 canc. ”Reykjavik 26.10.99”. The cover
re-addressed and with multiple transit and arrival
markings on both sides. Small part of back missing, the 6 aur with some perf. faults.
ONLY A HANDFUL OF COVERS KNOWN WITH
6 AUR DARK GREY.

P
96

Exceptional corner margin pair of 5 aur blue grey perf. 12 1/2 imperf.
at top. One stamp with watermark half crown & the other one with
two half crowns. One stamp with faint small fold. F=20.000 for *.
Cert. KPK. EXTREMELY RARE.

346 26 

Unusually fine ”KIRKJUBÆJARKLAUST. 20.9” on 10 aur. This canc. is
usually very poorly struck.

750
100

€uro

P µ 347 30 *

P

P

µ 348

Very fine lightly hinged copy of 40 aur perf. 12 3/4.
An irregular (natural) paper fiber is visible in the
top margin. F=45.000. Sign. Strandell & Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. RARE.

348
31 **

349 31v2 

1.500

349

Unusually well centered never hinged 50 aur perf. 12 3/4. F=18.000.
Opinion Møller. SUPERB.

300

Block of four of 50 aur perf. 12 3/4 canc. ”ÍSAFJÖRDUR 6.6”. One
stamp with brownish stain. F=26.000++ as cto. SCARCE BLOCK.

400

Þrír Issue

P

350 

Printed matter canc. ”REYKJAVÍK 14.11.97” with handwritten ”franco” due to the lack of 3 aur stamps (only used for one day). Arrival
canc. ”HAFNARFJÖRÐUR”.
ONLY A FEW SUCH COVERS RECORDED.

400
97

€uro

P µ 351 *

P µ 352 33 

P µ 353 33 

98

Essay for the ”Þrír” issue with large black numeral
”3” on top of the smaller numeral ”3” in red, surcharged on 5 aur green perf. 12 3/4. Cert. Daebel.
ONLY FIVE COPIES RECORDED.

750

Exceptional 3 Þrir in the rare perforation, large letters with superb ”HRAUNGERDI 5.11”, rare as
such. F=35.000++. Cert. Møller and sign. Thier,
Friedl & KPK. SUPERB.

1.500

Pair of large ”þrír” surcharge on 3/5 aur perf. 14 x 13
1/2 with partial Reykjavik canc. F=70.000. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen.

1.250

€uro

P µ 354 34v1+
35v1 *

P

355 34 

P µ 356 35 *

P µ 357 35 

Inverted surcharge ”þrír” on 3/5 aur in pair, the
upper stamp with large ”þrír” and the lower stamp
with small ”þrír”. Partly separated, reinforced.
Unpriced in Facit. Cert. Møller.
ONLY 10 SUCH PAIRS PRINTED.

1.500

355
356
Small ”þrír” on 3/5 aur neatly canc. ”REYKJAVIK 2.11.97”. F=5.000.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

150

Very well centered and lightly hinged 3/5 aur with large ”þrír” surcharge. F=8.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

200

Block of four of 3/5 aur with large ”þrír” on small piece canc.
”REYKJAVIK 3.11.97”. F=24.000 for loose stamps. Cert. Møller.
RARE BLOCK.

500
99

€uro

P µ 358 35v1  Domestic printed matter rate cover franked with
inverted surcharge 3/5 aur with large ”Þrír” canc.
”REYKJAVIK 2.11.97”. Very unusual as the cover
does not seem to originate from the Thomsen production. ”GRENJADARSTADUR 24.11” arrival
canc. on back. Some minor imperfections. Cert.
Møller. RARE.

750

359
P µ 359 35v2 

360
361
Double overprint large ”þrír” on 3/5 aur in pair canc. in Seydisfjördur
as it should. Some perf. imperfections as nearly always on these.
Listed but not priced in Facit. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SCARCE.

300

P

Small ”þrír” on 5 aur with exceptional canc. ”REYKJAVIK 3.11.97”.
F=5.000++. SUPERB.

200

Small ”þrír” surcharge on 5 aur with unusually well placed ”REYKJAVIK 11.11.97”. One slightly shorter perf. at bottom of little importance.
F=5.000++. Cert. Grønlund. SUPERB.

150

360 36 

P µ 361 36 

Í Gildi Issue

P µ 362 38b *
100

Very fine 3 aur pale brown orange (1891) with Í Gildi overprint.
F=12.000. Cert. Grønlund.

300

Rare 10 aur

Lot # 363 µ
39b *
Extremely well centered 10 aur red carmine Í Gildi on 1895 printing, very fresh and beautiful. F=85.000+. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
SUPERB & RARE

€uro 7.500

364
P µ 364 40d *

P µ 365 40dv1 *

365

Very beautiful and well centered 16 aur grey brown (1891) with
displaced Í Gildi overprint. One bent corner perf. F=13.000. Cert.
Møller and verified by Ellis Glatt.

400

INVERTED OVERPRINT on 16 aur grey brown. Very fresh and well
centered. F=16.000+. Certs. Grønlund & Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

600
101

€uro

366
P µ 366 40dv4 *
P µ 367 42v2 *
P

368 44 *

369
P µ 369 44v2 *

367
368
371
Inverted watermark on 16 aur perf. 14 x 13 1/2 of printing IV of 1891
with Í Gildi overprint. F=16.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

300

40 aur lilac with the ‘02-’03 variety pos. 50 of setting IV or V. F=4.500.
Cert. Eldrup. VERY FINE.

200

Superb 100 aur with overprint shifted vertically in a manner so that ”Í
Gildi” appears at bottom. A couple of small toning spots on back of
very little importance. Not listed in Facit. SCARCE.

250

370
Corner margin block of four of 100 aur, one stamp with ”‘02-’03” variety. F=7.000. Cert. Grønlund. SCARCE BLOCK.

250

P µ 370 44+
Registered cover sent to Denmark via Leith endorsed ”S/S Laura”.
49-50..  The cover slightly overfranked with five different Í Gildi stamps incl.
100 aur (faults) canc. ”ÍSAFJÖRDUR 2.3”. Edinburgh and London
transit canc. as well as Copenhagen arrival canc. on 16.9. Center fold
and minor separation. Opinion Svendsen/Eldrup.
P µ 371 45b *

P µ 372 46b *

102

Very fine 5 aur green perf. 14 x 13 1/2 with red Í Gildi overprint.
F=18.000. Cert. Grønlund & Lasse Nielsen.

Very beautiful and fresh lightly hinged pair of 6 aur
grey (1883). Overprint plate pos. 45-46 of intermediate
or late state setting V. Zero combination B-D. Only
multiples known are a block of four and two pairs.
F=44.000++. Ex. Dr. Scott. Cert. Møller, plated and
verified by Ellis Glatt. SUPERB PAIR.

400
500

1.500

€uro

P µ 373 46d *

P µ 374 46A *

P µ 375 47c *

Exceptionally well centered and fresh 6 aur perf. 14 x 13 1/2 (1891
printing) with red overprint. F=18.000++. Cert. Svendsen. SUPERB.

800

Extremely fresh copy of this rare stamp, 16 aur with
red overprint. F=65.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
VERY FINE & VERY RARE.

2.500

Beautiful 20 aur greenish blue perf. 14 x 13 1/2
(printing of 1891) with red Í Gildi overprint. Light
toning on a couple of perfs of little importance.
F=50.000. Sign. Carl Pellander and cert. Grønlund.
SCARCE & VERY FINE.

2.500
103

€uro

376

377

P µ 376 48 
P µ 377 50v4 *

378

Small piece with two 3 aur (large ”3”), one having a normal overprint
while the other only a cpl. set-off of overprint. Canc. ”REYKJAVIK
20.5.1903”. Cert. Grønlund. UNUSUAL.

150

Well centered pair of 4 aur where one stamp has the ”02’-’03” variety.
F=6.500. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SCARCE.

250

Pair of 4 aur with overprint shifted vertically in a manner so that ”Í
Gildi” appears at bottom. Not listed in Facit. SCARCE.

250

P

378 50 *

P

379 51 **

Fresh never hinged 5 aur with black overprint, underlying plate varieties. F=7.000.

100

P

380 51 *

5 aur with black Í Gildi overprint with very strong set-off of overprint on
back.

100

P

381 51v2 *

Very interesting pair of 5 aur where one stamp is without overprint,
the overprinted stamp with set-off on back. F=5.000++. UNUSUAL.

200

Strong offset of overprint on back of 6 aur Í Gildi with black overprint.
F=6.500++. UNUSUAL.

150

379

P µ 382 52 *

380

382

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
104

€uro

383
P µ 383 53 

384

385

Postcard franked with 10 aur Í Gildi sent to Belgium canc. ”REYKJAVÍK 29.8.1903”. Transit canc. ”KJØBENHAVN 5.9.03” as well as
Belgian numeral canc. ”333” as arrival canc.

200

P

384 58v4 *

Very lightly hinged pair of 50 aur where one stamp has the ‘”03-’03”
variety. F=9.500. RARE.

300

P

385 59 *

Top margin copy of 5 aur with red Í Gildi overprint on the sheet margin as well as on the stamp. UNUSUAL.

100

386

387

388

P

386 59 *

Interesting pair of 5 aur where one stamp has a set-off of a second
overprint on top of the normal overprint.

100

P

387 59v *

Rare pair of 5 aur where one stamp has the ”‘02-’03” variety, that
stamp however with a tiny hole in watermark.

Bid

P

388 59v6 *

Lightly hinged pair of 5 aur where right stamp has missing ”Í” in front
of ”GILDI”. Verified by Ellis Glatt, overprint plate pos. 6 in setting IA.

Bid

P

389 60bv2 *

P

390 Tj 60bv7 * Pair of 6 aur light grey where one stamp has the ”‘03-’03” variety.
F=5.500. SCARCE.

250

25 aur greenish blue and brown with ”02’-’03” variety. Setting IV+V
overprint plate pos. 50. F=5.000. Opinion Møller. Ex. Dr. Scott. SCARCE.

200

5

389

P µ 391 62bv3 *

390

391

6 aur light grey with double overprint.

Bid

105

€uro
µ 392 73 **

P µ 393 63-75 

Christian IX
Cpl. very fresh never hinged sheet of 100 of 1 kr. Christian IX, all margins fully intact. One stamp with thin. F=16.500.

150

Christian IX in cpl. set of 13, nearly all stamps with superb or excellent
canc.

150

Two Kings Issues

394
P µ 394 76 

395

396

Beautiful postcard with block of five of 1 eyr with numeral canc. ”157”
of Hafnarfjördur, dated 1909. The postcard showing an unusual view
of Hafnarfjördur from the sea.

200

P

395 76 

Fine little cover franked with block of 10 with three strikes of numeral
canc. ”52” of Víkingavatn. ”REYKJAVIK 20.8.09” arrival canc. on back.

250

P

396 76 

Postcard sent to Hesteyri endorsed ”Pr. S/S Vesta fr· Rvk 12/12”. The card
franked with five copies of 1 eyr (two on back) canc. ”REYKJAVIK
13.12.09”. Canc. with numeral ”110” of Hesteyri on arrival.

100

397
P

398

399

397 76+110  Postcard with numeral canc. ”18” of Seljaland on 4 aur Sigurdsson & 1
eyr Two Kings. Transit canc. ”KIRKJUBÆJARKLAUST.”, ”BJARNARNES” as well as ”SEYDISFJÖRDUR”. ONLY SIX COVERS KNOWN.

300

P

398 78+80 

Very clean and beautiful cover sent to Denmark endorsed with ”S/S
INGOLF”” franked with 4 and 6 aur Two Kings canc. ”AKUREYRI
28.7”. Copenhagen arrival canc. on back.

100

P

399 79 

Business postcard sent to Germany franked with pair of 5 aur canc.
with ”FRA ISLAND”, boxed Copenhagen ”Paquebot” as well as
Copenhagen CDS from 1909. Tear at top. SCARCE.

200

106

€uro

P

400 79 

P µ 401 79+81 

402
P µ 402 81 

P

P

403 81+94 

404 81 

Spectacular shipletter from Ísafjördur to Sweden franked with two
copies of 5 aur canc. in transit in ”REYKJAVIK 10.X.14”, transit canc.
”METHIL FIFESHIRE 19 OC 14” alongside. The cover struck with
”T” postage due marking in Iceland, the postage due paid for with a
pair of 10 öre Gustaf V canc. ”Lösen erlagd”, with ”Lösen 20 öre”
label alongside. VERY UNUSUAL.

250

Beautiful money letter franked with 20 copies of 5 aur (2 on back) as
well as a single 10 aur canc. ”BLÖNDUÓS 20.9.1919”. ”REYKJAVIK
30.IX.1919” arrival canc. on back.

200

403

404

Censored cover franked with 10 aur canc. ”LONDON” and with
straight line ”PAQUEBOT” alongside. ”KJØBENHAVN F. 29.1.16”
arrival canc. on back. SCARCE.

200

Cover sent to the United Kingdom franked with pair of 5 aur and a
single 10 aur canc. ”LONDON 9 NO 15”, ”PAQUEBOT” alongside.
Small part of back flap missing. SCARCE.

200

Postcard sent to Germany mailed on board an arctic cruise ship with
5 øre Spitzbergen label and placed in the mail in Iceland with 10 aur
Two Kings, both tied ”REYKJAVIK 11.7.09”. transit canc.
”ARDROSSAN JY 20 09”. VERY SCARCE.

250
107

€uro

405
P µ 405 82 

406
407
Beautiful money letter franked with three copies of 15 aur canc.
”EGILSSTADIR 24.IV.20”. ”AKUREYRI 3.V.20” arrival canc. as well as
two fine wax seals on back.

150

P

406 84 

20 aur on cover to England canc. ”REYKJAVIK 26.IV.13” with scarce
boxed ”SHIP LETTER” of Stornoway as transit canc. as well as ”STORNOWAY MY 10 13” cds on back. Very faint center fold of little importance.

200

P

407 90 

Large registered cover franked with 5 kr. Two Kings canc. ”REYKJAVIK 9.9.08” sent to Germany. Edinburgh transit canc. as well as
Wilmersdorf arrival canc. on back. Some folds away from the stamp.
The cover is overpaid by only 5 aur. VERY RARE FRANKING.

250

408

409

410

P

408 94 

Postcard sent to Brazil franked with pair of 5 aur canc. ”REYKJAVIK
4.VII.19”. Arrival canc. in Brazil on 25 September 1919.
VERY RARE DESTINATION.

200

P

409 94 

Cover franked with pair of 5 aur with numeral canc. ”34” of
Höskuldsstadur. ONLY FOUR COVERS KNOWN.

300

Numeral canc. ”176” of Silfrastadir on pair of 5 aur on domestic cover.
Extremely fine ”SKAGAFJARDARS›SLA 8.5 1917” as well as ”BLÖNDU”S 9.5.1917”. ONLY SEVEN COVERS KNOWN.

250

P µ 410 94 

411

412

P

411

96 

Business cover franked with 10 aur canc. ”BORGARNES 27.VII.17” as
well as straight line ”ISLANDS FALK” in violet. ”KJØBENHAVN
29.7.17” arrival canc. on front. RARE.

300

P

412 96 

Cover sent to the United States franked with pair of 10 aur canc. ”NEW
YORK PAQUEBOT OCT 21 1919”. SCARCE.

250

108

€uro

Silhouette Issues

Ex 413
P µ 413 (*)

Ex 414

Frederik VIII essay in the value of 5 aur in three diff. colours, light
blue, violet and red.

P µ 414 114-20  Frederik VIII in cpl. set of 7, all stamps with superb or excellent canc.

150
150

Surcharges on Kings Issues

P

P

415 103 

416 107 **

Interesting large piece of wrapping paper franked with 27 copies of 10
kr. from a parcel containing banknotes sent to the Icelandic National
Bank. The stamps canc. ”REYKJAVIK 3.V.43”. SCARCE.

Exceptional corner margin block of four of 10 kr surcharge on 5 kr,
extremely fresh never hinged. F=38.000. SCARCE BLOCK.

100

600
109

€uro

Christian X Issues

417

418

419

P

417 131 

Beautiful postcard sent to Denmark franked with 10 aur red tied by
boxed ”PAQUEBOT” (Bergen) and with ”BERGEN 6.XI.20” alongside.

150

P

418 138+142- Parcel card for a parcel weighing 2,25 kilos sent as COD to
170 
Vestmannaeyjar franked with 1,80 kr including 1 kr Christian X canc,
”REYKJAVIK 24.III.28”.

200

P

419 138+142+ COD parcel card for a 600 gram parcel franked with 1,50 kr., canc.
170 
”REYKJAVIK 20.XI.29”. Horizontal center fold not affecting stamps.
SCARCE.

200

420
P

420 142+169 Interesting parcel card sent from Reykjavik in 1931. The card is fran
ked with a 1 kr stamp that has a very large part missing and a 10 aur
stamp that very conveniently overlaps to disguise the missing part, in all
likelyhood done in order to scam the Post.

Bid

Beautiful registered cover sent to Denmark franked with 2 kr.
Christian X first issue canc. ”REYKJAVIK 4.IV.28”. Two decorative letter seals of the Reykjavik postmaster on the reverse as well as ”AALBORG 12.4.28” transit and ”NIBE 12.4.28” arrival canc.

100

Extremely well centered never hinged 1 kr Hópflug. F=4.500.
EXCELLENT.

100

P µ 421 143 

P

110

421

422 165 **

€uro

P µ 423 167 **

P

Very well centered and fresh never hinged 10 kr
Hópflug. F=28.000++. Sign. Sieger, certs APS &
Møller. SUPERB - EXCELLENT.

750

424 165-67 Exceptional cpl. Hópflug set of three corner margin
**
number singles, never hinged. 5 kr. with very faint
natural gum bend of no importance, 1 kr. with
slightly miscoloured gum. 10 kr. sign. Sieger &
Strandell. F=45.000++. EXTREMELY RARE.

1.250

Later Issues

P

425 170 

Exceptional postage due cover sent to Sweden franked with 20 aur
canc. ”AKUREYRI 4.II.28”. Icelandic due marking ”T” as well as
Swedish ”LÖSEN 25 öre” label on front, the postage due of 25 öre
applied in postage stamps on back canc. ”MALMÖ 19.2.28”.
VERY RARE.

250
111

€uro

426

427

428

P

1

426 174v **

Margin block of four of 5 aur with ”white sunrays & waves” variety,
Hesshaimer margin inscription.

100

P

427 215 

Shipletter sent to France franked with 35 aur transit canc. ”LONDON
F.S. 17 NOV 1937”. Arrival canc. ”PARIS 18.XI 1937” on back.

100

P

428 216v1 **

Double surcharge ”5” on 35 aur in never hinged block of four.
F=18.000.

200

P µ 429 228 **

Ex 429
Cpl. very fresh never hinged sheet of 50 of 20 aur red Geysir, all margins fully intact. F=27.500.

250

430
P µ 430 229 

431
Shipletter sent to Argentina franked with 35 aur canc. with ”EDINBURGH PAQUEBOT 16 AUG 1938” slogan postmark. Arrival canc. on
back. RARE DESTINATION.

150

P

Cover sent by the Icelandic Postal Administration to England during
WWII, franked with 45 aur canc. with boxed ”GOVERNMENT MAIL”
handstamp. Some folds away from stamp.
ONLY A FEW SUCH COVERS KNOWN.

100

112

431 231 

€uro

Ex 432
P µ 432 245C2 ** Cpl. very fresh never hinged sheet of 100 of 10 aur green Herring, all
margins fully intact. F=90.000.

433
P

433 252 

750

434

Postcard sent as shipletter to Great Britain franked with 20 aur. Transit
canc. ”GRIMSBY 24 JNE 1939” as well as boxed ”GRIMSBY SHIP-LETTER” alongside, the card forwarded to London where it was arrival
canc. ”LONDON 26 JNE 1939”.

P µ 434 322-23  Very unusual card from the 1954 drift envelope experiment in the
North-east Atlantic ocean by the (British) National Institute of
Oceanography. The card was found at Hraungerdi (V-Skaft.) on
August 28 1954, having travelled 210 miles in the 3 1/2 months. The
card sent back on January 25 1955 and received on January 28. SCARCE.

150

100

Ex 435
P µ 435 (*)

Very interesting lot with 73 proofs and essays for the 1960s flower
1.250
issues mounted on six cardboard pages. UNIQUE.

113

€uro

Official Issues

436

437

438

P

436 Tj 2 

8 skilling with very beautiful and well placed ”HRAUNGERDI 2.3”.
Perfs at bottom very slightly cut.

100

P

437 Tj 3 

4 sk. canc. ”SVEINSTADIR 17.1”. Only 600 copies of 4 sk. sold at this
office.

100

Group of three 4 sk. stamps in each with an exceptional canc., ”DJÚPIVOGUR”, ”HJARDARHOLT” & ”STYKKISHÓLMUR” respectively.
All with imperfections. One stamp with opinion Lasse Nielsen.

200

P µ 438 Tj 3 

439

440

441

444

P

439 Tj 6a 

First printing ”ultramarine” of 10 aur with beautiful ”SEYDISFJÖRDUR 3.12”. SUPERB.

100

P

440 Tj 8 

Exceptional 20 aur with extremely fine violet ”HVAMMSFJÖRDUR”
crown canc. F=2.000++. SUPERB.

100

P

441 Tj 10 

Exceptional pre-printing paper fold on 3 aur. Such varieties are extremely rare on early Icelandic stamps.

200

P µ 442 Tj 15 **

442
443
Very beautiful and fresh never hinged corner margin copy of 3 aur yellow orange. F=5.500++. Copy of cert. Helge Witt for block of four.
VERY FINE.

150

P µ 443 Tj 16bv * Block of four of 5 aur printing of 1892 with Í Gildi overprint, the upper
left stamp with the ”‘03-’03” variety. F=3.500. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
4

P
114

444 Tj 18b ** Very fine never hinged 16 aur with overprint shifted in a manner that
”Í Gildi” appears at the bottom. Not listed in Facit. SCARCE.

150
200

€uro

445

447

P

445 Tj 18b ** Interesting strip of three of 16 aur with misplaced second overprint.
Not listed in Facit. RARE.

300

P

446 Tj 18bv4 * Very fresh margin strip of four of 16 aur carmine where one stamp
has missing ”Í” in front of ”GILDI”. F=7.950. Verified by Ellis Glatt,
overprint plate pos. 6 in setting IA. SCARCE.

250

447 Tj 19v4 ** Never hinged 20 aur with missing ”Í” in front of ”GILDI”. Not even
priced as hinged in Facit. Verified by Ellis Glatt, overprint plate pos.
6 in setting IA. RARE.

200

P

448

449

448 Tj 21av * Unusual pair of 3 aur brownish orange yellow printing I, one stamp
without overprint. F=6.000. SCARCE.

250

449 Tj 21bv1 * Very interesting 3 aur with inverted overprint, sheet margin at right
that also has an inverted overprint. SCARCE.

100

3

P

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
115

€uro

450

451

452

453

P µ 450 Tj 21b + Block of six of 3 aur, one stamp with ”‘03-’03” variety. The variety
21bv5 **/* stamp never hinged, F=5.500 for *. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SCARCE.

200

P

451 Tj 22v5 *

Horizontal pair of 4 aur where the upper stamp is without overprint.
F=3.500. SCARCE.

150

P

452 Tj 24v *

Very interesting 10 aur with ”‘02’-’03” variety, the overprint shifted
downwards so that a part of the overprint above is visible. F=3.500.
UNUSUAL.

150

P

453 Tj 24v10
**

Double overprint on never hinged 10 aur with sheet margin at left.
F=3.500 as *. SCARCE.

150

6

P

454
455
454 Tj 35 
Fine official cover with pair of 5 aur canc. ”EYRARBAKKI 3.III.14”.
Central fold of little importance.

P

455 Tj 36 

150

Cover franked with 10 aur canc. ”BLÖNDUÓS 10.8.1908”. Arrival
canc. ”REYKJAVIK 14.8.08” on back.

150

P µ 456 Tj 36+37 Exceptional registered official cover franked with 10 aur as well as

15 aur canc. ”AKUREYRI 20.XI.13”. Arrival canc. ”REYKJAVIK
4.XII.13”. RARE ITEM.

300

116

€uro

P µ 457 Tj 74v
**/ *

Pair of 10 aur airpost, one stamp without overprint. One stamp
hinged. Listed but not priced in Facit. Various signatures on back.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. RARE.

300

Postal Stationery

P

458 EB1PT (*) Very scarce proof for the first postal stationery card of 1879 (white
unfilled corners) on thin laid paper without watermark. UNUSUAL.

459
P

P

P

459 EB3 

460 EB3 

461 EB18 

460

200

461

Very beautiful 10 aur postal stationery card sent to Finland, canc.
”REYKJAVIK 15.5.95”. The cover sent to Wasa and cancelled there
”NIKOLAISTAD 27.V.95” then readdressed and forwarded to Alavo
where it was arrival canc. ”ALAVUS 28.V.95”. Full message on back.
SCARCE DESTINATION.

300

Beautiful 10 aur postal stationery card sent to Denmark with ”via
Scotland” endorsement. The card is dated in Flatey on August 3rd
1896, canc. ”REYKJAVIK 15.8.96”. Transit ”LIVERPOOL SHIP 21 AU
96” and arrival canc. ”KJØBENHAVN 23.8.96”.

250

Beautiful 3 aur postal stationery card canc. ”REYKJAVIK 24.11.1902”
with violet ”Árdegis” handstamp alongside. SCARCE.

250
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€uro

462

463

P

462 EB18 

3 aur postal stationery card sent locally, canc. ”REYKJAVIK 7.12.1903”
with violet ”Sídegis” handstamp alongside. Bend in the card. SCARCE.

250

P

463 EB21 

Very beautiful 10 aur postal stationery card sent to Germany canc.
”REYKJAVIK 15.12.1902”, transit ”LIVERPOOL SHIP DE23 02” as
well as ”PADERBORN 24.12.02” arrival canc.

150

464

465

P

464 EB34 

Very fresh 8 aur Two Kings inquiry card with ”5 AUR.” surcharge.
F=5.600. SCARCE CARD.

100

P

465 DB28a  15 aur Christian X postal stationery card (inquiry part) to Denmark,
sent as shipmail and canc. on arrival ”KØBENHAVN Omk. 14.10.30”.
Scarcely seen properly used card with full message on reverse.

Bid

Booklet

P

118

466 H4 **

Exceptionally fresh 2 kr. booklet containing five of each of 5 aur cod,
10 aur flag & 25 aur red cod. F=18.000.

600

€uro

Collections
467 **/ */ 

µ 468 */ 

µ 469 **/ */ 

470

Collection 1876 - 1998 in a thick stock book incl. many medium as well
as higher priced stamps. In the early part the collector has tried to
acquire one **, one * as well as one used copy of each stamp. Some early
stamps without gum and in slightly mixed quality. Very high cat.
value.

500

Used/unused Collection 1873 - 1902 on three album pages. All pictured on our website.

150

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
Interesting accumulation 1873 - 1960s in two 64 page stock books.
Starts with some skilling stamps mostly with imperfections, then
emphasizes on Aur issue in quantities arranged by printings with
some interesting canc. and vareties marked, then onwards to Kings
and later issues with many better stamps and sets as well as interesting canc. content. PLEASE INSPECT.
1.000
Large duplicate stock in 11 thick albums in a large carton from an
estate. Mostly used but also a lot of unused with much **. Please
inspect!

200

Small lot with eight unused high values all with hinge traces 1902 1930s. F=16.600.

150

472 **

1991 Postal ships, accumulation of 144 booklets, 73 copies with English
text insert and 71 copies without. Only 5.000 booklets were issued and
of those only 1.000 had the English text insert. F=72.100.

300

473 

Album containing ca 20 used Aur issue postal stationery cards mostly
sent to Denmark or Germany, some covers sent from Great Britain to
Iceland in 1902-03, two later ship letters and a numeral canc. cover.

200

474 

Group of five Danish covers franked with stamps of the Caravel issue
sent to Iceland, two with interesting both British and German censor
labels.

Bid

475 

BRITISH FIELD POST. Collection of ca 180 covers sent from British
servicemen stationed in Iceland during WWII incl. a couple of items
sent to Canada etc. Mixed quality.

250

AEROGRAMMES. Box containing a stock of several hundred mostly
unfolded Aerogrammes, several diff. types, unused as well as with first
day canc.

100

µ 471 *

476 

477 **

FACE VALUE, 2.000 minisheets Europa CEPT 2006. Face value ISK
1.000
600.000 (ca Euro 4.300).

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
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Finland
16.00 hrs

Prephilately
Please see also Lot # 236, 238, 260, 268, 459, 949, 1081, 1082, 1083, 1102 & 1177

P

478 

Very beautiful courier letter with complete contents from Idensalmi
to Nilsiä 1822. Dated in Iidensalmi on the 12th of June and two large
feathers attached to indicate the urgent delivery of the letter to the
church of Nilsiä. SUPERB.

479

300

480

P

479 

Very beautiful cover 1826 with full contents and scarce ”NYSTAD” in
Russian letters. F=9.500. VERY FINE.

200

P

480 

Very beautiful letter paid to the border with complete contents from
Brahestad to Stockholm. The letter is dated in Brahestad on the 18th of
December, 1847 and cancelled with low box ”BRAHESTAD 19 DCM
1847”. Written ”franco gränsen” in the lower left corner and clear strike
of framed ”FRANCO GRÄNSEN”. Swedish postage due ”10” Sk. Bco.
SUPERB.

150

120

€uro

Åland Prephilately

P µ 481 

P µ 482 

P

483 

Very beautiful general mail letter with complete contents concerning military matters from Kastelholm to Åbo. Dated in Kastelholm
on the 3rd of June 1833. A clear strike of the rare cyrillic KASTELHOLM. F=15.000. Cert. Pahlman. SUPERB.

500

Very beautiful general mail letter with complete contents from
Eckerö to Björneborg. Dated in Eckerö on the 2nd of April 1842. An
extremely clear strike of the rare cyrillic ECKERÖ. Cert. Pahlman
and Ossa. SUPERB.

800

Very beautiful general mail letter with complete contents from
Kastelholm to Åbo. Dated in Hammarland on the 1st of July 1857.
An extremely clear strike of the rare high box KASTELHOLM.
Marking ”Härjämte ett litet paket” indicates that a small packet is
following the letter. F=7.000++. EXCELLENT.

300
121

€uro

P µ 484 

Very beautiful unpaid letter with complete contents from Eckerö to
Björneborg. Dated in Eckerö on the 15th of July 1865. Two clear strikes
of the rare low box ECKERÖ and rate markings ”Porto” and ” 10
kopek”. Cert. Pahlman. VERY FINE.

250

Portostempel

P µ 485 FK 1W4


Very beautiful ”PORTOSTEMPEL” 10 kopek envelope from
Sordavala to Borgå. Type II with ”LJS&A” watermark, not priced in
Facit. Cancelled with low box postmark SORDAVALA 14 MAR 1845.
Cert. Nykvist. VERY FINE.

600

Oval Issues

486

487

P

486 1I 

Beautiful 5 kopek with good margins canc. with circular Helsingfors
as well as an ink cross. F=16.000.

400

P

487 1I 

Beautiful 5 kopek with small but even margins with boxed ”BORGÅ 2
OCT 18xx” as well as manuscript canc. F=16.000.

300

122

Small Pearls on Cover

Lot # 488 µ
1 Ib 
A very beautiful cover with 5 kopek small pearls with only a well
placed postmark ”HELSINGFORS 17.4 1857”. Full margins and
large on three sides. F=90.000. Cert. Oesch.
FINE & VERY RARE
€uro 2.000

P

489 1II 

Very beautiful 5 kopek large pearls and with good margins with boxed
”BORGÅ 1 AUG 1858” and ink canc. as well as ”3” in the upper right
corner. F=14.000.

400
123

Tête-Bêche 5 kopek

Lot # 490 µ
1IIa 
Very beautiful tête-bêche pair of 5 kopek large pearls in dark blue
shade. Minor imperfections and the ink cross has been removed
and drawn again in the 1980s. Certs Schwenson & Ossa.

RARE & ATTRACTIVE

€uro 10.000
124

Pair 5 kopek Cover to Russia

Lot # 491 µ
1 IIa 
A very beautiful cover 1858 with a pair of 5 kopek large pearls in
dark blue shade. Ink crosses and at side charter No. ”9”, the name
concealed by ornamental scrolls, archive fold through the left
stamp. Very few covers with No. 1 to Russia recorded. Certs
Schwenson & Ossa.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM

€uro 2.500
125

€uro

P µ 492 1 IIc  An exceptional cover with 5 kopek in the scarce
greenish blue shade ”HELSINGFORS 14.12 1858”
and pen cross. Full margins all around, slightly
toned. Cert. Gummesson. FINE & RARE.

1.500

Mixed Kopek Franking

Lot # 493 µ
1 IIc + 2e 
A spectacular piece with 5 + 10 + 5 kopek with large pearls and in
the scarce greenish blue shade, cut round. Superb canc. ”HELSINGFORS 22.4 1859” and pen crosses. Extremely rare to find the
two values together. Certs Schwenson & Gummesson.
EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 2.500
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€uro

494

P µ 494 2c 

P µ 495 2c 

P µ 496 2d 

P µ 497 2e 
P µ 498 2e 

499
P µ 499 2e 
P µ 500 2 

495

498

Very beautiful 10 kopek in the scarce dark carmine shade with very
rare and well placed high box ”KASTELHOLM 9.1 1858”. Facit RR.
Minor faults of little importance, large margins all around. Cert.
Reinikainen. ÅLAND RARITY.

500

A very beautiful 10 kopek in the scarce dark carmine shade with a superb
and scarce low box ”BJÖRNEBORG 17 MAI 1856” R 2. Very large margins on three sides and barely touched at left, tiny thin spot. Cert. Tuori.

250

496
497
An exceptional copy of the very rare lilac-red shade Very large margins and a perfectly placed high box ”ÅBO 10.12 1856”. Cert.
Gummesson. EXCELLENT.

600

A wonderful 10 kopek red carmine ”ÅBO 31.3 1857”. Cert. Tuori.
EXCELLENT.

500

Very beautiful 10 kopek red carmine ”HELSINGFORS 6.6 1857”.
Cert. Tuori. SUPERB.

300

500
501
502
Beautiful 10 kopek with low box Ekenäs pmk. R 2.. Large margins,
short crease. Cert. Oesch.

100

Beautiful 10 kopek with low box Fredricshamn canc. Facit R 2. Very
good margins all around. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

250
200

P

501 2 

Very beautiful piece with 10 kopek, touched at top, with beautiful high
box Sveaborg pmk and ink cross. Facit R 4.

P

502 2 

Very fresh 10 kopek with good margins and a distinct precanc. ink
cross. VERY FINE.

150
127

Strip of Three

Lot # 503 µ
2e 
A spectacular strip of three of 10 kopek carmine red with superb
”HELSINGFORS 13.8 1858” and pen crosses, thinning and two
creases. Exceptional margin at top, in ”wavy” cut, probably due to
uneven placement of the stamps above as is often seen on têtebêche positions. Cert. Schwenson.
EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 2.000

504
P µ 504 2e 

P µ 505 2e 
128

505

Very beautiful 10 kopek in strong carmine-red colour on a cover
from Gamlacarleby to Tammerfors. Cancelled with a typical postmaster manuscript and low box ”GAMLECARLEBY 30.JAN.185(9)”
at side. Archive folds not touching the stamp. Cert. Schwenson.
VERY FINE & RARE

500

Exceptional cover to Reval with superb low box ”KARIS 12 NOV.
1858” and ink cross, somewhat toned. Cert. Oesch. VERY FINE.

300

Pair with Stockholm Postmark

Lot # 506 µ
2e 
Exceptional small cover to Sweden with 10 kopek in a pair with wide
margins on the back of the cover canc. STOCKHOLM 9 MAR 58” and ink
crosses. On the front a long tear in the envelope from the opening. Cert.
Gummesson.
VERY RARE
€uro 1.500

507
P µ 507 2ev2 
P µ 508 2v1 

508
Very beautiful copy 10 kopek red carmine on wide laid paper with a
double ink cross typical for TAMMERFORS. Cert. Ossa. SUPERB.

500

Very beautiful cover with 10 kopek on narrow laid paper with scarce
high box Heinola pmk, Facit R 4, and ink cross. Cert. Oesch.
VERY FINE & RARE.

800
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Tête-Bêche 10 kopek

Lot # 509 µ
2ev5 
An exceptional tête-bêche pair of 10 kopek carmine-rose
with beautiful and well placed Helsingfors postmark &
ink crosses. The upper stamp with a diagonal crease and
lower stamp just touched at right. Facit 550.000. Cert.
Schwenson & sign. E. A. Hellman.
EXHIBITION RARITY
Provenance:
von Möller

130

€uro 20.000

“The Viola Collection”
Part 2

Serpentine Roulette Issues of Finland
It is a great pleasure for us to continue with the sale of this high level specialized
collection, deeply exploring these extremely interesting classic issues.
The collection has been built by an enthusiastic and skilled philatelist. The sources for
the acquisitions have mainly been important specialized auction sales from famous
Finland collector’s estates starting in the late 1990s.
Hopefully you will enjoy studying these, in many cases, exceptional items and we
invite you to take part in the auction.

• P µ 510 3C1b 

A very beautiful triangular folded short distance letter to Kuopio
Church with 5 kopek roulette I ”JOROIS 3.2 1862”. One tooth a little
blunt, otherwise perfect. Ex. Toivakka. Certs Ossa & Schwenson.
SCARCE.

250

Telegram Envelope

• Lot # 511 µ
3C1Kd 
Very rare and beautiful telegram envelope with 5 kopek roulette I ”ULEÅBORG 19 APR. 1863”, minor perf. faults of little importance. Cert.
Schwenson.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM
Provenance:
Rolf Gummesson, Grand Prix d’Honneur
€uro 2.500

131

Unique Mixed Franking

• Lot # 512 µ
3C2b9v1C2 
Mixed kopek and penni on a beautiful cover to Berlin
with 5 kopek and 40 penni, both in roulette II. Minor
perf. imperfections of no importance, cover ironed out.
Cert. Schwenson.
GREAT POSTAL HISTORY RARITY
Provenance:
Agathon Fabergé
Rolf Gummesson, Grand Prix d’Honneur
€uro 7.500
132

€uro

P µ 513 4C1 

Very beautiful 10 kopek roulette I canc. ”TORNEÅ D27 Jan.” Cert.
Gummesson. SUPERB.

Bid

• P µ 514 4C1Kb  Very beautiful cover to Sweden with two copies 10 kopek roulette I
with superb canc. ”BORGÅ 18.11 1862”. F=15.000. Ex. Gummesson.
Certs Oesch & Schwenson.

600

Penni Issue

• P µ 515 5v1C2 

An extremely beautiful domestic cover with a strip of four of 5 penni in the scarce roulette II on laid pale-rose paper. Very small perf.
imperfections. Superb low box canc. ”EKENÄS 19 SEP 1866”. Ex.
Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson, sign. Bolaffi & A. Diena. RARE.

400

133

€uro

• P µ 516 5v1C3a  Very beautiful piece with a strip of four of 5 penni roulette III on laid
paper in the scarcer dark lilac brown shade ”HELSINGFORS 29.12
1868”. Just a few short and missing teeth. Ex. Mertens, Fabergé &
Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson. SCARCE.

• P

517 5v1C3 

Very beautiful domestic printed matter for a freight circular from
Cardiff, Wales with 5 penni roulette III in perfect perforation. Canc.
”WIBORG 17.2 1870”. Sign. RGm. Ex. Mertens, Fabergé, Mellgren &
Gummesson.

200

400

Only minutes between Copenhagen and Malmö
The train brings you directly from Copenhagen
Airport to Malmö City in 20 minutes or from
Copenhagen City to Malmö City in 35 minutes.
Tell your travel agent about it and buy your train
ticket already when you book your flight.

134

Tête-Bêche Pair

• Lot # 518 µ
5v1+v4C3b 
An exceptional and very rare tête-bêche pair 5 penni roulette III on laid paper in pos. 21 + 22 with 21 inverted.
Only half a tooth missing of no importance for this rarity.
Only 7 known! Certs RPS, Tuori & Schwenson.
VERY FINE & VERY RARE
Provenance:
Utheman
Arnold Nyman
Erkki Toivakka, Grand Prix
€uro 10.000
135

€uro

• P µ 519 5v1C1+
8v1C2 

A wonderful piece with four copies of 5 penni in the scarce roulette I on
laid pale-lilac thick paper together with 20 penni roulette II, just a few missing perfs. Pen crosses and at right an excellent ”ULEÅBORG 13.7 1867”.
Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson. RARE.

200

Cover to Norway with 53 penni

• Lot # 520 µ
5v1C3c+6v1C3+9v1C3 
Very beautiful cover with 5, 8 & 40 penni, all in roulette III and the
latter one in the scarce type II. Just a few shorter perfs of little
importance. Beautiful blue ”HELSINGFORS 15.7 1871”. F=45.000.
Cert. Schwenson.
VERY FINE & RARE
Provenance:
Rolf Gummesson, Grand Prix d’Honneur
€uro 2.000
136

€uro

• P

521 5v2C2 *

• P µ 522 5v2C2 *

• P µ 523 5v2C2 

Very fresh pair of 5 penni roulette II on laid paper. Ex. Gummesson.
VERY FINE.

150

A very fresh strip of five of 5 penni roulette II on laid paper, some
minor faults of little importance. Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.

250

A spectacular strip of seven of 5 penni roulette II on a piece with
beautiful railway canc. 1877, mail compartment No. 3. Unusually
good perforation from this late period with only a few short perfs.
Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.

500

Viewing in Finland
at Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel, Mikonkatu 23, Friday 13 September.
At Oval Point – keräilytapahtuma, Hämeenlinnan Verkatehdas, Hämeenlinna,
Saturday 14 September. For more information please see page 5 & 13.
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• P µ 524 5v2C2 

• P µ 525 5v2C2


138

A fantastic block of eight of 5 penni roulette II on lilac-blue laid
paper with two excellent blue canc. ”KRONOBORG 17.4 1875”.
Some short perfs and a few holes in between the perforation, which
have been covered on the back for optical reasons. Please observe
that the late printings often have bad perforation as the tools were
quite worn. Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.
EXTREMELY BEAUTIFUL
1.000

Spectacular 13 penni franking, an 8 penni postcard
with additional 5 penni roulette II put above the 8
penni value canc. ”BRAHESTAD 15.7 1875”. As the
rate was increased 1.7 1875 to 10 penni for postcards, this was in July & August the only way to
pay for it, due to lack of 2 penni stamps. This combination is recorded in Facit but without price. Ex.
Toivakka. Cert. Schwenson.
EXHIBITION RARITY IN PERFECT STATE.

800

Unique Mixed Franking
to Denmark

• Lot # 526 µ
5v2C212SC1a 
A spectacular cover to Copenhagen 1876 with 5 penni in
pair and block of four mixed with 2 penni Coat of Arms
with light railway canc. Some short and missing perfs
and an archive fold through 5 penni stamps. Picture in
Finland Frühe Ortsstempel, page 29. Cert. Schwenson.
GREAT EXHIBITION RARITY
Provenance:
Rolf Gummesson, Grand Prix d’Honneur
€uro 4.000
139
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• P µ 527 5v3C1
(*)

A very beautiful margin block of six of 5 penni roulette I on ordinary paper. Some short perfs in lower
margin and slightly toned. Ex. Gummesson. Cert.
Schwenson. RARE MULTIPLE.

528
• P µ 528 5v3C1 

• P µ 529 5v3C1 

140

1.000

529

”TRÄSKÄNDA” in two superb blue railway straight line canc. on a
beautiful block of four of 5 penni roulette I. Some missing perfs in
the lower pair and reinforced in the horizontal perforation row. Ex.
Leo Linder & Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson. VERY RARE.

300

An exceptional block of four of 5 penni roulette I on ordinary paper,
lightly canc. in the middle ”ÅBO 31.10 1872”. A weak horizontal
bend in the bottom pair. Very rare especially with all teeth complete.
Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.

400

€uro

530
• P µ 530 5v3C3 
• P µ 531 5v3C3 

• P µ 532 5v5 

• P µ 533 5v3C3+
8v2C3 

531

Very beautiful printed matter with 5 penni roulette III on ordinary
paper with blue ”HELSINGFORS 8.11 1871”. Ex. Gummesson. Cert.
Schwenson.

250

Beautiful printed matter ”lady’s cover” nicely embossed vertically.
Rare with c.d.s. ”JÄÄSKIS 5.5 1875” (Facit R 5) on 5 penni roulette III,
some faults. Ex. Toivakka. Certs Ossa & Schwenson.

150

ERROR OF COLOUR 10 penni carmine brown roulette III, lightly
canc. Half a tooth missing, Facit 30.000 as such. Ex. Toivakka. Cert.
Gummesson.

750

Exceptional piece with two pairs of 5 penni and a single 20 penni in
the middle, all in roulette III. Light railway canc. 1872, compartement No. 5. A few missing perfs and some light toning. Ex. Fabergé
& Toivakka. Cert. Schwenson.

500

141
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• P µ 534 5v3C3+
7v4C3+
9v1C3


• P µ 535 6v1C3
(*)

Very beautiful cover to the Netherlands with 5, 10
& 40 penni all in roulette III and with some perf.
faults. Blue ”HELSINGFORS 5.2 73”. Over paying
the 52 penni rate with 3 penni. Ex. Gummesson.
Cert. Schwenson.

800

INTER-PANNEAU. An exceptional block of ten
with part of inter-panneau at bottom. Somewhat
strengthened and small unimportant tooth imperfections. Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.
VERY RARE MULTIPLE.

800

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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Block of Five

• Lot # 536 µ
6v1C3 
A spectacular block of five of 8 penni roulette III with complete
roulette ”JAKOBSTAD 26.3 1873”. Extremely rare in this quality.
Cert. Schwenson.
EXCELLENT
Provenance:
Agathon Fabergé
Rolf Gummesson, Grand Prix d’Honneur

€uro 1.500

• P µ 537 6v3C1 

DOUBLE PERFORATION. An exceptional pair of 8 penni roulette I,
partly double perf. vertically at left as well as at right, one missing
tooth. Beautiful blue Wiborg canc. Ex. Gummesson. Cert.
Schwenson. VERY FINE & RARE.

200
143

Very Rare 8 Penni Frankings

• Lot # 538 µ
6v3C2 
PRINTED MATTER to Germany with single 8 penni roulette II on ribbed paper ”HELSINGFORS 16.3 1874”. Just half a perf. missing. Facit
70.000. Ex. Leo Linder. Certs Ossa & Schwenson.
VERY RARE
€uro 1.500

• Lot # 539 µ
6v3C2 
A fantastic shipletter to Sweden with 8 penni in block of four on the back with
blue ”ÅBO 28.7 1875” and ship notation ”Afgår med Hangö” (pr s/s Hangö). A
tear due to the opening of the envelope through one stamp and some short perfs.
Pictured in ”Finland Frühe Ortstempel” page 67. Ex. Gummesson. Cert.
Schwenson.
VERY RARE
144

€uro 750

€uro

540
• P µ 540 6v3C2 

541

Beautiful cover to Denmark with two pairs of 8 penni roulette II
canc. in Karis, but dated in Ekenäs 3.7 1875”. Some minor faults of
little importance. Early UPU rate usage. Facit 30.000. Ex. Toivakka.
Certs Gummesson & Schwenson.

400

• P µ 541 6v3C3 (*) An exceptional corner block of four of 8 penni roulette III, just one
tooth at top left slightly shortened. Ex. Gummesson. Cert.
Schwenson. SCARCE ITEM.

400

• P µ 542 6v3C3 

• P

A fantastic strip of five of 8 penni roulette III on a piece. Complete
roulette and each stamp with a superb ”FR.KO”. The right stamp
with a weak vertical bend of no imprtance. Ex. Gummesson. Cert.
Schwenson. SUPERB.

400

543 6C3+8C3 Beautiful piece with 8 penni in a strip of four and 20 penni, all in rou
lette III. Only ½ tooth missing on 20 penni and on one 8 penni. Light
canc. ”WIBORG 30.7 1871”.

150
145

€uro

• P µ 544 6v1C3+
9v1C2 

Beautiful cover front 1871 to Winona, USA with 8 penni roulette III
and two 40 penni roulette II, some perf. faults. Ex. Gummesson.
Cert. Schwenson & sign. Ossa. RARE.

750

Postage Due from Mail Box

Lot # 545 µ
5v2C2+6v4C2+8v3C2 
A spectacular shipletter to the Pyrenees in France with 5, 8 and 40
penni, all in roulette II. Canc. in Stockholm with rare ”LÅDBREF
FRÅN FINLAND” (Mail box letter). Since the cover is underfranked with one penni it has been taxed and bears various due
marks. Some perf faults of minor importance. Cert. Schwenson.
UNIQUE EXHIBITION RARITY.
€uro 1.500
146

€uro

• P µ 546 6v1C3+
8v2C3+
9v1C3 

Beautiful cover to the Netherlands with 8, 20 & 40 penni all in roulette III and with some faults. F=25.000. Ex. Gummesson. Cert.
Schwenson. RARE.

400

Winter Rate via Prussia

• Lot # 547 µ
6v1C3+9v1C3 
Exceptional cover to Sweden with a pair of 8 penni and two copies 40 penni, all in roulette III ”HELSINGFORS 10.1 1868”. One 40
penni with minimal perf. irregularities and the 8 penni in perfect
condition. Beautiful example of the rare 96 penni winter rate via
Prussia. Ex. Gummesson. Certs Gummesson & Schwenson.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 1.500
147

€uro

• P µ 548 6v3C1+
9v5C3+
v8 

• P µ 549 6v3C2+
8v2C2 

• P µ 550 6v4C2+
7C2+
9C2 
148

A spectacular cover to England with 8 penni in strip of three of the
scarce roulette I on yellow green paper together with 40 penni roulette III on ribbed paper with variety ”white dot after PEN”. Two
different pen canc. and at side ”ULEÅBORG 11.10 1873”. Just a few
missing/short perfs. Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.

500

Very beautiful cover to Denmark via Russia and Prussia with pairs
of 8 penni on the scarce yellow green paper and 20 penni, both in
roulette II. Ink canc. and at side ”BRAHESTAD 12.1 1875”. A few
shorter perfs and the right 20 penni with small faults. F=30.000. Ex.
Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.

600

Exceptional cover to USA with 8 penni ribbed paper together with
10 (pair) and 40 penni, all in roulette II ”WIBORG 9.1 1875”. The
cover is opened up for exhibiting and missing perfs as usual in this
late period. Cert. Tuori. VERY RARE.

500

€uro

551

• P µ 551 6v4C2+
9v3C2 
• P µ 552 6v4C2+
9v7C2 

552

Rare cover to Copenhagen with two 8 penni ribbed paper and 40 penni
all in roulette II. Various quality remarks and perf. faults as usual for
this late production period. Sent from Hyvinge 1875 with railway
pmk. Ex. Toivakka. Cert. Schwenson.

300

Cover to England 1874 with three copies 8 penni and 40 penni, all in
roulette II and scarce on ribbed paper. Blue railway postmark. Some
faults and freshened up. Ex. Toivakka. Cert. Schwenson.

300

Sample without Value

• Lot # 553 µ
6v4C3+8v2C2b 
A spectacular envelope to France 1874 with two pairs of the rare 8
penni roulette III on ribbed paper together with 20 penni roulette
II. Light blue Helsingfors canc., only ½ tooth missing, opened on
three sides. Note ”Renferme echantillon botanique sans valeur”
(contains botanic samples without value). Postal history rarity
with very rare stamps (Facit 32.000 just for four single 8 penni
copies). Cert. Tuori, sign. A. Diena, G. Bolaffi & A. Bolaffi.
EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 1.500
149

€uro

554
P

554 7C 
2

• P µ 555 7C3 

• P µ 556 7v2C3


• P µ 557 7v2C3 

150

555

”LÅDBREF FRÅN FINLAND”. Superb Swedish pmk. on 10 penni
roulette II, minor perf. problems of minor importance. VERY RARE.

150

Beautiful cover 1873 to Ekenäs with two copies 10 penni, minor perf.
problems and one loose corner fastened, light blue Helsinfors canc.
F=17.000. Cert. Schwenson.

150

A fantastic listed (”Registreras”) short distance letter 1873 with 1½ time fee franked with a strip of
three of 10 penni roulette III. Very rare and in perfect condition, combination not registered in Facit.
Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY.

Domestic long distance letter 1873 with two pairs of 10 penni in the
scarce roulette III on laid pale chamois paper, some missing teeth. Each
stamp with beautiful canc. ”FR.KO”. Ex. Toivakka. Certs Ossa &
Schwenson.

1.250

300

€uro

558

559

• P µ 558 7v C  An exceptional piece with 10 penni in a strip of four
in the scarce roulette I on ordinary brown yellow
paper with superb canc. ”FR.KO”, one missing
tooth on the left stamp. Ex. Gummesson. Cert.
Schwenson. SUPERB & SCARCE.
5

1

• P µ 559 7v5C2 

• P µ 560 7v5C2 

500

Exceptional double perforation on 10 penni in the scarce roulette II on
yellow brown paper, one short tooth. Ex. Gummesson. Cert.
Schwenson. SCARCE & INTERESTING.

150

An exceptional cover to Russia with a strip of four of 10 penni in the
scarce roulette II on brown yellow paper ”WIBORG 18.7 1874”. Two
stamps with very small perf. faults. Ex. Gummesson. Cert.
Schwenson. FINE & RARE.

400

• P µ 561 7v1C3+ Beautiful short distance letter with 1½ fee paid
8v1C3x with 10 & 20 penni in roulette III ”HELSINGFORS

12.5 1870”. F=25.000. Ex. Gummesson. Cert.
Schwenson. VERY FINE & RARE.

800
151

Error of Colour with Perfect Perforation

• Lot # 562 µ
7v6C3 
An exceptional copy of 5 penni roulette III on laid chamoise paper, lightly cancelled. Small thin spot and a
light corner bend of little importance. Facit without price
for perfect perforation. Certs Gummesson & Schwenson.
EXHIBITION RARITY
Provenance:
Leo Linder & Erkki Toivakka
€uro 2.500
152

One of Two Pairs Recorded

• Lot # 563 µ
7v7C3 
Error of Colour 5 penni in pair with normal 10 penni in
roulette III on a spectacular piece. Three missing perfs of
no importance. Cert. Schwenson.
GREAT EXHIBITION RARITY
Provenance:
Rolf Gummesson, Grand Prix d’Honneur
€uro 12.500
153

€uro

• P µ 564 8v1C3 

A fantastic strip of four of 20 penni blue in roulette III, some toning,
perfect roulette and two superb canc. ”JYVÄSKYLÄ 31.8 1868”. Ex.
Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson. SUPERB & RARE.

• P µ 565 8v1C3  A spectacular triple rate long distance cover with
six copies 20 penni roulette III with just a few shorter perfs ”HELSINGFORS 31.5 1869” to
Nikolaistad. The cover has been ironed out. Ex.
Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.
VERY FINE & RARE.

• P µ 566 8v2C1 

154

”TURENGI” in a superb blue strike of straight line railway canc. on
20 penni in the scarcer roulette I on a colourful cover front, uneven
perf. at right. Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson. RARE

400

1.500

250

Inter-panneau Strip

• Lot # 567 µ
8v2C2 (*)
An exceptional strip of five of 20 penni roulette II with full gutter
margin at bottom. Some perf. faults, but very good for this late
printing period. DOUBLE PERFORATION vertically in the margin. The strip is pictured in ”The Serpentine Rouletted Stamps of
Finland” by Linder & Dromberg, where the double perf. is described as being the result of the production in two operations,
clearly seen on this item. Cert. Schwenson.
EXHIBITION RARITY
Provenance:
Rolf Gummesson, Grand Prix d’Honneur
€uro 1.500

• P µ 568 8v2C2a  Beautiful domestic long distance 1½ rate letter with strip of three of 20
penni in the scarcer roulette II greenish blue on grey blue paper ”ÅBO
17.7 1873”, some minor faults. Ex. Toivakka. Certs Ossa & Schwenson.
SCARCE.

250
155

€uro

569
• P µ 569 8v2C3 

• P

570 8v2C3 

570

”HYVINGE” in blue, very beautiful railway canc. on a very beautiful cover with 20 penni roulette III. Only one split perf. tip of no
importance. Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson. RARE.

300

POSTAGE DUE. Very beautiful cover with 20 penni with ink cross
and at side superb ”BRAHESTAD 22.11 1872”. Due note ”Lösen 12
penni”, possibly for forwarding to Haapajärvi. Ex. Gummesson.
SUPERB & SCARCE.

250

• P µ 571 8v2C3  POSTAGE DUE. A wonderful cover to Berlin with
two copies 20 penni roulette III ”NIKOLAISTAD
31.7 1871”. Russian and German due canc. One
blunt corner perf. due to perf. method. Ex.
Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson. SUPERB & RARE.

• P
156

572 8v2C3a  A wonderful cover with full content franked with two 20 penni roulette
III ”ULEÅBORG 23.5 1868”. Ex. Gummesson. SUPERB.

500

150

Block of Twenty

• Lot # 573 µ
8v2C3 *
A fantastic margin block of 20 penni roulette III greenish blue.
Strengthened by hinges and paper on back with various imperfections of little importance for such a multiple. Cert. Schwenson.
VERY FRESH & A GREAT RARITY
Provenance:
Rolf Gummesson, Grand Prix d’Honneur
€uro 3.000
157

€uro

P

574 8C3+
9C3 

”STOCKHOLM 29 JUN 69”. Swedish pmk. on a fantastic piece with
20 and 40 penni both in roulette III. SUPERB & VERY RARE.

• P µ 575 8v1C2+ UNIQUE 1 mark franking on a beautiful 2½ rate
9v1C2 short distance cover paid by penni values as the 1

mark was not yet issued, single 20 penni and pair of
40 penni all in roulette II ”BJÖRNEBORG 1 MARS
1867”. Slightly irregular perf. of little importance.
Facit quotes OK = unknown. Ex. Toivakka. Certs
Oesch & Schwenson. EXHIBITION RARITY.

• P µ 576 8v2C3a+
9v1C3 

158

Very beautiful listed (”Registreras”) cover with a wavy pen line in
combination with c.d.s. ”WIBORG 21.5 1870” on 20 & 40 penni roulette III, minor faults on 20 penni. Ex. Gummesson. Cert.
Schwenson.

250

1.000

300

€uro

577

578

P

577 9C1 

”STOCKHOLMS K.K. 5.6 1873”. Superb Swedish canc. on 40 penni
roulette I. Small perf. imperfections. RARE.

100

P

578 9C 

”STOCKHOLM N:r 7 28.9 1872”. Excellent Swedish pmk. on 40 penni
roulette III, a few short perfs. VERY FEW KNOWN.

150

3

579

580

• P

579 9v1C1 

A very fresh and beautiful cover with 40 penni roulette I ”WIBORG
26.3 1873”. F=4.500. Ex. Gummesson.

100

• P

580 9v1C2 

A wonderful cover to Russia with 40 penni roulette II on ordinary
paper ”KARIS 13 JAN 1868”. Ex. Gummesson. SUPERB.

100

Very beautiful cover to Gustaf Nordenskjöld in Eksjö, Sweden with
two 40 penni roulette II where it has been readdressed to Wimmerby
”HELSINGFORS 27.4 1867”. Slight perf. irregularities of no importance. Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson. SUPERB.

300

• P µ 581 9v1C2 

Viewing in Finland
at Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel, Mikonkatu 23, Friday 13 September.
At Oval Point – keräilytapahtuma, Hämeenlinnan Verkatehdas, Hämeenlinna,
Saturday 14 September. For more information please see page 5 & 13.
159

Rejoined Block of Twenty

• Lot # 582 µ
9v1C3 *
A spectacular block of twenty in pos. 31-50 with part of
the lower margin. Incl. the rare type II in pos. 39 & 42 as
well as variety ”white dot after PEN” in pos. 43. The
block is rejoined between the left block of eight and the
right block of twelve. Extremely fresh and fine with just
a few missing teeth. Cert. Schwenson and cert. Oesch for
the block of eight only.
GREAT SHOWPIECE
Provenance:
Agathon Fabergé (the block of twelve)
Rolf Gummesson, Grand Prix d’Honneur

€uro 6.000
160

161

€uro

• P

• P

583 9v2C2 

584 9v3C2 

• P µ 585 9C3 

162

A fantastic listed cover (”Registreras”) with 40 penni roulette II on
ordinary reddish lilac paper ”ULEÅBORG 16.5 1875”. Note ”inneholler en Wecksel” (contains a bill of exchange). Ex. Gummesson.
EXCELLENT.

150

Very beautiful piece with strip of three + single 40 penni roulette II
on bluish paper. The single stamp with one tooth missing, otherwise
perfect with two well placed Wiborg canc. Ex. Fabergé &
Gummesson.

250

Very beautiful cover to Spain with pair and single
of 40 penni rose in roulette III. Some small faults
and cleaned. F=30.000. Ex. Gummesson. Cert.
Schwenson. VERY RARE.

1.000

€uro

• P µ 586 9v6C2 

A very fresh domestic cover with 40 penni roulette II, scarce on ribbed
pale rose paper with blue canc. ”HELSINGFORS 6.10 73”. Ex.
Gummesson. Cert. Gummesson. SUPERB.

587
• P µ 587 9v7C2+
7v5C3 

P

588 10 E

150

588

A fantastic piece with a strip of five of 40 penni in the scarce roulette
II on bluish ribbed paper together with 10 penni in scarce roulette
III. Some perf. faults which are even more common on these late
printings. Excellent blue canc. ”ÅBO 20.11 1874”. Ex. Fabergé &
Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson & Lasse Nielsen.
RARE EXHIBITION ITEM.

500

ESSAY in lilac by Tilgmann for the 1 mark roulette in a corner copy. Ex.
Mertens & Fabergé.

100

• P µ 589 10C2  An exceptional strip of four of 1 mark in the scarcer
roulette II with superb ”JYVÄSKYLÄ 23.5 1875”,
repaired teeth. Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.
VERY RARE MULTIPLE.

1.500

163

Single 1 Mark on Cover

• Lot # 590 µ
10C3b 
A spectacular domestic 2½ rate with 1 mark roulette III
with an excellent postmark ”NYSTAD 20.3 1872”. The
envelope has been ironed out, but the stamp is perfect
with all teeth. Facit without price and unique for this
rate, only one other cover known with penni values paying this rate. Cert. Schwenson.
SUPERB
Provenance:
Rolf Gummesson, Grand Prix d’Honneur

€uro 6.000
164

Coat of Arms Issues

Copenhagen Printing 32 Penni to Russia

Lot # 591 µ
11 
Very beautiful cover to Pashkova 1875 with blue railway canc. On
back various transit and arr. pmks. Cert. BPA.
VERY FINE & RARE
€uro 5.000

P µ 592 15Sa+
An exceptional and very beautiful cover with Senate printing 10 penni
13S+16S olive brown together with 2 x 5 and 20 p., all in Senate printing perf. 11

”BJÖRNEBORG 23.3 1882”. The 20 p. with figure canc. and the other
stamps added due to double weight. Certs Gummesson & Murtosaari.
The latter is unsure about the contents, however the contents in
Swedish clearly confirm that two accounting lists were included, surely
weighing too much for a single rate cover. Light archive fold through
the lower stamps. This combination is not recorded in Facit. Ex.
Gummesson. VERY FINE & RARE.

750
165

€uro

P µ 593 16LC1a Tête-bêche 20 penni in the rare perf. 11, pos. 93 with

a beautiful blue canc. ”EKENÄS 11.3 1881” (error in
the year, should be 1882, but they did not have the
block for the ”2” in Ekenäs, explained in the cert.).
F=30.000. Cert. Schwenson. VERY FINE & RARE.

594

596

598

599

1.000

600

P µ 594 16LC a * PERFORATION VARIETY. Beautiful 20 penni perf. 11x12½. F=5.000.
Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Gummesson. VERY FINE.

100

595
597
Exceptional block of four of 25 penni Senate printing perf. 12½
”WIBORG 13.3 1882”. Ex. Gummesson, sign. RGm. SUPERB & SCARCE.

200

3

P

595 17SC2 

P

596 17LbbC2 Very fresh 25 penni aniline red. Facit without price for **. Certificate
**
Murtosaari. VERY FINE.

P µ 597 17LC a * A very beautiful block of four of 25 penni aniline red Stamp Office
printing in perf. 11. F=18.000+. Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Gummesson.
SUPERB.

Bid

1

500

P

598 19Sa 

A very beautiful reinforced pair of 1 mark reddish lilac ”BORGÅ 27.7
1881”. F=4.000+. Ex. Gummesson. SUPERB.

150

P

599 19SC2b  Very beautiful 1 mark lilac Senate printing perf. 12½ ”HELSINGFORS
14.10 84”. Ex. Gummesson. SUPERB.

150

P

600 19L **

166

A well centered and very fresh copy of 1 mark lilac. Rare mint never
hinged. Cert. Murtosaari. F=7.000. SUPERB.

200

€uro

P

601 19L *

Very fresh sheet margin block of 12 of 1 mark lilac
in positions 45-50 and 55-60. Horizontal perforation
in the middle is strengthened with hinges.
Interesting and rare extra color line between positions 49-50. Facit as three blocks of four 54.000+.
SCARCE BLOCK.

P µ 602 19LC5a  COMPOUND PERFORATION, 1 mark reddish lilac perf. 11 at bottom and three other sides perf. 12½. A thin spot with a small hole in
the middle. Not priced in Facit in any condition. Superb canc. ”ÅBO
8.5 82”. Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Gummesson. EXHIBITION RARITY.

P µ 603 22av1  A wonderful strip of three of 20 penni orange with
tête-bêche position in the middle. Pos. 1+11+21.
Light and beautiful figure canc. Cert. Gummesson.
SUPERB.

1.500

500

1.000
167

€uro

604

605

Ex 606

P

604 28C1fv ** Imperforate 5 penni 1889 in a beautiful corner block of nine.
F=9.000++. SUPERB.

P

605 30C2v **

P µ 606 32-34v
**/ (*)

100

Imperforate 20 penni 1889 in a beautiful corner block of nine.
F=14.400++. SUPERB.

200

Beautiful imperf. corner margin blocks of four of 1, 5 and 10 mark. The
1 mark with full ** gum while the others without gum as they came
out.

200

Later Issues

607

608

P

607 46 **

Russian Type 1891 3,50 rubel never hinged. F=4.000. VERY FINE.

100

P

608 46 **

WATERMARK LETTERS. Russian Type 3,50 rubel with clear wmk. A
hinge in margin only. VERY SCARCE.

200

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
168

Insured Cover with 3.50 Rubel

Lot # 609 µ
46 
A spectacular envelope with a single 3.50 rubel ”HELSINGFORS 15.11 00”. It is absolutely commercial even
if overfranked. These insured Terwakoski envelopes
were pre-franked with 3.50 rubel and used for insured
letters, sometimes also when the postage was less. This
is explained in the certificate of Schwenson. Sign.
RGm.
EXCELLENT EXHIBITION RARITY
Provenance:
Rolf Gummesson, Grand Prix d’Honneur

€uro 3.000
169

€uro

610

611

P

610 46 **

Beautiful corner margin block of six of 3,50 Ruble. Some separation
between the two rows, adhesion mark in the margin in one place.
F=24.000. VERY FINE.

400

P

611

Very fresh never hinged corner margin block of four of 7 Ruble.
F=13.200. VERY FINE.

200

47 **

612

613

P

612 54 **

A very beautiful sheet corner copy of 10 mark 1901 with good centering. Rare never hinged. F=7.500. SUPERB.

250

P

613 61 

Very fine cash-on-delivery-card with 1915 10 mark and additional
stamps from ”TERIJOKI 11.12.1917” to Helsingfors.
VERY FINE & SCARCE.

400

614

615

P

614 64IC2 **

A very beautiful copy of 10 penni 1911 in the scarce perf. 14 3/4 x 14
1/4. Never hinged. F=2.700.

100

P

615 65vc 

Very fresh imperforated block of four canc. ”WIBORG 30. IX. 17”.
F=4.400+. Signed Olamo.

150

170

€uro

P

616 83 

Imperforated pair on small piece canc. ”HELSINKI 8.VII. 18”. SCARCE.

P µ 617 165v ** ZEPPELIN ”1830” variety on a very beautiful never
hinged copy. F=25.000. Cert. Gordon. EXCELLENT.

618
P µ 618 201 

100

500

619

1 Mk. on postcard sent to Hungary. The card sent as shipmail via
”STETTIN 19.7.37” with boxed ”AUS DAMPFSCHIFF *” alongside the
stamp. SCARCE.

P µ 619 356-357X Postcard sent as shipmail (Stettin-Reval-Helsinki Line) with 5 pf.

German franking sent to the Netherlands canc. ”HELSINKI
10.VIII.25”. The stamps canc. with Finnish ship silhouette canc.
SCARCE.

Bid

100

Viewing in Finland
at Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel, Mikonkatu 23, Friday 13 September.
At Oval Point – keräilytapahtuma, Hämeenlinnan Verkatehdas, Hämeenlinna,
Saturday 14 September. For more information please see page 5 & 13.
171

Collections

Specialized Collection

Lot # 620 µ
*/ / 
Fantastic collection 1845 - 1915 with additional pages for
Zeppelin 1930 on home made album pages in two thick
albums. Starts with three Postal Stationery envelopes, a good
section Oval Type with 26 items in total incl. unused copy as
well as a cover with 5 kopek, however in mixed quality. Very
interesting section roulettes incl. better covers as well as
three copies with roulette IV, a repaired 10 penni colour error
(see picture), essay for 1 mark etc. Very good section Coat of
Arms incl. three beautiful 32 penni ”Copenhagen prints”
and one cover with some perf. repaired, interesting varieties
e.g. 20 penni 1882 in strip of three with tête-bêche pair, beautiful canc. etc. Many better stamps from the issues with
Russian types incl. imperf. pair etc. Zeppelin 1930 incl. one
cover to France and one post card to Germany as well as a
hinged copy of ”1830” printing error. 15 certs. included.
Entire collection pictured on our website. Please inspect.
€uro 7.500
172

€uro

P µ 621 */ 

P µ 622 **/ */ 
µ 623 */ 
624 
µ 625 

µ 626

•

•

•

µ 627 

µ 628 / 

µ 629 

Ex 621
Very interesting collection 1917 - 1941 incl. areas e.g. Aunus and North
Ingermanland incl. better stamps e.g. beautiful used copies of 25 Mark
”Saarinen” with both wmks, beautiful hinged set ”Aunus” overprint
(without signatures) and a used set North Ingermanland Coat of Arms
1920 on pieces. Please inspect.

500

Ex 622
Collection 1856 - 1970 incl. North Ingermanland and Karelia on
home made album pages in old album. Mixed used/unused in mainly
good quality. Part of collection pictured on our website.

500

Collection used/unused in an Estett album 1856 - 1974. Early issues in
mixed quality, well filled from 1920s with wmk. varieties.

150

Used collection in a Schaubek album, starting with some roulette
stamps with imperfections, continuing with various stamps through
1916 and then nearly cpl. according to the album pages through 1992.

100

Very interesting collection prephilatelic covers on exhibition pages
with 21 items 1809 - 1850s, incl. e.g. crown post, a number of straight
line canc. etc. Entire collection pictured on our website.

250

FINNISH RED CROSS. Very interesting exhibition collection
showing the issues 1922 - 2000 in both used and unused stamps as
well as on covers incl. some interesting early covers. See example
pictures on our website.

300

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
ROULETTE KOPEK. Very interesting lot of more than 50 copies,
mostly 10 kopek. Unusually good quality with the majority with full
perforation. Incl. shades, cancellations, papers etc. Please inspect.

250

ROULETTE 8 PENNI. Very interesting lot of 32 copies and one strip
of four. Different roulettes, papers etc. Used with a few exceptions.
Unusually good quality, mostly with full perforation.

250

ROULETTE SELECTION. Very interesting lot with various roulettes, papers, shades etc. 5 penni (15), 10 penni (5), 20 penni (58), 40
penni (7) and one copy 1 mark. Unusually good quality, mostly with
full perforation. Please inspect.

500
173

€uro

Ex 630
P µ 630 

Ex 635

Small remainder lot with 10 stamps from roulette issue 1866, all with
Swedish canc. Somewhat mixed quality. Entire lot pictured on our website.

250

COAT OF ARMS TYPE M/89. Group of 11 very fresh never hinged
blocks of four, all in diff. shades incl. 25 penni bluish ultramarine perf.
12 1/2 (F. No. 31C1cc) and 25 penni dark ultramarine perf. 14 x 13 (F.
No. 31C2g). All blocks except one from lower right margin.

150

632 

COAT OF ARMS 1889-1900. Album with large quantity on Visir stock
pages incl. a variety of shades, multiples etc. Incl. ca 55 copies of 1 mk.

Bid

633 **

BOOKLETS. Box containing an accumulation of booklets, a large part
is slot machine booklets. Also some other Nordic and foreign booklets
included in a small box.

Bid

SHIPMAIL. Covers and stamps mainly sent to Finland with foreign
stamps and cancellations around 1900 and before. Mainly Danish
stamps, but also German and some English. Please inspect!

Bid

Group of three registered covers 1904-13 incl. one sent to Java (with franking on back), all sent by the Helsinki-St. Petersburg railway line.

Bid

POSTAL STATIONERY. Interesting early lot, mostly envelopes incl.
many good ones. E.g. Facit Nos FK 3, 4, 5 reprint, 8 I, 8 II and 9. Please
inspect.

500

Carton containing e.g. a couple of collections, stock of mostly **
stamps and sets in stock books, red cross and tuberculosis sets mostly
ca 1970-80 in folded sheets (often with up to several hundred sets
each), mostly **, some small boxes with various minisheets and
booklets in large quantities e.g. Bl. 1 x 510, Bl. 4 x 50, H5 x 52, H6 x 44,
H7 x 220, H11 x 50, the first year folder from Åland in quantity etc.
Enormous cat. value.

600

Carton containing four kiloware boxes of 1 kg from 1976-78 with broken seals but with contents untouched. Some opened boxes from a
similar period are also included.

Bid

P µ 631 **

µ 634 / 
P µ 635 
µ 636 

•

Ex 631

637 **/ */ 

638 

Karelia

Ex 639
P µ 639 1-15 **
174

Very fresh never hinged cpl. set of 15. F=3.500.

100

€uro
µ 640 **/ */ 

µ 641 */ 
642 **/ */ 
643 
644 **/ */
/ 
µ 645 */ 

•

Interesting duplicate stock from collector’s estate with four stock
books containing stamps from Denmark, DWI, Greenland, Iceland,
Norway and Finland 1850s - 1940s often sorted by shades. Somewhat
mixed quality. Please inspect.
Collection 1855 - 1940s with Sweden, Denmark and Norway on Norma
pages incl. high priced stamps but in mixed quality. Please inspect.
Two stock books containing various stamps from Denmark, Faroes
and Greenland incl. some nice canc. etc. as well as various ** mostly
Gustaf V in Medallion stamps in quantities.
Used collection Finland 1860 - 1990, Denmark and Norway up to 1968
in one Schaubek album. Please inspect.
Very interesting remainder lot in one carton with various Scandinavian material e.g. Norwegian face value and some interesting early
stampless covers etc., stock book with superb Swedish canc., collection
with Swedish town canc. and a binder with post cards etc. Please inspect.

200
150
100
200

100

Small lot with mainly older Denmark, DWI and Iceland on stock cards
incl. some interesting varieties on Iceland. Somewhat mixed quality.
Entire lot pictured on our website.

Bid

646 **/ */ 

Interesting lot with e.g. Swedish face value, Norwegian stamps in quantities, circulation booklets with various Nordic countries and DWI etc.

Bid

647

Large remainder lot from estate in a moving carton incl. much
Denmark with an extensive used duplicate stock starting with several 4 RBS and other skilling stamps, further many year sets, also
from Greenland, many different years. Also various Finland incl.
Åland gutter pairs, used duplicate stock Iceland sorted in envelopes,
Sweden incl. album postal stationery and a Visir album with 10 x
1.500 different Swedish stamps. Please inspect!

400

BYPOST. Very interesting lot Danish and Norwegian Local post
with stamps in quantities, Danish mainly used and Norwegian
mainly unused in one thick stock book. Also a folder with mixed
material e.g. some covers and cards, full sheet, railroad stamps and
freight stamps. All pictured on our website.

200

649 **/ */ / Carton containing a number of albums with e.g. a basic collection of

Iceland with some better blocks of four, FDCs and duplicates, 4 and 8
øre Danish Bicoloured in quantities in two stock books, booklets from
Greenland and Iceland in quantities etc.

200

µ 648 **/ */
/ 

650

651 

µ 652 
•

Mixed Scandinavian Lots

653

Remainder lot with various material e.g. unused collection Sweden
1969 - 1978, collection with nearly 400 labels, also a collection with
more than 60 ”May Flowers”, year sets from Faroe Islands etc.

100

Interesting cover lot 1851 - 1950s from collector’s estate in three thick
binders and one box with e.g. close to two hundered Danish skilling
covers and cover fronts, Finnish 10 kopek oval stamp on cover front,
two covers with bisected 4 cent DWI and a few Norwegian skilling
covers etc. Mixed quality. Please inspect.

200

Lof of ca 25 old covers and cards incl.a few early Sweden, Norway postage due from England with 20 öre Facit L 11C, Denmark postage due
etc. Please inspect.

200

QXL RADIO RESPONSE CARDS. Interesting collection of ca 200 cards
from Norway, Sweden and Finland of which a large part has arctic or
viking motifs incl. many from Svalbard, Jan Mayen and Bear Island.
The collection is neatly arranged in a Leuchtturm cover album.

200
175

€uro

All World
Saturday 28 September
11.00 hrs

Albania

P µ 654 

Very beautiful and fresh 10+10 Qint postal reply card celebrating the
arrival of Prince William of Wied used on the first day of issue canc.
”PEQIN 7.3 1914”, and arrival canc. ”ELBASAN 7.3 1914”. Only 100
cards issued. Cert. Otto Graf. SCARCE.

100

Argentina

P µ 655 1 

Two copies of 5 c. red both canc. in Uruguay, one on piece with blue
oval canc. ”MONTEVIDEO” (with faults) and one with black canc.
”MONTEVIDEO” closely cut but full margins. Cert. del Mazo.

100

Austria

656
P

Ex 657

656 3Y+5Y  Very beautiful small mourning cover to England with 3 kr. and two
copies of 9 kr. canc. ”CARLSBAD 24.8” and English ”PAID 27AU27
1855” as well as ”P.” in circle. 9 kr. stamps closely cut on one side.

P µ 657 772B-75B Karl Renner 1946, set of four mint never hinged minisheets. Mi=2.600.
**
176

200
500

€uro

Collections & Lots

Ex 658
P µ 658 

659 **/ */ 

µ 660 

Very interesting collection ”WIEN” cancellations 1818 - 1890s on
beautiful album pages, starting with a prephilatelic cover from 1818
continuing with the first issues of Austria both as single stamps as
well as on beautiful covers. Entire collection pictured on our website. 1.000
Stock in 8 thick stock books 1851 - 1990s with weight on the period
up to 1945 incl. foreign offices, Fieldpost, postage due etc. Also a
stock book with a small stock of Liechtenstein ** and used.

750

Interesting cover lot with around 70 covers sent mainly to Denmark
and Hungary during WWI e.g. censored mail, registered mail etc.

100

Austrian Areas

661
P µ 661 V17 

P µ 662 V17 

662

AUSTRIAN LEVANT. Very fresh cover from Cesme dated 26.3 1866
with 10 sld. blue cancelled ”CESME” canc. on arrival SYROS 27
MAPT 66. There taxed with 20 L. Faint archive fold well away from
the stamps. SUPERB.

250

AUSTRIAN LEVANT. Cover with 10 sld. blue canc. ”METELINE 2.3”
canc. on arrival SYROS 27 MAPT 65. There taxed with 20 L. The Greek
stamp has been lifted and put back with hinge, cut in at bottom. Sign.
Scheller & Vlastos.

150

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
177

€uro
µ 663 */ 
µ 664 **/ */ 

BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA. Collection 1879 - 1918 on old album pages
specialized in different perfs incl. several diff. perfs of the 1906 issue incl.
different compound perf. combinations etc. All pictured on our website.

200

BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA. A Leuchtturm album containing a fine
collection 1879 - 1918 incl. postage due stamps as well as some revenues and even some extra perfs or compund perfs. Then a section of
Austrian field post stamps for various areas incl. several better stamps
and sets. A few nice covers are included.

200

Baltic States
Estonia
Please see also Lot # 665 & 727

P µ 665 75/82 

Ship mail cover from Estonia, stamps canc. with ship silhouette canc.
in ”HELSINKI 2.X.34”. Arrival canc. 3.X.34.

Bid

Latvia
µ 666 **/ */
/ 

µ 667 **/ */ 

Please see also Lot # 1085 & 1301

Extremely interesting and extensive exhibition collection 1918 - 1945 in seven volumes. Starting with
overprints on Germania, the period 1918-40 is
extensively specialized with types, plate flaws as
well as perf. and watermark variations. Numerous
interesting covers, postcards and other postal matters, e.g. interesting parcel cards. Later issues with
e.g. No. 107-11B and 228-31A+B. Concluding sections with Russian and German occupations 194145. THE ENTIRE COLLECTION IS PICTURED ON
OUR WEBSITE.
Extensive specialized duplicate stock 1919-1940 neatly arranged in
two 64 page stock books. Large quantity of mostly used stamps, sorted by types, perf., watermark varieties etc.

5.000

300

Belgium

178

µ 668 

Please see also Lot # 1010
DENMARK/BELGIUM. Exhibition page with two prephilatelic letters
from Belgium to Denmark/Lübeck. Both are very beautiful. Can be
inspected on our website.

Bid

669 

Mainly used collection 1849 - 1990s incl. Officials, Postage Due, Railway
stamps, German occupation, advertitising stamps etc. Please inspect.

Bid

€uro
µ 670

µ 671 

BELGIAN RED CROSS. Very interesting exhibition collection
showing the stamps 1914 - 2007. Collected both used and unused as
well as on covers incl. some scarcer imperf. stamps. See example pictures on our website.

150

Interesting lot with various duplicates 1849 up to 1940s in two stockbooks incl. back of the book sections and especially many railway parcel
stamps. Also a remainder collection on old album pages as well as various stamps in plastic sleeves. A large number of stamps with nice canc.

150

Bolivia

P µ 672 3 **/ *

A very fresh full sheet of 30 of 50 c. yellow 1867 with good margins
all around. Hinge remnants only in the corners. Few such sheets
known. Cert. Moorhouse. SUPERB & RARE.

400

Ex 673

P µ 673 8-12 +
Selection of eight proofs from the American Bank Note Co. from the
15-16P (*) 1868 & 1871 issues, five copies in unissued colours on India paper
and three copies in issued colours on cardboard paper. Cert.
Moorhouse for six of them.

250

Brazil
Please see also Lot # 408 & 1088

P µ 674 14 

Ex 674
A large juridical document (several pages) with a very beautiful
strip of four of 60 reis with two excellent and rare blue canc.
”ARARUAMA”. Picture just showing the strip.

750
179

€uro

P

675 16A+
23 

P µ 676 18+24


P µ 677 28 
180

Beautiful cover with perforate 180 r. 1866 together
with Dom Pedro 10 r. on back of a cover to
Montevideo ”RIO DE JANEIRO 22 JAN 67”.
VERY FINE & VERY RARE.

3.000

An extremely beautiful cover with 1849 numeral
600 r., touching at top together with 2 x 20 r. Dom
Pedro. Cert. Fiecchi. VERY FINE & RARE.

1.000

Beautiful cover to Corte with a pair of 200 r. Dom Pedro 1866 with
somewhat uneven perf. Superb oval framed pmk ”EST. DOESTEVES”.

250

€uro

Mixed Lots
678 19-22 

Duplicate lot of the 1854-61 imperf. issue in a stock book. Mostly used
incl. more than 200 copies 10 r., many 30, 280 & 430 r. Mi. ca 11.000,
very mixed quality. Interesting for study.

250

679 

Stock book with duplicates up to ca 1950.

Bid

Ex 680
P µ 680 13-15+23 Numerals 1849 on covers, four covers with various frankings 30, 60

& 90 r. Three in combination with 10 r. Dom Pedro. Please see scans
on our website.

400

Bulgaria

P

681 59II **
µ 682 
µ 683 
µ 684 

µ 685 / 

Fresh margin block of eight with gutter. The gutter with fold which is
normal. Mi=720++ for single stamps. SUPERB.

100

Very fresh seemingly cpl. collection 1879 - 1911 on album pages.
Most stamps represented in more than one copy. Entire collection
pictured on our website.

250

Used collection 1879 - 1907 on old album pages, only missing a couple
of stamps according to the album pages. All scanned on our website.

100

Interesting lot containing over 40 mostly better covers/cards from ca
1880s-1920s. All pictured on our website.

150

Chile
FIRST ISSUES, Columbus heads. Nice little collection of 17 stamps
mostly used, two strips of three and four covers incl. two with bisects.
Please inspect.

200
181

€uro
µ 686 4-6 */ 

P µ 687 66 

China
Interesting lot with 27 stamps both used and unused of the 1885 dragons issue (Mi. No. 4-6) with both perf. represented. Mainly in good
quality. Entire lot pictured on our website.

200

Very beautiful small registered cover with 20 c. to Turkey canc.
”MENGTSZ 25 jul 06”. Slightly reduced at bottom and the stamp with
a few shorter perfs. SCARCE DESTINATION.

Bid

µ 688 79-81 (*) 1909 issue celebrating the government year of the new emperor in
parts of sheet with between 68 and 82 stamps of each value mostly without or dried in gum. Some stamps with faults.

689

Bid

690

P

689 

Incoming cover sent from Germany to Fangtze in 1919. The cover readdressed but the delivery unsuccessful and therefore returned to
Germany. Several diff. transit and arrival markings on back. The cover
as well as stamps somewhat worn due to excessive handling by the
post.

Bid

P

690 246-49+ Autograph of Sven Hedin on the reverse of a beautiful registered cover
274-75  sent by Hedin to his sister in Stockholm from Beijing in 1936.

300

People’s Republic Collection & Mixed Lots

P µ 691 702-13B

182

Ex 691
FDC Children 1.6 1963 cpl. (12) imperforate on three envelopes.
Mi=1.700. RARE.

300

€uro
692 **

Fresh collection 1983 - 1994 cpl. with a few exeptions. M=1.688.

250

693 **

Very fresh well filled collection 1988 - 1997 in one Leuchtturm album.

200

Album containing ** minisheets from 1970s-90s incl. three copies of
the Horses minisheet from 1978 etc. Total Michel cat. value ca € 4.000
according to the consignor.

400

µ 694 **
µ 695 **/ 

Small sorting box containing mostly ** sets from the 1960s-90s incl.
better. Apparently hardly any duplication. High cat. value.

300

696 **

Accumulation of 39 stamp booklets 1988 - 2009. Mi=631.

100

697 **

Collection of 16 official year books containing ** stamps of 1988, 19952009.

200

Carton with modern material e.g 5 different yearbooks, a number of
souvenir books/folders, minisheets etc. Also some incomplete yearbooks etc. (not pictured). See pictures on our website.

150

µ 698 **

Mixed Periods Collections & Lots

µ 699 **/ */
/ (*)
µ 700 **/ */ 

µ 701 **/ */ /
(*)
µ 702 **/ 

Small box containing stamps and sets from various periods in two
stock books and two approval booklets, some loose modern covers etc.

200

Very interesting remainder lot in one carton with nine stock books,
small boxes and album pages with mainly older Chinese stamps,
also some modern minisheets, single stamps etc. See example pictures on our website.

200

Two 16 page stock books with interesting contents from early issues
up to ca 1970. Also some stamps from Taiwan and Japan noted.

200

Small lot on four over filled visir pages as well as an old circulation
booklet with various stamps from China and Manchuria. Entire lot
pictured on our webpage.

Bid

Colombia
Please see also Lot # 706

703
P

703 45 

P µ 704 

704

Very fresh block of four of 10 pesos 1866 with pen canc. Slightly cut
in at top, otherwise very good margins. Sign. A. Diena. VERY RARE.

600

SCADTA COVERS. Interesting group of 6 covers from various
European countries, both with and without overprints on Scadta
stamps.

Bid
183

€uro

Croatia

P

705 Bl. 8 

Storm Division minisheet 1945 canc. ”ZAGREB 9.1.45”. Some small
imperfections in the margins as is common with these. Mi=2.200. Sign.
Petric. Very scarce sheet to find in genuine state.

500

Cuba
Please see also Lot # 203, 205 & 860

P µ 706 

P µ 707

184

Unusual cover franked with Cuban 2 c. stamp as well as 30 c. Scadta
stamp without overprint ”C”, both tied with ”HABANA, CUBA ENE
21 1927” machine canc. The cover sent to Barranquilla and then
Bogota, the stamps also tied with proper Scadta canc. of
Barranquilla. Various handstamps on back.

200

Ex 707

WATERLOW & SONS. Exciting folder containing a
large number of proofs of various issues 1930s to
early 1950s in blocks. Mostly in blocks of four or
ten, largely different ones. Many signed and dated
in the margins. Almost 300 items if divided into
pairs. ALL SCANNED ON OUR WEBSITE.

3.000

€uro
µ 708 **

Czechoslovakia
Very clean collection 1945 - 1992 ** in four stock books. The collector
has in most cases collected four copies of each. A large number of
minisheets is enclosed, mostly with four copies of each. Total Michel
cat. value is approx. € 8.500 according to the consignor.

500

Ex 709
P µ 709 P1-P10 ** CARPATHO-UKRAINE. Chust-issue of 1944, cpl. never hinged set of
10 overprinted on Hungarian postage due stamps. Some stamps with
faults, Michel cat. value when counting only stamps in good quality
€1.090. Each stamp signed on back with signature unknown to us.

Bid

Ecuador

P µ 710 
P µ 711



710
711
Very beautiful shipletter to USA with full contents from ”GUAYAQUIL MY 15 1864 A” (on back) and on front ”PAID TO PANAMA”
and ”STEAMSHIP 10”. SUPERB & SCARCE.

100

Fiscal stamps and telegraph overprints postally used on a cover via
New York to London 1893. From ”L. C. STAGG GUAYAQUIL”, print
on back. Probably unique.

300

France
Please see also Lot # 288, 289, 290, 545, 553, 1014 & 1224
Numbers According to Yvert & Tellier

P

712 

P µ 713 1+6 

712
713
Very fresh stampless cover dated Marseille 28.7 1858 sent to
Mozambique. Light horizontal arcive fold. SCARCE.

150

Interesting cover with 10 c. and two 1 Francs canc. ”PARIS 15 DEC
52” to Chile via England and Panama. Stamps and cover with small
imperfections. Cert. Bernard Behr. RARE DESTINATION.

300
185

€uro
714 13+16 

Very fresh and beautiful cover to Sweden with 20 cent and 80 cent
canc. ”2147” and ”MONTROUGE 23 JANU. 61” and various transit
canc. The stamps are cut into the design.

100

Collections & Mixed Lots

P

715 **/ *

µ 716 

µ 717 **/ */ 

186

An exceptional unused collection, to a large extent
** in two albums. Starting in the 1870s and up to
1993, very fresh and in good quality. Very few missing stamps in the period and many expensive
singles and sets as can be seen on the pictures, e.g.
good Sage, Orphans 1918 cpl etc., Congress 1923,
”Mineraline”, Strasbourg 1927, Le Havre 1929, Pont
du Gard 20 fr. in the 3 diff. perforations, the rare
perf. 11 ** with cert., the non issued Marianne de
Dulac 1942 cpl two types & Airmail 1936 cpl incl. **
50 fr. green with cert. Also a PEXIP minisheet ** and
another one reduced with canc. as well as an
interesting section ”back of the book”. Also some
good stamps in envelopes. PLEASE INSPECT.

4.000

Collection 1863 - 1875 Napoleon and Ceres types in a thick
Leuchtturm. The collector has emphasized on cancellations with
great variation but also on shades. Some covers are included. Entire
collection pictured on our website.
1.250
Well filled used/unused collection 1849 - 1971 in two old albums
incl. a number of better stamps e.g. beautifully canc. 50 Franc 1936,
never hinged 1937 PEXIT minisheet etc. Oldest part in mixed quality.
See example pictures on our website.

500

718 

Collection 1849 - 1976 mostly used in an old French album incl. better
early stamps, however in mixed quality.

200

719

”BACK OF THE BOOK”. Postage due, military, telegraph, railway,
Unesco, pre-cancelled up to ca year 2000 and special combination
booklets 1987-2004. Also much early issues. All in a thick Edifil luxury album. Yvert 2015 ca 6.700.

400

720 

Small carton with stamps in quantities in envelopes as well as three
stock cards with older stamps incl. some French colonies.

Bid

721 

Stock book with old duplicates incl. classic stamps in mixed condition.
Please inspect.

Bid

722

BOOKLETS 1953-2000. Interesting selection, mostly different ones
incl. Red Cross between 1953 and 1992 as well as many others, which
are all unfolded. Yvert 2014 2.450.

200

€uro

French Colonies
Please see also Lot # 757 & 1165
Numbers According to Yvert & Tellier

P

723 14 

724 **/ 

µ 725 **/ */ 

µ 726 

ALGERIA. Cover from Algeria with with 20 c. blue with interesting
canc. ”BATEAU A VAPEUR” (by steamer) as well as ”ALGERIA 20
AVRIL 56” to France, arrival canc. ”PARIS 24 AVRIL 56”. Stamp
slightly touching at bottom left.

500

Stock book with both older and more modern material.

Bid

German States
Bavaria
Accumulation 1849 - 1920 in two 64 page stock books, one with used
stamps and the other one with unused (much **) incl. multiples. A
section of official stamps is included as well as some other back of
the book material. All pages scanned on our website.

800

Brunswick
Very fine old collection of Braunschweig 1852 - 1865 including all
main types of Mi 1/20. Also fine used Mi 13 (euro 2.800.-) signed
Bühler (slightly up). Partly mixed quality. Michel catalogue value ca.
€ 7000. Please inspect!.

500

Hamburg

P

727 

Very beautiful small cover dated Aalborg 1809 to Estonia canc. with
the scarce ”DAN.pr.HAMBOURG 4.” type 7, used only eight months.

100

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
187

€uro

Prussia

P µ 728 6+8 

µ 729 / 

P µ 730 

Danish numeral canc. ”198” on cover with 1 sgr. red & 3 sgr. yellow
on shipletter from Stettin to Copenhagen. Octangular pmk. ”FRA
STETTIN” in black. 3 sgr. restored with added margins. Illustrated
in Frick handbook. ONE OF ONLY TWO COVERS RECORDED.

750

Very interesting collection on Visir pages incl. superb and excellent
cancellations, incl. some multiples, covers and postal stationery
envelopes with additional franking. All in very high quality. Please
inspect.

150

Ex 730
Small lot with two pairs and one single stamp, all canc. with Swedish
”STOCKHOLM” boxed arrival canc. SCARCE.

100

Schleswig-Holstein
Danish Period

731
P

731 

732

Royal letter with contents from Oldesloe 1869 to the Major of Itzehoe
concerning cashing of funds to be paid within two days to avoid
”Militär Eksecution”. Mounted on exhibition page. SUPERB.

P µ 732 DK 2IIIA FIRST MONTH USAGE IN HOLSTEIN. Small piece with 4 RBS Thiele

II plate I black brown canc. ”116” and at side ”GLÜCKSTADT 21.7
1853”. Danish stamps were introduced in Holstein 1.7 1853. Cert.
Møller. SUPERB.
188

Bid

Bid

Schleswig-Holstein Issues

Superb Essay in Large Format

Lot # 733 µ
1E
Essay for the first issue without denomination and with negative
inscription in large format on chamois burelage. No. 9c in the
handbook by Hugo Krötsch 1897. He states that most essays are
unique and some known in two copies. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 2.000

P µ 734 1 

Very beautiful 1 sch. with very good margins all
around and a light, well placed numeral ”3”. Mi.
7.000. Sign. Krause & cert. Jakubek. VERY FINE.

1.500
189

The Burrus Pair

Lot # 735 µ
1a 
A fantastic horizontal pair of 1 schilling with margins all around
and with well placed numeral ”39” Holst Railway. On a piece cut
out of a cover that once belonged to Maurice Burrus. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY

Provenance:
Maurice Burrus
Carl Aage Møller

€uro 6.000
190

€uro

P

736 2 **

Exceptional 2 sch. never hinged with full sheet margin, light horizontal
fold. Large margins all around. Mi=1.200.

737
P

P

737 11 

738 21 

739

P µ 739 24 
P µ 740 24 

P

741 24 

200

738

Shipletter with 2 schilling ultramarine canc. with Danish numeral
canc. ”179” and ”Korsør Jernb:Post-Exped: 10.9 1865” sent to
Slagelse. Noted ”pr Vesta”. Mi=800 for a normal letter. Signatures
Carl H. Lange and Jakubek.

150

A very beautiful shipletter from Kiel via Korsør to Aalborg franked
with 2 schilling blue Holstein issue with white letters. Canc. with a
beautiful strike of duplex canc. ”37” & ”KORSØR 27.5.”. Arrival mark on
the reverse. SUPERB.

150

740

741

A rare shipletter from ”Kiel 16 April 1867” to Copenhagen canc. with
c.d.s. ”DAMPSK:POST-SPED: No.2 17.4.1867”. Arrival mark 17.4.
Mi=420 for a normal cover. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE & RARE.

150

A scarce and very beautiful shipletter from Kiel sent via Korsør to
Copenhagen. A perfect impression of scarce duplex canc. ”188” &
”DPSK.P.EXP. No.5 29.3”. Slight wear at the edges. Cert. Møller.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

100

Shipletter from Kiel with 2 schilling blue canc. with Danish type numeral canc. ”190” and black c.d.s. ”DAMPSK:POST-SPED: No. 6
24.4.1867” sent via Korsør-Kiel to Aalborg, arrival mark on the reverse.
Mi=420 for a normal letter. Signed Jakubek on the inside.

Bid
191

€uro

Collection

µ 742 

Remainders of exhibition collection Schleswig-Holstein Postal
History on exhibition leaves e.g. royal letters, official letters, franco
and porto letters and better postmarks etc. Each item is thoroughly
described. The entire lot can be inspected on our website.

750

North German Confederation

743
P µ 743 1+3 

P µ 744 14+16 

P µ 745 15 

744

745

Printed market report sent as shipletter from ”Kiel, ”den 2 März 1868”
franked with 1/4 groschen violet & 1/2 groschen orange canc. with
rare Danish duplex canc. ”188” & ”DPSK.P.EXP. No.5”. Small part of
arrival mark on the reverse, probably ”NAKSKOV”. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. SUPERB & VERY RARE.

100

Shipletter dated ”Lübeck 30 Juni 1871” sent by ship to Copenhagen
canc. on arrival with Danish numeral canc. ”1” franked with two copies
1/3 gr. green and 1 gr. red (defective). Illustrated in the Frick handbook. Cert. Møller.

150

Shipletter from Lübeck posted directly on a ship to Denmark and canc.
with Danish type numeral canc. ”47” & ”NYKØBING p.F. 16.5 sent to
Maribo. A weak notation ”fr. Lübeck”. Right stamp with a round corner perf. Cert. Vagn Jensen. A UNIQUE COVER.

300

Mixed German States Collection
Swedish Cancellations

Ex 746
P µ 746 

Very interesting lot mainly North German Federation but also some
German Empire with various Swedish cancellations mounted on
part of exhibition leave. Three certs included. Entire lot pictured on
our website.

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
192

250

€uro

German Reich
Please see also Lot # 284, 689, 1015-1017, 1091 & 1092

P µ 747 1 

Shipletter (printed matter) with a very fresh strip of three 1/4 gr. greyish violet from Kiel to Holbek, Denmark. Canc. with a central strike
of rare Danish type duplex canc. ”192” & ”DPSK.P.EXP. No.6”. Cert.
Jakubek. EXCELLENT & RARE.

400

P

748
748 33 

749
750
A complete shipletter dated ”Stettin 23. September 1876” to
Copenhagen with two copies 10 pf. red canc. on arrival with numeral
”1”. SUPERB.

100

P

749 40 

5 pf. lilac on 5 pf. stationery card sent as ship postcard from Lübeck to
Denmark. Canc. on arrival with Danish numeral canc. ”1”
Copenhagen. Arrival mark 25.5.89. SUPERB.

100

Ink canc. 5 pf. lilac on 5 pf. stationery card sent as ship postcard to
Copenhagen noted ”Stolpmünde 13/12 80”. Arrival mark 15.12.80”.
SUPERB.

Bid

P µ 750 40 

P µ 751 43bb+ Insured cover with 25 pf. yellowish brown and 5 pf.
46a  green from ”OBERKIRCH 18/2 89” to Offenburg. A
very rare mixed franking of the rare shade of 25 pf.
and 5 pf. green Crown & Eagle. Correctly franked.
Cert. Petry. SUPERB & RARE.

1.000
193

€uro

P µ 752 46c+47d+ A wonderful 3-colour franking on insured letter from ”LEIPZIG 14/8
48b 
96” to Burgstadt, SAXONY franked with three stamps with upper margins. RARE & DECORATIVE. Sign. Jäschke-L.

P

P

P

194

753 

754 

755 

200

Registered cover sent to Argentina franked with pair of 20 pf. canc.
”BERLIN 13.5 82”. Argentinian officially sealed labels on three sides
along with multiple backstamps applied prior to the cover being returned to Germany many years later. A couple of small pinholes in the
cover of no importance.

Bid

Very interesting cover canc. ”METZ 7.1.97” sent to Tonkin (French Indo
China) to a corporal in the French Foreign Legion, forwarded to a new
address in Bel-Abbes, Algeria. Judging by the backstamps it seems
that the cover has eventually ended up in France, possibly due to it not
having a return address.

Bid

Cover franked with 20 pf. sent to the United States in 1893, re-addressed and finally returned back to Germany. The cover bears a wealth of
postage due and return markings as well as transit handstamps etc. on
both sides. The cover quite worn due to the nature of it’s postal handling.

Bid

€uro

756
P

758

Interesting postcard sent to Jolo Island in the Sulu archipelago in
British North Borneo in 1906 via Singapore. The card later returned to
Germany, again via Singapore. Multiple transit canc. on front. The
card somewhat folded and worn due to the excessive handling by the
post.

Bid

1902, 5 mk. greenish black/dark carmine in a beautiful block of six.
Sign. Jäschke.

100

60 pf. dark red-lilac ”Friedensdruck”. Mi=800. Cert. Jäschke-L.
SUPERB

150

P µ 759 95BIIa  1916, 2 mk. black-blue ”war print” in block of nine with beautiful
canc. ”GUBEN 14.4.20”. Three stamps with minor perf. imperfections. Cert. Jäschke-L: Large units are rare.

200

P

756 

757

757 81Ab 

P µ 758 92I **

P µ 760 97AIb 

Full sheet of 20 5 mk. green-black/dark carmine ”Friedensdruck” beautifully canc. ”DRESDEN 8.9.18”. Plate Nos engraved in the margins ”4” in
green and 9 in red. A few perf. splits and with some paper remnants,
otherwise flawless. Cert. Jäschke-L.

200
195

€uro

P µ 761 V+85Ia  1912, 10 pf. orange-red with opt. ”E.EL.P” used on postcard with 5 pf.
Germania (small improvement). Canc. ”Frankfurt (MAIN) 23.6.19”
sent to Darmstadt. Mi=3.600. Cert. Jäschke-L.

500

P µ 762 V+85I  Two single copies of 10 pf. orange-red with opt. ”E.EL.P” used on
postcard with 5 pf. Germania canc. ”Darmstadt 22.6.12” sent to
Budingen. All three stamps have small imperfections/improve1.000
ments. Mi=6.000 as single stamps. Cert. Jäschke-L.

P µ 763 VI+85I  1912, 20 pf. orange-red with opt. ”E.EL.P” used on postcard with 5 pf.
Germania canc. ”Frankfurt (MAIN) 22.6.12”. Mi=2.200. Cert.
Jäschke-L. SUPERB.
196

400

€uro

764
765
766
P µ 764 101aWOR **1917, 15 pf. Germania dark violet with upper margin (3’7’3). Mi=650.
Cert. Tworek. VERY FINE.
P

765 118bPOR 2,5 mk./2 mk rose carmine with upper margin with inverted plate No.

”5”. Mi=1.000. Sign. Dr. Hochstädter and Infla Berlin.
RARE & VERY FINE.

P

766 137II 

100

150

1920, 10 mk Bayern with opt. type II on small piece. Mi=1.000. Sign.
Bechtold and Infla Berlin. VERY FINE.

150

767
768
”Oberrandstück” 40 pf. Germania red, type II with long upper margin
2’9’2. Slightly unfresh still very attractive. Mi=1.000. Sign. Weinbuch
and cert. Winkler. VERY FINE.

100

Rare ”Oberrandstück” 40 pf. Germania red type II with long upper
margin 3’7’3. Slight discolouration, still attractive. Mi=1.800. Cert.
Meyer. VERY RARE.

150

P µ 769 145II”  Upper margin copy 10 pf. Germania red, type II on small cover from
”MÜNCHEN 20.2.21” to Regensburg. Apart from a shorter perf. at
bottom the letter is in flawless condition. Cert. Weinbuch.
VERY FINE & RARE.

300

P µ 767 145II
WOR 
P µ 768 145II
WOR 

197

€uro

P µ 770 159b
WOR **

770

771

P µ 771 159b 
P µ 772 196I 

P µ 773 233+234
POR 

772

Two copies of 1921, 10 pf. black-olive, both with upper margins 2’9’2
and 3’7’3. Mi=1.900. Opinions Winkler and Oechsner.

773
1921, 10 pf. black-olive and 10 pf. Germania red on a beautiful small
cover from ”SCHKEUDITZ 30.11.21”. Mi=ca 850. Some signatures and
cert. Meyer.

150

1921, 20 mk. plow with variety: inverted burelage in a fine copy with
small perf. irregularities. Mi=900. Cert. Tworek.

100

1922, Child Wellfaire 6 mk. & 12 mk. in two pairs with upper margins on
a beautiful piece canc. ”LEIPZIG 26.1.23”. One stamp with cliché flaw
233IV. Mi=1.100. SUPERB.

150

Ex 774

775

P µ 774 237ZS  100 mk. olive/orange-red in gutter-pair on express cover from
”BREMEN 7.5.23” to Kamenz additionally franked with corner margin copy 20 mk (Mi. 230W). An additional cover with similar franking is included. The first with cert. Bechtold. SUPERB & RARE.
P

198

775 246 

300

Field worker 1923, 50 pf. blue-green in vertical strip of six on cover from
”POMMELSBRUNN 17.JUL.23” to Köln. Sign Peschl and Infla Berlin.
Mi=1.300 for the stamps alone.

300

150

€uro

776
P µ 776 251 

P

777 274POR


777

Ship postcard with 500 mark orange single from Flensburg 16.7.23 to
Copenhagen canc. by Danish bridge type canc. ”FREDERICIA FLENSBURG 16.7.23” and framed ship canc. ”Fra Tyskland”. One
short corner perf. VERY RARE AND INTERESTING.

Bid

1923, 5.000 mk blue-green in corner margin block of four. Mi=900.
Sign. Infla Berlin. SUPERB.

150

778

779

P µ 778 332AWa A rare block of six 5 mia./2 mio. lilac canc. ”FRANKFURT (MAIN)

5.12.23”. Mi=1.000+. Sign. Infla Berlin and cert. Meyer. VERY FINE.
P µ 779 334B 

780

5 mrd./10 mio. mk. zinnober in block of 10 canc. ”APOLDA
23.11.23”. Mi=3.920 as single stamps. Containing 1x HT & 1x PE I.
Cert. Meyer. SUPERB & VERY RARE.

Ex 781

500

782

P µ 780 335AWb 1923, 10 mia./20 mio. blackish blue in block of four. Mi=600. Cert.
**
Oechsner. SUPERB.

P µ 781 344-50 ** Airmail ”Holztaube” in cpl. set of 7, each stamp with upper margin.
Mi=1.500. Cert. Schlegel. SUPERB.
P

200

782 409WOR IAA 1927, 25 pf. dull blue in pair with upper margins canc. ”BERLIN
CHARLOTTENBURG”. Mi=700. EXCELLENT.

100
200
100
199

€uro

Ex 783

784

785

P µ 783 410...465 Reichspräsidenten, 1928-32, 3-80 pf. incl. all supplementary values, a

total of 19 stamps. All with upper margin. Mi=630. 60 pf. sign. Oechsner.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

P µ 784 421POR
**

150

Ebert 60 pf. brownish red 1928 in corner margin block of four. Mi=880.
Cert. Schlegel A. EXCELLENT.

150

Nothilfe 1929, 50+40 with plate flaw: PE in stead of PF” with left margin.
Mi=600. Double sign. Schlegel.

100

P µ 786 438YI ** Südamerika Fahrt 1930, 2 mk. blue with rare variety: ”Mond” über
Luftschiff. Mi=3.000. Sign. Grabowski and cert. Schlegel D: very
light fingerprints, otherwise flawless.

300

787
788
Corner margin copy 1930, 2 mk. on reg. airmail cover from ”BERLIN
9.7.30” to Bucarest. The envelope is sealed on back by FIP ”stamps” designed by Ludvig Hessheimer.

100

First flight cover Europe Pan-America Round Flight with 2+4 mk.
Südamerika Fahrt with additional franking of 2+4 mk. Graf Zeppelin,
both with upper margin canc. ”FRIEDRICHSHAFEN 18.5.30”. Correct
postage. Mi=ca 1.150. Cert. Schlegel D. A RARE COVER.

250

P

P

785 434I **

787 438Y 

P µ 788 438-39X


200

€uro

789

790

P µ 789 438-39X+ Airmail cover with two sets of 2+4 mk. Südamerika Fahrt. One 4 mk.
439xII  brown with variety: Lightning bolt on 4 mk. brown canc. ”FRIEDRICHSHAFEN 18.5.30” sent to Bad Pyrmont. Mi=ca. 2.200. A fold in
the envelope but the stamps are flawless. Cert. Schlegel D.
P µ 790 Bl.1 **

P µ 791 456I 

1930 IPOSTA minisheet in perfect condition. Mi=1.600. Cert.
Schlegel D. SUPERB.

791

300

300

Ex 792

1931, 1 mk. red with variety: missing hyphen as additional franking on 8
pf. stationery card sent from ”DRESDEN 18.8.31”. Souvenir cachet
”ENGLAND FAHRT 1931”. Cert. Schlegel D.

P µ 792 456-58OR 1930, Zeppelin Polarfahrt cpl. set with upper margins on three

covers/postcards. 4 mk. with corner margin and with arrival mark of
the ice breaker. Mi=1.780. RARE.

300

200

Ex 793

P µ 793 482-95 ** Cpl. set Hindenburg medallion with upper sheet margins on each
stamp. Mi=2.700. Cert. Schlegel A. SUPERB.

400
201

€uro

P µ 794 494-95
WOR 

Hindenburg 80+100 pf. both with upper margins on airmail cover from
”WIESBADEN 16.5.35” to Australia. The 100 pf. stamp has been lifted
for examination and is mounted with a hinge. Mi. without price on
cover. Cert. Schlegel D, the 100 pf. stamp with his signature.

150

P µ 795 496-98 ** 1933, Chicagofahrt in cpl. set with upper margins. A very rare set in
perfect condition. Mi=4.300. Cert. Schlegel D. VERY RARE.

800

P µ 796 499-507
A+B **

P µ 797 Bl. 2 *
202

Ex 796
Wagner 1933, fresh mint never hinged set cpl. in both perfs (14). The
higher values each with one sign. of either Bühler, Oechsner, Peschl
or Pfenninger. M=4.000.

600

1933, Nothilfe minisheet, very fresh in original size. The stamps ** but
with some natural gum striations, extremely light adhesion marks in
the margin. . Mi=1.500.

500

€uro

P µ 798 Bl. 2 

P µ 799 Bl. 2 

Very beautiful Nothilfe minisheet canc. ”BERLIN N 12.12.33”.
Original size and very fresh with a couple of tiny spots in margin
mentioned in cert. of very little importance. Mi=10.000. Cert. H.-D.
Schlegel.
1.500

1933, Nothilfe block canc. ”FRANKFURT 13.6.35”. Some folds in the
margin only. Opinion H.-D. Schlegel.

800

P µ 800 508-11  1933, Nothilfe strip of four from minisheet on cover from ”ESSENRÜTTENSCHEID 17.1.34”. Mi=2.300. Cert. Schlegel D. SUPERB.

300
203

€uro

801
P

801 509 

P µ 802 539x 

802
A stamp from Nothilfe minisheet 10+30 pf. on reg. cover from ”ILMENAU 19.5.34” sent to Bad Blankenburg with two additional stamps
(Mi. 506 and W45). Mi=800. An interesting franking.

100

Corner margin block of 12 3 mk. Graf von Zeppelin blue/black commercially used and canc. BERLIN 1.3.39”. Mi=660 as single stamps. Three
stamps in the left row with shorter perf. tips. Cert. Schlegel D. A very
unusual unit.

150

803

804

805

P

803 Bl.3 

Ostropa minisheet 1935, with special canc. ”KÖNIGSBERG (PR)
OSTROPA. Mi=1.100+. SUPERB.

200

P

804 586Y 

Reichsparteitag, 1935, 6 pf. green with sideways misplaced wmk. in
postally used block of four. Mi=880 as single stamps. Sign. Peschl.

100

P

805 608II 

Guericke 6 pf. green with plate flaw: hair curl. Mi=700. Sign. Schlegel D.
VERY FINE.

100

806
P

806 657I

807

Ex 808

Ships 15+10 brown 1937 in corner margin block of four. Position 12
with plate flaw ”Peilstab”. Mi=580.

P µ 807 657I+659 Ships 15+10 pf. brown with variety: ”Peilstab” with upper sheet margin

together with 40+35 pf. on reg. letter from ”BERLIN 27.5.38” to
Heidelberg. Mi=600 for single stamp. Opinion Schlegel A.
P µ 808 750I-IV
**

204

6 pf. Helgoland 1940. Four stamps with plate flaws. Mi=660. Each
stamp sign. Schlegel D.

100

100
100

€uro

809
P µ 809 771I **

Ex 810

811

Corner margin copy Spring Fair, 25 pf. blue. Variety: trace of another
stamp design (weak). Mi=550. Opinion Schlegel D.

P µ 810 Di.9-14 ** 2-25 pf. official stamps, 1905 with opt. ”Specimen” in cpl. set with
upper margins. Mi=900+. Cert. Oechsner.
P µ 811

Di.19b  Vertical pair of official stamp 20 pf. prussian blue canc. ”NAUMBURG 15.10.20”. Mi=1.900 for single stamps. Cert. Oechsner.
SUPERB.

Ex 812
P µ 812 Di.57...
64U **

150

300

813

Imperforated official stamps ”Amtlicher Verkehr”, 6 values with sheet
margin. Perfect quality. Mi=1.200. SUPERB.

P µ 813 Di.60YU Imperforated 20 pf. official stamp. Mi=500. Opinion Winkler. SUPERB.
**

P µ 814 Di.65 

100

Official stamp 10 pf. in new colour dark orange. Additional franking on
20 pf. stationery card, correctly franked. Canc. ”DARMSTADT
20.2.23” sent to Berlin. The scarce 20 pf. with a perfect upright canc.
Mi=800. Sign. Infla Berlin. A RARE CARD.

200
100

150
205

€uro

P µ 815 Di.75Y  A very beautiful horizontal strip of four 20 mk. official stamp brownish lilac with variety laying wmk. Mi=760 as single stamps. Cert.
Meyer. SUPERB.

P µ 816 Di.76
WOR 

816

100

817

Official stamp 30 mio dark oliv in horizontal pair with upper margin
2’9’2. Left stamp with small perf. imperfections. Mi=350 for the flawless right stamp alone. Cert. Meyer.

100

P µ 817 Di.95Y  Block of four 800.000/30 pf. orange. 3 stamps are flawless, upper right
stamp with a missing corner perf. Canc. ”KIPFENBERG 5.NOV.23”.
Mi=1.200 for the flawless stamps. Cert. Winkler.

150

P µ 818 Di.95Y  Nine copies official stamp 800.000 mk./30 pf. with watermark I in
mixed franking on correctly franked cover from ”LAUF a. PREGNIZ
3.NOV.23” sent to Nürnberg. 3 copies of the 95Y with imperfections.
Sign. Peschl and cert. Oechsner. VERY RARE.

400

206

€uro

P µ 819 Di.130X
WOR 

Three copies (pair and single stamp) of scarce upper margin stamps 4 pf.
official stamp. Mi=750 for three single stamps alone, without price on
cover. Correctly franked and flawless. Opinion Schlegel D.

Ex 820

821

P µ 820 Di.144-54 Parteidienst with wmk. 10 values in perfect ** horizontal pairs with
POR **
upper margins. A few split perfs of no importance. Mi=ca 700.
P µ 821 Di.163y
POR **

Corner margin block of four 24 pf. Parteidienst brownish orange.
Mi=1.800. Light fingerprints in the gum otherwise flawless. Cert.
Schlegel D.

822

150

100

200

823

P

822 

10 pf. red stationery card used as ship postcard from Lübeck canc. in
transit with Danish numeral canc. ”1” Copenhagen. Arrival pmk.
”HERNÖSAND 25.8.1888”. EXCELLENT.

100

P

823 

Unique postmark ”Fra Tydskland” and with inverted ”S” sent from
Lübeck 20/9 1899 to Copenhagen. The postmark ”Fra Tydskland / L”
was normally used from Lübeck.

Bid

207

Collections

Germania Collection

Lot # 824 µ
**
Collection Germania 1900-19 containing stamps with upper margin
(”Oberrandstücke”) starting with Reichpost issues incl. 2, 3 and 5 Mark (Mi.
64I, 65I and 66II each expertised Jäschke-L, Deutsches Reich issues incl. 25, 30
and 80 pf. plus 3 Mark. A wide range of ”Friedensdruck” incl. 94AI-97AI (all
expertised). ”Kriegsdruck” incl. 1-5 Mark (Mi. 94-98A+B). Better air mail stamps e.g. Mi.V and VI both with certs Jäschke-L and also a few official stamps.
Most better stamps are BPP expertised. Very high cat. value. Nearly all stamps
are ** but with a few exceptions.
€uro 2.000

Infla Collection

Lot # 825 µ
**
Collection 1919-23 (Infla-period) incl. official stamps most stamps are ** with
upper margins, ”HAN’s” and varieties, incl. some blocks of four and other units
and specialised with shades etc. All better varieties and shades are signed BPP
or InflaBerlin. A very clean collection with high cat. value.
€uro 1.000
208

€uro

Ex 826
P µ 826 **

Collection Third Reich 1933-45 in two volumes. Most stamps ** and
with upper margins and many with HAN. Mi-Nos 479...910 incl. a
wealth of better and rare stamps (most valuable stamps are BPP
expertised). E.g. with 507A with sign. Schlegel and 540yb sign.
Zencker (both with corner margins). Berufstände cpl. with cert.
Schlegel D. Ostropa in block and in pairs. OL 1936 blocks on normal
and thick paper, 641x sign. Schlegel, 695-97 with corner margins,
716-29, 728-29y in corner margin blocks of four (728 with cert.
Schlegel), variety 728xI* opinion Schlegel, variety 745I, 812I-VI (one
with corner margin), 819I sign. Peschl, various 820-25 with plate
flaws, 844-49 and 886 with various varieties sign. Schlegel. Mi. 88893 with 25 stamps with varieties, each sign. Schlegel. 808-10 with a
number of varieties etc. Air mail incl. 539x+y, 2+4 mk. Chicago-Fahrt
in pairs with corner margins. Many official stamps, Kurland and
Fieldpost and finally some better Rhodos Inselpost.
2.500

German Empire 1933-1945

Lot # 827 µ
/ / 
A comprehensive specialized collection 1933-45 in three volumes
incl. stamps with upper sheet margins, ”HAN’s”, shades, varieties,
minisheets and a lot of interesting covers. E.g. with Nothilfe
minisheet with small imperfections (cert. Schlegel D). Most of the
valuable varieties, shades etc. are BPP expertised. Also with official stamps, field post and air mail. A wonderful, clean collection
with a very high cat. value. Please inspect.
€uro 5.000
209

€uro
828 **/ */ 

Collection 1872-1945 in Leuchtturm album. Early issues mostly used
or *, later issues generally **. Mi. value estimated to be ca Euro 10.000.

500

829 **/ */ 

Collection 1919-45 in two volumes. Mostly used stamps, many with
superb canc. More than Mi. 8.000 according to consignor. Please
inspect.

500

Wonderful collection of old aeroplane and Zeppelin poster stamps
and advertising postcards for flight events and airlines on 29 privately produced pages. All pictured on our website.

300

PRIVATE POST. Interesting small lot with around 80 stamps, mainly
from Hamburg. Whole lot pictured on our website.

Bid

µ 830 *
µ 831 / (*)

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
832 **/ */ 

An interesting accumulation 1872-1945 in four large volumes starting with used material shields, later issues both */** and used with
some better items e.g. Nothilfe minisheet ** with cert. Bühler,
Ostropa minisheet on cover (with fold) and Chicagofahrt cpl. with
small imperfections. Also better varieties etc. much with signatures.
Some cpl. sheets and official stamps included.
1.000

µ 833 **/ /  A comprehensive lot of better items, single stamps,
sets and covers, e.g. OSTROPA on cover (tear in the
margin) and a full sheet 6 pf. official stamp dark
violet Mi.Di.169b=950 euro (each stamp sign.
Schlegel). Nearly all items are BPP expertised. A
total of 38 lots that must be inspected.

2.000

Ex 834
P µ 834 

Selected lot SHIELDS 1872-74 on transparent pages including many
better and centrically placed cancs and better shades 10 BPP certs/opinions are enclosed and many stamps are signed with indication of
1.500
shades.

Ex 835
P µ 835 **/ *

210

Mixed lot SHIELDS 1872-74 with better stamps with plate flaws,
shades etc. 17 BPP certs/opinions enclosed. Very high cat. value.
1.500
Please inspect the lot on our website.

€uro

P µ 836 

P µ 837 

P µ 838 **

Ex 836
Lot used Pfenning/Pfennige 1875-80 specialised with plate flaws
and shades on transparent pages leaving the expert signatures visible indicating the varieties and shades. E.g. with two copies 43bb (one
defective and one fine copy with cert. Jäschke-L). Most of the material is determinated by BPP signatures.
1.000

Ex 837
A specialised lot Krone/Adler 1889-99 on transparent sheets leaving
the many BPP signatures visible. Most stamps are determined for
shades and plate flaws e.g. Mi. 50aa with cert. Wiegand. Also some
used copies with upper margins and with gutter. A very old booklet
with varieties is included.

Ex 838
A specialised lot high inflation 1923 incl. official stamps. Most stamps
with upper sheet margin in different types and with many shades and
plate flaws. Nearly everything BPP expertised and with 12 certs/opinions, e.g. on Mi. 336AWb and and a margin block of four Mi. 336AP
K. A very clean material that must be inspected.

700

500
211

€uro

P

839 

Official stamps 1927-33 on 15 covers from the same ”Geschäftstelle” in
Landshut. Mostly with upper margins. 3 covers with opinion Schlegel.

250

840 **

Accumulation with around 80 full sheets from the inflation era in good
variety.

Bid

Album containing over 50 WWII era covers and cards sent from
German prisoners of war in various POW camps in the United States.
A few of the items are sent from Germany to POW camps in the United
States.

100

µ 841 

German Colonies & Foreign Offices

Ex 842
P µ 842 10-13
**/ *

P µ 843 14 

212

CAMEROON, BRITISH OCCUPATION. 1915 high values cpl. (4). Very
fine ** except 5 s. with light trace of a hinge and two gum bends.
Mi=1.710.

Rare overprint ”China” hand overprinted on 80 pf.
dark carmine/black canc. in Tientsin in 1901.
Opinion Jakubek.

250

1.500

€uro

844

845

P

844 

SOUTHWEST AFRICA. Private postal stationery envelope with
imprinted 3 pf. Germania canc. ”BERLIN 13.12.13” sent to Usakos.
Returned mail label in German and French applied prior to being
returned to the sender.

Bid

P

845 

SOUTHWEST AFRICA. Fieldpost card sent from ”LÜDERITZBUCHT
7.6 06” to Germany. Violet oval cachet ”Kaiserl. Schutztruppe für
Südwestafrika Feldlazar. No. 12”. The cover re-addressed several times
but eventually returned to sender. Very decorative item.

Bid

Mixed Colonies & Foreign Offices Collections

Ex 846
P µ 846 **/ */ 

µ 847 *

µ 848 **

µ 849 **/ */ 

GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA. Interesting small collection 1897
- 1906. Collected both used and unused, the unused part mainly
hinged but a few better stamps seems unhinged e.g. 2 & 5 Mark
1901. Mi.= well over 3.000. Entire collection pictured on our website.

300

Very good old collection of selected areas including Morrocco, New
Guinea, Caroline Islands, Marianen and Togo. Michel over 5000 €,
good quality! Please inspect.

750

WWI Occupations
WWI OCCUPATION OF BELGIUM. Lot with 10 cpl. ** sheets of 100,
mi. Nos 11-16, 18 x 2, 19-20. Total cat. value ca € 2.500 according to the
vendor.

150

WWII Occupations
SERBIA. Two collections on loose leaves including better sets and
Bl. 1-2 etc. Also included are pages with classic Serbia 1866 up to ca
1920 with several better stamps.

400

213

€uro

P µ 850 

OCCUPATION OF UKRAINE. Spectacular incoming cover from
”ASCHAFFENBURG 28.5.42” sent via ”Deutsche Dienstpost
Ukraine” to the post office in Balta. The cover severely damaged in
handling and with multiple strips of paper to hold it together, applied
by a post official. The cover then returned to sender with appropriate
markings.

Bid

Field Post
Please see also Lot # 1018 & 1019

Ex 851

P µ 851 **/ */ (*) Group of 5 stamps incl. Tunis field post stamps Mi. No. 5a (one * and
one without gum) and No. 5b (two copies, both without gum) as well
as a ** fieldpost stamp from Rhodos. M=1.780.

250

Saar Collections
852 **
µ 853 **/ *
854 **/ *
µ 855 **/ */
/ 

Collection in Lindner album 1947-59 incl. official stamps appearing
very clean and complete throughout incl. both Hochwasser minisheets.

500

Very well filled unused collection Saar 1947 - 1959. Mixed never
hinged and lightly hinged incl. a never hinged minisheet No. 1.

150

A small collection in Sieger album.

Bid

Allied Occupations & Zones
EASTERN & WESTERN SAXONY. An extensive exhibition collection
in 6 volumes partially mounted for exhibition with many better single
stamps incl. varieties etc. Also with full sheets and a huge number number of interesting covers. A collection that must be inspected.
1.500

856 */ / 

SOVIET ZONE ”Bezirkshandstempel”. A small box with interesting but somewhat unorganised material with a wealth of stamps
and covers, some are expertised. A fine lot for the connoisseur. Must
be inspected.
1.000

857 **/ 

Collection in 10 large new albums, cpl. without Posthorn set **. Also a
large part used stamps with fine cancs.

Federal Republic Collection
214

300

€uro

German Democratic Republic Collection
858 **/ */ 

µ 859 **/ */ 

Extensive stock of unused and used up to 1990 in 9 stock books incl.
minisheets.

750

Mixed German Collection
Collection 1872 up to ca 1960 incl. Reich 1872 - 1945 in two old
Leuchtturm albums incl. some better stamps, sets and minisheets e.g.
Wagner set cpl. very lightly hinged, various WWII occupations etc.
Then a separate Leuchtturm album with various areas 1946-60 e.g. red
Berlin overprints cpl., DDR with Marx minisheets cpl. etc.

300

Great Britain
Please see also Lot # 209, 1021 & 1090
Numbers According to Stanley Gibbons

P

860 
µ 861 

Very beautiful stampless cover to Cuba dated London 16.3 1846 with
red Maltese cross canc. ”PAID 1846” and ”2” on front. Arrival canc.
”SANTIAGO D CUBA 5.MAY 1846” on back. SUPERB COVER.

100

BRITISH ARMY POST OFFICE. Two covers 1855 - 1856 with various
interesting postmarks e.g. boxed ”PORT WILLIAM”.

100

862

863

P

862 40+66 

A fantastic cover to India with 1 p. and pair of 4 p. beautifully canc.
”LONDON E.C OC 9 58” and ”75”. Two short perfs. on 1 p. of no
importance.

300

P

863 

Scarce 11d rate (in use only for four months of 1865) on beautiful cover
to Sweden via Ostende. Some perf. imperfections of minor importance.

100

P

864 55 

DANISH NUMERAL CANC. ”183” Jyske Jernbane (Railway) on
1/2d. olive green. VERY RARE & EXCELLENT.

100
215

€uro

P

P

865 97 

866 123 

THE ROBIN HOOD COVER. A wonderful advertisment cover
”ROBIN HOOD RIFLES” with 6d. plate 5 and a perfect duplex canc.
”NOTTINGHAM SP 19 66” and numeral 583”. The Robin Hood story is completed by the Saxony destination from where he was supposed to descend. Also blue transit ”AUS ENGLAND PER ACHEN
FRANCO”. EXCELLENT.

400

Very beautiful cover to Madeira with pair of six pence brown with
duplex canc. ”99 LONDON E.C 3 MY 17 73”. Three slightly shorter
teeth on right stamp.

100

Great Britain Collections

P µ 867 

216

Very interesting collection 1840 - 1937 on old home
made album pages in one album. Starting with a
very nicely cancelled Mulready letter sheet and 14
copies (one cover) of one penny black specialized
with plate nos. incl. plate 11 according to the collector, 5 copies and one pair (small thin on one stamp)
of two pence 1840. Later issues with many better
stamps e.g. beautiful copies of 10 Shilling and 5
pound 1867 etc. Entire collection pictured on our
website. Please inspect.

3.000

€uro
µ 868 

Used collection 1840 - 1990s incl. Channel Islands in one Schaubek
album with some better stamps e.g. beautiful 1 Penny Black, some
high values 1880s - 1900s. Please inspect.

100

British Commonwealth
Please see also Lot # 267, 280, 756, 1007, 1008, 1023, 1175, 1246 & 1290
Numbers According to Stanley Gibbons
µ 869 
AUSTRALIAN STATES. Lot classic stamps in a stock books and also
on 6 stock cards. Please view the stock cards on our website.

100

Ex 870
AUSTRALIA. Stock book containing collection of Queen Victoria
issues from various Australian states e.g.
Van Diemens
Land/Tasmania, New South Wales, South Australia etc. The collector
has emphasized on beautiful cancellations. Entire collection pictured on our website.

500

871 

CANADA collection 1851 - 1980 in an album incl. various back of the
book as well as a section of Newfoundland. Mixed quality.

Bid

872 4 

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE. Extreme margins all around on 4 d. on slightly
blued paper. SG £ 170++. RARE AS SUCH.

Bid

GRIQUALAND WEST. Interesting lot Queen Victoria with ”G” overprints. Mostly used, mixed quality, but high cat. value and interesting
for study of these different overprints.

100

EGYPT. Collection 1867 - 1949 in large stock book, often with stamps
both unused as well as used and often with several copies of each
stamp. Overall quality seems to be quite good. Entire collection pictured on our website.

400

SUEZ CANAL COMPANY. The Saatjian private reprints or forgeries
of the full set of four made from the original 40 c. stone, also used for
transfers and printing stones for the other values. The sheets of 120
stamps each are folded vertically in the middle, where the 1 c. is
split. Provenance Julius Steindler (Robson Lowe sale 1972). All scanned on our website incl. a few pages of information.
SCARCE & INTERESTING.

250

GHANA. Very well filled collection 1957 - 1965 on album pages. Single
stamps never hinged but minisheets with hinge marks.

Bid

INDIA & STATES. Collection 1850 - 1940s in an album incl. some
covers as well as a section of Burma.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

300

• P µ 870 

P

µ 873 
µ 874 **/ */ 

•

µ 875

876 **/ *
µ 877 */ / 
878 **/ */ 

IRELAND. Box with around 300 stock cards with mainly never hinged
stamps 1930 - 1984 often in quantities.

100
217

€uro

Ex 879
P µ 879 

880 **/ */ 

JAMAICA CANCELLATIONS. Collection postmarks on Queen
Victoria. Numerals between A 27 and A 83, various E, F & G numbers, some numerals without letter and a few ”B” only. More than
200 stamps in good variation and all postmarks clearly readable.
Please inspect!
1.000
MALTA. Box with around 150 well filled stock cards with mainly
never hinged stamps often in quantities incl. some better early sets.

250

Covers Sent to Sweden

P

881 

882 

NEW ZEALAND. A spectacular advertisment cover 1911 to Sweden
with postage due paid by Swedish stamps and label ”24 öre”.
VERY FINE & RARE.

200

RSA, NATAL and CAPE OF GOOD HOPE. Stock book with old duplicates.

Bid

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
218

South African Areas

Lot # 883 µ
**/ */ / 
A fantastic collection of different South African areas in two stock
books collected both used and unused with some additional
covers. Starts with a very strong section Cape of Cood Hope 1853 1902 with a number of triangles covering most shades and some
even in multiples incl. eight copies from the 1861 ”wood-block”
issue. Mafeking with some better overprints as well as nine copies of 1900 issue. Very good sections of British Bechuanaland,
Natal and Zululand with a number of high priced stamps e.g.
Natal 1857 issue, overprint varieties etc. Interesting sections with
British South Africa Company, Rhodesia etc. with many high priced stamps. Unused stamps mixed hinged/never hinged. An additional album with 40 certs. enclosed. Entire collection and certs.
can be viewed on our webpage. Please inspect.
€uro 20.000

219

€uro

Mixed British Commonwealth Collection & Lots

µ 884 **/ */
/ (*)

µ 885 

886

887

Extensive duplicate stock in ten stock books 1850s 1950s from collector’s estate with very interesting
South African areas e.g. Cape of Good Hope,
Transvaal, Orange Free State etc. Also very good
Australian states, New Zealand, India, Canada etc.
A number of better stamps but somewhat mixed
quality. See example pictures on our website.
Please inspect.

500

Very interesting lot with well over 180 picture postcards, postal stationery cards and covers mainly from the British Commonwealth,
but also interesting items from French Indo China as well as from
French colonies in Africa etc. Interesting section from southern
Africa incl. Cape of Good Hope with some censored Boer war
covers. Three picture post cards from the Russian-Japanese war with
frankings from Strait Settlements, Hong Kong and China. etc. See
pictures on our website.

300

THE ROYAL PHILATELIC COLLECTION by Sir John Wilson 1952.
A magnificent book with around five hundred pages in very good
condition (only slipcase slightly damaged) in burgundi calf leather
bound covers with twelve lithographed colour plates covered by
glassine paper.

200

LITERATURE. Very interesting lot with around twenty books e.g.
”Specimen Stamps of the Crown Colonies 1857 - 1948” by Marcus
Samuel 1976, ”The Encyclopedia of British Empire Postage Stamps”
by Robson Lowe 1951, ”Hong Kong and The Treaty Ports” by H.E
Lobdell & A.E. Hopkins 2nd edition 1949 etc.

200

Greece

888
P µ 888 102 **

µ 889 100-103
**
P
220

890 118 **

890

Olympic games 1896 40 L. in two full sheets of ten margin all around
on one and on three sides on the other. Catalogue value for hinged
single stamps Mi=360+++. SCARCE.

200

Selection of never hinged stamps Olympic games 1896 in strips and
parts of sheet. Catalogue value for hinged single stamps
Mi=990+++.

400

Full sheet of ten with margins all around 5 L. on 1 Dr. Olympic games
1900. Catalogue value for hinged single stamps Mi=200++.

100

€uro

Ex 891
P µ 891 144..157  Small lot with ten Olympic stamps of the 1910 issue incl. the high
values with superb canc. Mi.=510. All pictured on our website.

Bid

892 **/ */ 

Collection 1862-2006 in two Schaubek and one Leuchtturm album
(hingeless). The period 1979-2006 seems cpl. ** according to the album
pages, prior to 1979 is mixed used and unused. Please inspect.

300

893 

Stockbook with a large number of classic stamps in mixed condition
but also incl. many superb cancs. A fine lot for the specialist.

Bid

Small lot with five postcards of which four with olympic connection
franked with stamps of the 1906 issue. All pictured on our website.

150

µ 894 

Haiti

895 

P

896 8 F

Very beautiful shipletter to Cuba with superb
crowned red canc, ”PAID AT JACMEL”. On back
also transit double half circle ”ST THOMAS MR 17
1854” and ”ST.IAGO CUBA 1 ABR 1854” arr. pmk.
VERY FINE & RARE.

POSTAL FORGERY of 2 cents violet in perf. 16. VERY RARE
BLOCK OF TWENTY. Ex. Sabattini.

1.500

500
221

€uro

P µ 897 10 

P

898 P

An exceptional envelope with two copies 5 c. in distinctly different
shades, from 2nd & 3rd printing ”PORT AU PRINCE 27 OCT 85”.
Very unusual usage! Sent to Paris where it was redirected on arrival.
Ex. Wolff & Sabattini. Cert. Moorhouse.

600

Imperforate black proof in block of four with empty space for the
denomination. Large size 2,4 x 2,9 mm (each stamp). Made for fiscals
which were based on the stamp design. Ex. Sabattini. SCARCE.

250

Collection Cancellations 1881 - 1886
Lot # 899 µ
1-16 
Exceptional collection on Liberty Heads incl. many rare and beautiful cancellations. To large extent on the first imperforate issue.
Also a prephilatelic cover ”POSTE PAYE”, which is also represented on many stamps. Even a rare 5 cents imperforate in between
and canc. in Jacmel. A total of 14 exhibition pages full of stamps
and except for a HAPAG cover, nothing has been taken out. Please
inspect!
Provenance:
Sabattini
€uro 3.000
222

€uro

Hungary
Please see also Lot # 1022

P

900 

P µ 901 

µ 902 */ 
µ 903 */ 

Beautiful front of a telegram envelope with 15 kr.
”BRASSO 27.4 1873”. VERY RARE.

1.000

Ex 901
Very strong old time collection 1871 - 1932, mostly used in very good
overall quality on Yvert album pages. Includes a good section 1871
issues with duplicates in different shades, fine back of the book sections etc. Very high cat. value. ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

400

Very fresh collection 1871 - 1940s on Norma pages incl. Airmail stamps, Officials, Postage Due etc.

100

Iraq
Collection 1918 - 1970 in a thick album incl. many duplicates.

150

Italian States
Lombady & Venetia

P

904

Very interesting Stage coach ticket dated Venezia 24.4 1841. SCARCE.

100
223

€uro
µ 905 

Papal States
Ca 65 prephilatelic covers of which the larger part is from the Papal
States ca 1800-1850s incl. many nice items with beautiful cancellations
etc.

100

Sicily

P µ 906 4 *

A beautiful 5 gr. ”vermiglio chiaro” Sass. No. 10, plate I in pos. 99. Sass.
1.500. Cert. Avi. SUPERB.

100

Italian Kingdom

907

P µ 907 129 **

908

Ex 909

Interesting 20 cent Vittorio Emanuele III of 1917, misperf. with displaced set-off on front. Cert. Raybaudi.

100

P µ 908 834-36  Reg. cover to Zagreb with the complete set Gymnastics 1951 (3). Arr.
pmk on back. Cert. Caffas. VERY FINE & SARCE.

100

Very fresh never hinged sets parcel delivery stamps (Sassone 1-4, 5-6,
9 & 12). Mi=1.350. Cert. Caffaz for four of them.

100

P µ 909 P1-8 **

Italian Areas
910 **

FIUME 1918-19. Large accumulation of blocks, sheets
and parts of sheets incl. many of the better values.
Sassone value ca 100.000 for never hinged. Good
quality. Please inspect.

1.000

Japan
911

**/ */ 

Fine mostly used collection up to 2013 (neatly arranged in six expensive Leuchtturm stock books with black pages and clear strips, incl.
some foreign post offices and occupations.

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
224

300

€uro

Liechtenstein

Ex 912

Ex 913

P µ 912 143-145P Proof in black on thin laid paper of 10, 15 & 20 rappen of the airmail
(*)
issue of 1934. Some small stains and hinge showing through in margin
only. SCARCE.

P µ 913 304B+
305B **

Very fresh never hinged set with the scarce perf. 14 3/4. Mi=1.570.

Bid
150

Mexico

Ex 914
P µ 914 

Group of seven items, two prephilatelic covers from 1838 and five
franked covers 1856-59.

100

Monaco

P

915 I+II ** Unissued pair of 30 Fr. 1956 in never hinged condition. Mi=5.000. RARE.

500
225

€uro

916

917

P

916 **

Corner copy with margin of never issued printing error ”ALBERT
DÜRER” (should be ALBRECHT). Mi=750.

100

P

917 **

Pair of never issued printing error ”ALBERT DÜRER” (should be
ALBRECHT). Mi=1.500.

150

Very fine collection 1885 - 1980 in two very well filled Leuchtturm
albums incl. Mi. Nos 9-10 (*), 32 *, 45 *, 34-42 **, 190-99 ** as well as
Bl. 1-2 * etc.

800

µ 918 **/ *

The Netherlands
Please see also Lot # 534, 546, 952 & 1026

P

919
919 66A 

920
921
Very fresh and well centered 10 G. orange. Mi=700.

100

P

920 92B **

Well centered and beautiful 10 G. Mi=850. SUPERB.

100

Very fresh sheet margin copy of 7 1/2 cent red with overprint variety
”INTERNATIONALF”. Cert. Dr. Albert Louis. SUPERB.

Bid

P µ 921 D16 **

Collection

P

226

922 **/ */ 

Ex 922
Holland & Colonies in a thick album. Collection Holland 1852-1998
mainly used, very well filled incl. many good singles and sets.
Followed by very well filled sections Dutch Indies with Indonesia
to 1969, Curacao with Suriname to 1969 and Dutch New Guinea incl.
UNTEA. The modern sections of the colonies mainly */**. Further a
specialized Holland collection of used stamp combinations from
slot machine booklets and from minisheets in a thick stockbook.
Please inspect.

750

€uro

Ex 923
P µ 923 295-96  EXHIBITION COLLECTION University of Utrecht 1936. An exceptional specialized collection of this issue on 80 exhibition pages,
complete as exhibited. Mostly covers but also stamps with varieties
and specialties. The best item is a probably unique cover with a partly
double print on the 6 c. value, quite spectacular. Further many
interesting covers incl. FDC, destinations, airmails, express, perfins
on stamps and covers. Also enclosed is a complete sheet ** of the 6 c.
value. Please inspect!
924 405-11
**/ 

750

German Symbols 1943. A specialized collection on 16 exhibition pages.
Mostly covers, incl. Rocket flight, airmails, perfins etc. As well as full
sheets of these stamps.

100

Fresh used/unused collection 1860s - 1940s, incl. Postage Due on
Norma pages.

Bid

926 **/ */ 

A box with six stockbooks incl. a large number of minisheets and
booklets. Mi. Euro 7.000 according to consignor’s accounting.

300

927 

Stock book with older material up to 1953 incl. classic stamps in mixed
condition. Please inspect.

100

µ 925 

Peru

P

928 11 
µ 929 / 

Beautiful shipletter 1864 from Lima to Bolivia ”p Vapor” with full
contents. Sc. $ 1.800 on cover. VERY FINE.
More than 10 different prephilatelic straight line canc., mostly on cover
fronts. Many very beautiful.

300
100
227

€uro

Poland

930

P µ 930 R 5 

P µ 931 R 12+15


931

932

A very beautiful letter from Warsaw 22.4.1865 to St. Petersburg with
ideal numeral postmark ”1” of WARSAW (in four concentric squares
and with curved foot) with additional ”EKSPEDYCYA DWORZEC
PRAGA 23/4” in red. The letter is sent only 8 days after the withdrawal of the first Polish 10 kopek stamp. Cert. Mikulski 1998:
”Letters from this period are scarce”. .

100

Very interesting letter with four 1 kopek and 10 kopek from LODZ
2.1.1867 to SACHSEN with clear strikes of numeral postmark ”182”
(LODZ) and additional black framed FRANCO and red railway transit postmark. The 1 kopek block of four with misplaced groundwork in
three stamps! Two archive folds mentioned for accuracy. Russian cert.
Mandrovski. SCARCE.

200

P µ 932 R 12+15+ Very fine letter from Warsaw 11.10 1869 to Vienna. Scarce mixed fran19x 
king of 1865 and 1866 Russian issues. Clear strikes of numeral postmark ”1” of Warsaw (in four concentric squares and with straight
foot). Additional framed red FRANKO on the front. Archive fold not
touching the stamps. Russian cert. Mandrovski.

100

P

100

933 Bl. 9 **

Education 1946 in minisheet, never hinged.

Portugal
Please see also Lot # 1027 & 1181

934
P

934 1 

P µ 935 2 
228

935

Exceptional 5 reis 1853 die I, worn plate with superb numeral ”1” LISBON. Ex. ”Cascais”. SUPERB.

300

An exceptional 25 r. die I with a perfectly placed numeral ”165”
ELVAS. Cert. Dias. EXCELLENT.

100

€uro

P µ 936 3 

MARGIN COPY of 50 reis with large margins all around. Light and
well placed numeral 106 or 108. Ex. H. Santos Viegas. Cert. P. Dias.
SUPERB & SCARCE.

937
P

939

937 3 

P µ 938 4 

500

940

Beautiful 50 r. 1853 with light numeral ”1” LISBON. Mi=1.300.
VERY FINE.

250

A very beautiful 100 reis in fresh colour with light numeral ”1”.
Mi=2.600. Cert. Enzo Diena. VERY FINE.

500

P

939 7-8 

Very beautiful 50 & 100 r. 1855 with numerals 51 & 52 respectively.
EXCELLENT.

Bid

P

940 33 

King Luis I 1867 beautiful 240 reis with light canc. Mi=600. Sign. A.
Diena.

Bid

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
229

€uro

P

941 238Ax ** Ceres 30 c. brown perf. 15 x 14 on normal paper. Perfect centering, two
stamps with each one minimal natural point in the gum.
EXCELLENT & SCARCE.
µ 942 **/ */ 
µ 943 

100

Collections
Collection 1855 up to ca 1990 in KA-BE album, quite comprehensive
with several better sets and minisheets. Rather cpl. from 1910.

750

Small collection of classic stamps on eight loose leaves incl. Mi. Nos
2, 4 and 25-32 and several better 1892-98 issues. Total Michel cat.
value over € 8.000. The entire collection can be inspected on our
website.

800

Russia
Please see also Lot # 289, 580, 1145, 1179 & 1308

P µ 944 1 

P
230

945 1 

Exceptional copy 10 kopek in an early printing from plate 2 with
large margins all around and a scarce prephilatelic canc. from
MUROM 1858. Murom belonged to the Wladimir Governement.
Cert. Mikulski.

600

Very beautiful and wide margin copy of 10 kopek on a small piece.
Cancelled in three lines ”LIBAVA 3 JUN 1858”. SUPERB

500

€uro

P µ 946 1 

Very beautiful and wide margin copy of 10 kopek on a small piece.
Cancelled with rare red ”DINABURG 4 MAJ 1858” and manuscript
”12”. Cert. And signed Mikulski: Very fine and exceptionally nice
printing of the eagle. SUPERB

947

P µ 947 1 
P µ 948 1 

949
P µ 949 2 

P µ 950 3y 
P

951 4 

400

948

Very beautiful full margin copy of 10 kopek. Cancelled with two lines
town pmk ”6 MAJ 1858” and manuscript ”12”. Cert. Mandrovski:
Plate flaws in upper right corner (not catalogued). VERY FINE

250

Very beautiful 10 kopek.with full - wide margins. Cancelled exactly in
center with numeral ”9” TAUROGEN and a part of private company
mark. Cert. Mandrovski : Plate flaws in lower left corner (not catalogued). VERY FINE

250

950

951

Very beautiful letter to Helsingfors, Finland with 10 kop perf 14½ x 15.
Cancelled with red boxed St. Petersburg postmark 12 JUN 1858 and
with rare experimental numeral postmark of St. Petersburg. (Dobin
nr.2 with large ”1” and dots very close to the number). Rare usage.
Russian cert. Mandrovski. VERY FINE.

100

A very beautiful and fresh 20 kopek 1858 on thin paper. Mi=2.000.
Signed Bühler. Cert. Farberov.

200

Beautiful 30 kopek 1858. Mi=3.000. Sign. Jemtschoujin and Richter.

200

231

€uro

952

953

954

P µ 952 19x+21x Very fine letter from MOSCOW -.OKT.1873 to AMSTERDAM with

”AUS RUSSLAND FRANKO 7.11.1873” transit postmark. 3 kopek
with misplaced groundwork. Russian cert. Mandrovski.
P

P

953 23x **

954 49y *

Exceptional block of six of 30 kopek rose/green 1866 on horizontally
laid paper with the lower sheet corner margin. Never hinged and
extremely fresh. SUPERB & SCARCE

400

Beautiful sheet margin copy of 7 kopek with heavily misplaced
groundwork and all sides imperforated.VERY FINE & SCARCE

250

Ex 955
P µ 955 79CxI 

P

956 84 **

P µ 957 

232

100

956

Two 5 Rubel covers, one very interesting registered cover to United
States with five copies ”ODESSA 16.3 1921” with American return
labels, and one with nine copies to Germany.

100

Beautiful sheet margin copy of Romanov 3 kopek with very fine
double print. Douple print is clearly visible also in the margin.
VERY FINE & SCARCE.

300

Exceptional registered cover sent to the United States in 1922. The
cover re-addressed multiple times and back stamped e.g. in New York,
Washington and Los Angeles. Very decorative item.

Bid

€uro

Collections & Mixed Lots

µ 958 

µ 959 

µ 960 */ 
µ 961 

Extensive exhibition remainder collection Russian
prephilatelic covers incl. the Baltic states with well
over one hundred items. Main part mounted on
beautiful pages but some that has been demounted
are enclosed. Mainly very good quality with a number of superb covers incl. many to foreign destinations. Ex. Paolo Bianchi. All pictured on our website.

2.000

”RUSSIA IN THE U.P.U.” Interesting collection
with more than 30 covers showing different rates
1880s - 1910s mounted on beautiful exhibition
pages incl. postal services e.g. registered covers,
insured covers as well as covers to foreign destinations. Ex. Paolo Bianchi. Entire collection pictured
on our website.

750

Interesting selection of six items from 2 kopek to 7 kopek. Mi. Nos 30,
33, 46y, 47y (2) & 49y. All with with heavily misplaced groundwork, one 2
kopek stamp with small faults. SCARCE GROUP.

200

Interesting cover lot with around 70 covers and postal stationery items
mainly prephilatelic - 1920s incl. interesting shipletters, parcel cards
etc. Entire lot pictured on our website.

100

Russian Areas Collections & Mixed Lots

µ 962 **/ */ 

P µ 963 **/ */ 
µ 964 */ 

Very interesting but unorganized collection Russian areas with e.g.
Wenden, Russian post offices in China and Levant, many civil war
issues incl. better overprints etc. Entire collection pictured on our
website. Please inspect.

300

RUSSIAN LEVANT & POST OFFICE IN CHINA. Very interesting
and well filled collection 1863 - 1920 specialized in different papers
etc. incl. some better issues. Entire collection pictured on our website.

300

TOUVA. Small used/unused lot. All pictured on our website

Bid

233

€uro

Soviet Union

P

965 170a **

Provisional 1922 250+250 r. blue in block of ten with the surcharge
strongly displaced to the left. VERY FINE & SCARCE

Bid

P

966 326I *

Very beautiful copy of 1927 air mail conference 10 kopek with printing
error in lower right corner: Missing foot of ”7” in the year 1927. SCARCE.

100

967

968

P

967 363-64D Pioneer meeting 1929 10 and 14 kopek stamps in the rare perforation
**/ *
12½ x 12, 10½ x 12. The latter **. SCARCE SET.

P

968 527 **

Very beautiful 10 kopek 1935 San Francisco flight stamp. Michel
1.100. VERY FINE.

400

P

969 412U 

Very fine Maksim Gorkij 15 kopek imperforate with additional franking
on a registered air mail cover 1933 from Moscow to Latvia. Some aging
but SCARCE on cover.

150
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100

€uro

P

970 Bl. 3 

971

Very beautiful used Allunions airplane miniature sheet ”MOSCOW
23.11.1937”. Mi=500+. SUBERB

972

150

973

P

971 396 

Very interesting stationery postcard from HORTIZA to Germany with
additional franking of bisected 1905 revolution 10 kopek. VERY FINE.

100

P

972 412 

Very interesting stationery postcard from HORTIZA to Germany with
additional franking of bisected 1932 Gorkij 15 kopek brown.
VERY FINE.

100

P

973 549G 

Puschkin 10 kopek 1937 with scarce line perforation 12½ x14. Mi=280.
Cert. Hovest. VERY FINE & SCARCE.

100

P

974
975
974 Bl. 11A  Very beautiful used 1949 Lenin mausoleum minisheet ”TULA
27.2.1949”. SUPERB.

300

P

975 Bl 11A  LENIN MAUSOLEUM 1949 in very fresh minisheet. Mi=700.

150

P µ 976 1383-84B A very beautiful set of imperforate blocks of four of UPU 75 years
**
1949. MNH but some gum faults on two 40 kopek stamps.

100
235

€uro

P

977 2083C 

978

Very beautiful copy of 40 kopek Tschawtschawadse 1958 with very
scarce line perforation 12½, somewhat irregular perforation at right.
Michel 3000 for **, unpriced as used. SCARCE

979

300

980

P µ 978 2474A II Space travel 6 kopek 1961 (attached later to a Juri Gagarin card with

three other stamps) with important type II. Cert. Hovest 2016.
VERY FINE & VERY SCARCE.

100

P

979 Bl. 33 **

Tokyo Olympics 1964 in minisheet. VERY FINE.

100

P

980 Bl 33 **

Tokyo Olympics 1964 in minisheet. VERY FINE.

100

Collections Mixed Russia & Soviet Union

Ex 981

P µ 981 **/ */  Very interesting collection 1857 - 1960s in four binders. The collection is slightly unorganized but
with a number of better stamps e.g. 10 kopek 1857
(small pin hole), 1858 - 1875 issues with different
papers and shades, 3,50 & 7 rubel 1884 in beautiful
copies, 1914 - 1915 charity stamps in different perfs
in quantities, a number of better USSR incl. a beautiful Moscow-San Fransisco 1935 (lightly hinged
and signed), minisheets etc., also a good section of
Postage Due. Entire collection pictured on our website. Please inspect.
236

2.000

€uro
µ 982

Collection 1858-1941 on large Yvert album pages incl. many medium
and better stamps. In the earliest part often varieties, used or unused
etc. put on top of each other. Please inspect.

250

San Marino
983 **/ *

Collection up to 1970 in an elegant Lighthouse hingeless album. Quite
well filled from the 1930s incl. the Disney set 1970 cpl. Yvert 2014 ca
3.000.

250

Spain
Please see also Lot # 585, 1003, 1027, 1172, 1182 & 1215
µ 984 **/ */  Collection in a thick stock book incl. an interesting early section from
No. 1 and forward, various back of the book incl. telegraph etc.

100

Spanish Colonies

Philippines to Sweden

Lot # 985

A very beautiful and rare, partly paid cover from the Swedish
Consul in Manilla to Sweden via Hong Kong. On front red crowned ”PAID AT HONG KONG” and Swedish transit ”YSTAD 4.8
1856” as well as rare postage due 1 Rdr 20 Sk.”. Full contents
telling about the steamer ”Jenny Lind”, the only Swedish or
Norwegian ship visiting Manilla during 1855.
SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 1.500
237

Puerto Rico Combination Shipletter

Lot # 986 µ
8
Exceptional cover 1858 from Puerto Rico to Mallorca in
Spain with Cuba ½ r. 1857 without wmk paying the local
rate in combination with the British crowned-circle
”SAN JUAN PORTO-RICO PAID”. Cert. Holcombe.
VERY FINE & VERY RARE
Provenence:
”Glassco” (R. Lowe 25.11 1969)

€uro 3.000
238

Switzerland
Please see also Lot # 1030

Lot # 987 µ
**/ */ 
Extensive specialized collection 1850 - 1956 on stock pages in an
album. The collection starts with various forgeries of Cantonal
stamps for reference, then various used Rayon stamps in mixed
quality (incl. a few forgeries), extensive section Strubel issues
with diff. printings and silk threads in diff. colours in slightly
mixed quality, extensive section standing Helvetias arranged
according to the various diff. perf. From William Tell onwards the
collection is collected double, both unused (much **) as well as
used incl. many better stamps e.g. Mi. Nos 447-59 cpl. both ** as
well as used, most minisheets both ** as well as used (incl. Bl. 12). Also officials and postage due as well as various international
organizations etc. in a separate thick stockbook that also includes
a separate used section 1960-90. Notable with this collection is the
amount of beautiful canc. which is what the collector has strived
for. Enormous cat. value. Please see sample pictures on our website.
€uro 3.000

P µ 988 **/ */ 

Collection 1851 - 1949 in a thick stock book often with several copies
of each stamp, unused and used. A large number of medium and
some better priced stamps included e.g. 1945 PAX set both ** as well
as used etc. All pages pictured on our website.

800
239

€uro

Ex 989
P µ 989 */ 

990 **/ */ 

Well filled used/unused collection 1850 - 1943 on Leuchtturm leaves
in a beautiful calf skin binder incl. interesting section of classic
stamps, good section of Pro Juventute and airmail stamps, ”NABA”
minisheet 1934, hinged in margin only, as well as on cover. Please
inspect.

500

Collection ca 1880-1984 in a Swiss album, mostly used except the early
part. Well filled incl. many good stamps and sets. High cat. value.

100

Turkey

991

992

P

991 35 **

1876 25 pi. in a never hinged block of 40. Mi. for * 1.200++.

100

P

992 209I **

Provisional ”MONASTIR” overprint 1911 on 2½ p. from 1905 issue in
very fresh block of six never hinged, one short perf. Mi. as single * stamps
720+++. SCARCE.

150

Private Postal Stamps

P

240

993 

”Porto-Piastre” label 2 piastres on a cover front with ”PP” anchor pmk,
archive fold. This private shipletter stamp is explained on page 116 in
the ”Private Shipletter Stamps of the World Part 2” by Ringström &
Tester. SCARCE.

300

€uro

United Nations
994 **/ 

Stock in five stock books covering offices in NY, Vienna and Geneva up
to ca 1995. Also a stock book containing various Europa Cept minisheets.

200

United States
Numbers According to Scott

P

P

995 2 

996 505 **

An exceptional cover from New York to Toronto
1850 with a beautiful 10 cents with good to large
margins and sheet margin at right, rare as such.
Tied to the cover by a light red grid canc.
VERY FINE

5 cent rose colour error perf. 11 together with 2 cent in a block of six.
One two cent and the 5 cent with natural gum spots.

500

100

Mixed Lots
997

Extensive duplicate stock in a Visir album 1847 - 1920s from an old
collector’s estate with a note with each stamp. Mixed condition, but
many medium and better stamps incl. many beautiful figure cancellations. As well a some big blocks or part of sheets of some early
official stamps. Please inspect!

µ 998 **/ */  Very interesting duplicate stock from collector’s
estate in four stock books 1840s - 1940s with a very
interesting section classic stamps in quantities incl.
some very beautiful canc., also some issues from
Confederate states, Air mail, and interesting ”back
of the book” material. One album contains Carrier
and local stamps mainly reprints. Oldest part in
slightly mixed quality. Please inspect.

500

300
241

€uro
999 

Two stock books with older material up to ca 1940 incl. some classic
stamps

Bid

1000 

Very interesting cover lot from collector’s estate, prephilately up to
around 1950 with covers, post cards and postal stationery incl. a
number of interesting early covers e.g. local issues in two albums
and two boxes. Mixed quality. Careful inspection recommended.

250

Uruguay

Diligencia Sheet Reconstruction

Lot # 1001 µ
*/ (*)
An exceptional reconstruction with all the 35 types of 80 c. green.
Unusually good quality for these closely printed stamps. Cert.
Fausto Dias.
VERY FEW KNOWN
€uro 8.000

P

1002 14a+
14bII 

µ 1003 
242

Two exceptional copies of 60 c. with thick figures. ”DOLORES” on No.
14a and scarce green ”ARREDONDO” on 14bII. SUPERB.

100

Three covers with French 80 c. stamps 1867-72 with anchor canc. to
Spain or France. Two with faults and the third with certificate. All with
full contents. All on our website.

100

€uro

Yemen

1004

1005

P µ 1004 70I+72I  North Yemen Airmail cover to New York with 6+6+10 b. of the overprinted issue 1947 and two other stamps on back. SCARCE.
P µ 1005 80a 

µ 1006 **

The very rare Royalist Issue 1964 5+5 b. violet with green overprint
and red Royal Arms. Used on a philatelic reg. cover on the ”Cease
Fire” date 8.11 64. Cert. RPS. SUPERB & RARE.

100

300

Yugoslavia
Very clean and fresh ** collection 1944 - 1970 in a Leuchtturm album,
cpl. according to the album pages. The collection includes better
minisheets e.g. Mi. Bl. 4A, 4B, 5, 6 & 8 as well as better stamps and
sets from the 1940s-50s e.g. Mi. Nos 628-39, 717-23, 730, 738-49, 776-87
and 801-11.

400

Only minutes between Copenhagen and Malmö
The train brings you directly from Copenhagen
Airport to Malmö City in 20 minutes or from
Copenhagen City to Malmö City in 35 minutes.
Tell your travel agent about it and buy your train
ticket already when you book your flight.

243

Return Covers - Lots
The following section consists of lots containing covers and cards with return markings of every imaginable kind, such as handstamps, labels, manuscript etc. as well as
various other postal labels (such as officially sealed etc.) often combined with postage
due markings or postage due stamps. Most of these have to do with the re-addressing
and eventually the return of the item to the sender. Most items have some connection
with Germany, i.e. sent from or to Germany. Due to the nature of these items, often
having been excessively handled by the post, mixed quality is to be expected.

Ex 1007
P µ 1007 
P µ 1008 
P µ 1009 

Ex 1010
P µ 1010 
P µ 1011 
P µ 1012 

244

Ex 1008

Ex 1009

AFRICA & IRAQ. Group of five items incl. two sent to South Africa,
one to Tunisia, one from Iraq and one from Egypt to Austria.

100

AUSTRALIA. Seven older items mostly between Australia and
Germany/Belgium.

100

AUSTRIA. Selection of 21 items plus one additional one from
Liechtenstein.

200

Ex 1011

Ex 1012

BELGIUM. Group of 14 items incl. several with postage due stamps.

150

CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Group of 18 items, many with return labels or
postage due.

200

DENMARK. Small group of six interesting items mostly between
Germany and Denmark but also one from Argentina to Denmark,
further an additional old postal card from Finland.

100

€uro

Ex 1013
P µ 1013 

P µ 1014 
P µ 1015 

Ex 1016
P µ 1016 

P µ 1017 

P µ 1018 

Ex 1014

Ex 1015

EASTERN EUROPE. Very interesting group of 37 items from
countries such as Bulgaria, Russia, Soviet Union, Romania, Poland,
Albania, Serbia and Yugoslavia. Many items with either bilingual
return labels or postage due markings/stamps.

300

FRANCE. Group of 22 items ca 1885 up to 1930s incl. many with
French postage due stamps, interesting labels etc.

250

GERMAN REICH. Large lot with over 120 items mostly ca 1880s 1945 mostly sent within Germany incl. an extremely large variety of
different return markings, return labels, post office letter seals etc.
The reverse is often even more interesting than the front. All scanned on our website.

500

Ex 1017

Ex 1018

GERMAN REICH. Large lot with over 120 items mostly ca 1880s 1945 mostly sent within Germany incl. an extremely large variety of
different return markings, return labels, post office letter seals etc.
The reverse is often even more interesting than the front. All scanned on our website.

500

GERMAN REICH. Large lot with over 120 items mostly ca 1880s 1945 mostly sent within Germany incl. an extremely large variety of
different return markings, return labels, post office letter seals etc.
The reverse is often even more interesting than the front. All scanned on our website.

500

GERMANY, WWI FIELD POST. 14 items incl. some very interesting
ones.

Bid

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
245

€uro

Ex 1019
P µ 1019 
P µ 1020 

P µ 1021 

Ex 1022

P µ 1022 
P µ 1023 
P µ 1024 

Ex 1025
P µ 1025 
P µ 1026 
P µ 1027 
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Ex 1020

Ex 1021

GERMANY, WWII FIELD POST. Group of 13 covers incl. several
very decorative ones.

100

GERMANY. Nearly 160 items ca 1946 up to ca 2000 mostly sent
within Germany or from Germany to other countries incl. many exotic destinations such as Papua New Guinea and the Faroe Islands.

500

GREAT BRITAIN. Group of 12 items (incl. one front) mostly 1890 to
ca 1910 plus one additional from Ireland.

150

Ex 1023

Ex 1024

HUNGARY. Interesting group of 12 items 1886 - 1944 incl. many
with bilingual return labels in Hungarian and French.

150

INDIA. Very interesting group of 11 older items (plus one additional
from Pakistan) incl. some spectacular ones.

250

ITALY. Nine old items incl. ones with postage due stamps.

100

Ex 1026

Ex 1027

JAPAN. Four beautiful items sent from Germany to Japan with various markings and multiple labels applied.

100

NETHERLANDS. Group of 10 items incl. two sent from the Dutch
East Indies.

150

PORTUGAL & SPAIN. Group of five items, of which four are from
Portugal.

Bid

€uro

Ex 1028
P µ 1028 
P µ 1029 
P µ 1030 

Ex 1029

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA. Group of nine old items between
Germany and Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Mexico and Venezuela.

150

SWEDEN. Interesting group of six old items between Germany and
Sweden.

100

SWITZERLAND. Very interesting selection of 33 older items incl. a
wealth of bi- or tri-lingual return labels plus several with postage
due stamps.

300

Ex 1031
P µ 1031 
P µ 1032 

µ 1033

1034 (*)
µ 1035 

Ex 1030

Ex 1032

USA. 19 older items incl. some with postage due stamps.

250

VARIOUS COUNTRIES. Lot with 12 items bearing scarcer return
labels.

300

Europe Collections
Extensive collection in large French album from A I up to ca 1910. Very well filled with far more stamps than the number of spaces incl. good sections
from German States & Empire, Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, Greece, Iceland etc. Please see sample
pages on our website. Mixed quality, very high cat.
value.

1.500

Old album containing various old cinderella seals from Germany and
Austria incl. many nice motifs such as early aeroplanes etc.

100

Two very beautiful albums made by bookbinder with stamps mainly
from European countries 1850s - 1960s. See example pictures on our
website.

100
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€uro
µ 1036 **/ */
/ (*)

1037
µ 1038 **
µ 1039 **, 
1040 **

1041 **/ */ 

µ 1042 

1043 

1044 

µ 1045 

Europe Lots & Accumulations
Very extensive duplicate stock from collector’s estate in 12 stock
books with classic stamps up to around 1940s incl. many better areas
e.g. Germans states and colonies, France with colonies, Switzerland,
Greece, Italian states, Eastern Europe etc. Many high priced stamps
but slightly mixed quality. Also a small box with full sheets or parts
of sheets from mainly Germany and Great Britain and two sheets
with French reprints or proofs. Please inspect.

750

Small remainder lot with mainly material from German Reich incl. Bl.
4 and Sweden 2kr. UPU in a hinged copy.

Bid

Small box with various inflation era sheets (curled up) as well as stamps of pre-war Czechoslovakia in quantities.

Bid

Lot with various older sheets and part sheets from various countries
incl. German inflation era as well as other interesting pieces.

100

Thick binder with over 300 never hinged minisheets as well as some
prestige booklets, nearly all from W-Europe and mostly from the
1990s.

Bid

Very interesting mixed lot with e.g. unused older stamps and sets
from various countries incl. better sets from French colonies etc.,
official presentation folder with stamps of Ireland 1922-50 etc.

250

Very interesting lot Ship mail mainly between Sweden/Denmark
and Great Britain containing 9 covers 1830s - 1880s incl. some better
e.g. ”SWEDEN BY STEAMER” canc. on postal card, double 45 öre
postage rate (3 x 30 öre Coat of Arms), 36 öre postage due, ”LONDON SHIPLETTER” canc. on cover from Bremen 1831, Beautiful
cover from Nyborg to Scotland with interesting note ”Paid to
Cuxhaven” etc. Entire lot pictured on our website.

300

Very interesting lot with hundreds of old covers and used postal stationery items from a wide range of mostly European countries.
Much Finland with a number of interesting items, also many foreign
items sent to Finland going back to the 1880s. Careful inspection
recommended.

300

Interesting cover lot in three albums with around 35 censored covers
from England to mainly Denmark and Switzerland during both WW1
and WW2 as well as a number of Swedish military covers. Ex. Sören
Eklöw.

Bid

Interesting lot with well over 100 mainly WWI ”prisoner of war”
covers from various areas. Please inspect.

100

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
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€uro

All World Collections
1046 **

Large collection of over 1.600 different mint never hinged minisheets
from ca 1980 through 2000 (the far larger part after 1990) from all over
the world, mostly from respectable issuing countries incl. much WEurope with large part interesting thematics. Neatly arranged in 10
albums housed in one large carton.

1047 **

1048 **

750

Beautiful collection of over 1.500 different mint never
hinged minisheets from the period 2001-09. Very
wide variety of issuing countries nearly only from
respectable countries, much W-Europe with a very
strong representation of popular thematics. The collection is neatly arranged in 9 very fresh Leuchtturm
albums with slipcases housed in a large carton. Very
high face value and enormous cat. value.

2.000

Collection of over 750 different mint never hinged
minisheets from the period 2010-17 mostly from
respectable issuing countries with a wealth of
popular thematics. Neatly arranged in five very
fine Leuchtturm albums with slipcases. Very high
face and catalogue value.

1.000

1049 */ / (*) Schaubek Viktoria Europa album of 1922 with most sections sparsely
filled.

Bid

All World Mixed Lots & Accumulations
1050 **/ */
/ (*)

Two large cartons containing e.g. a large number of stock books with
mostly older stamps from a wide variety of countries e.g. British and
French colonies etc., some stock books with ** stamps and sets up to
ca 1980 (incl. Danish face value), small boxes with various booklets,
quantity of year sets from the Nordic countries and the UN etc.

600

1051 **/ */ 

Carton with e.g. various ** stamps and sets in stock books, collection
Netherlands & colonies in three albums incl. duplicates, various
Swedish booklets etc.

200

1052

Carton with two well filled Modern Postage Stamp Album including
some better stamps e.g. Scandinavian skilling stamps etc. Also three
smaller albums and a folder with Romanian sheets from the 1920s.

100

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA. Extensive duplicate stock in ten stock
books from an old collector’s estate mainly before 1920. Please inspect.

300

FORGERIES & REPRINTS. A very interesting accumulation of stamps
and a few covers from various countries in one thick stock book. A great opportunity to acquire reference material. See example pictures on
our website.

Bid

µ 1053 **/ */ 
µ 1054

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
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€uro
µ 1055 */ /
(*)

Very interesting duplicate stock from collector’s
estate in five stock books up to around 1940s with
mainly Asian countries e.g one thick stock book
with Indian states incl. some covers, China, Nepal,
Tibet, Siam, Persia etc. also some Egypt. See example
pictures on our website.

300

1056 **/ */ Large carton containing a large number of albums
/ / and stock books incl. a large number of ** topical
(*)
sets from various countries, an interesting collection Indian States in a stock book, collection
Slovakia 1939-45 in an album incl. the first overprint set unused, old stamps from a large range of
countries in various albums and stock books etc.
PLEASE INSPECT.

750

µ 1057 **/ */ Large carton containing various collections and
/ (*) duplicate ranges in over 20 albums, stockbooks and
folders. Included are e.g. collections of German
Reich with medium priced never hinged stamps
and sets, several collections of Generalgouvernement and Böhmen & Mähren incl. two sets of B
& M Mi. Nos 1-19, collection of Greece in two
stockbooks incl. a considerable duplicate range of
large and small Hermes heads, various French colonies in stockbooks, Iceland collection in three
albums incl. over 20 skilling stamps (very mixed
quality) as well as some better stamps and sets.

750

1058

1059

250

An extensive duplicate stock from collector’s estate
in three thick Visir albums. Main weight on early
period with a vast number of medium stamps as
well as some expensive ones. E.g. extensive sections Australian States, Cape of Good Hope incl.
many wood blocks, rep. or defective, Chile,
Denmark, France & colonies, German States,
Iceland, India & States, Mexico, Nepal incl. two big
blocks, New Zealand incl. a nice copy 1 sh. SG # 16,
Straits Settlements incl. SG # 13 & 14 in * blocks of
four, Switzerland, Tibet incl. blocks and a few
small sheets etc. Also some China & Japan as well
as some expensive Mauritius & Newfoundland
mostly with defects or repairs and a British Guiana
12 c. blue 1850 heavily defective.
INSPECTION NECESSARY!
Box with remainder collections, a total of 12 albums and stock cards.
Mostly German related but also a volume overseas and some loose
stock cards.

1.000

Bid

€uro
1060

1061

1062

P µ 1063 (*)

Remainder lot in one large carton, incl. Danish year sets 1982 - 1990,
unused Sweden in one stock book, collection United Nations on
Leuchtturm leaves, stock book with used Finland etc. Also an envelope with some better stamps in very mixed quality e.g 80 öre
”Värnamo” without gum and with one short perf., two copies of One
Penny Black, eight copies of never hinged Swedish CB pairs etc.
Please inspect.

250

Remainder lot from estate in large moving carton. Much Germany
incl. duplicate stock Bavaria and an extensive used stock
Bundesrepublik starting 1949 incl. good early stamps. Also two boxes with very old German bundles. Further large Visir albums with
British Commonwealth, France etc. Also envelopes with modern
minisheets and booklets. Please inspect!

300

Duplicate lot from an estate with 8 thick albums and one stock book
incl, a few pages of China. Also interesting Great Britain, Finland,
duplicate lot ”Birds” in two albums etc. Please inspect.

Bid

Ex 1063
”Colour Specimens” of Thomas de la Rue & Co. in London on 10 pages
contained in a bound book, sorted by colour with colour codes. Over
100 colour proofs in total.

150
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Cover Dealer Stock
Lot # 1064

Large lot old covers and cards in 13 boxes with estimated 8-9.000
covers mostly up to 1945 and mainly German areas but including
all kinds of mixed areas from prephilately, special postmarks, destinations etc. Good variation, also interesting items from other
countries and overseas. A fantastic dealer’s lot that must be
inspected.
€uro 5.000
1065 

µ 1066 

µ 1067 

µ 1068 

µ 1069 
µ 1070 

µ 1071 

252

Extensive cover lot from collector’s estate mainly 1850s - 1950s i two
large cartons with a number of interesting areas e.g British
Commonwealth with Australian states, India etc., early Chinese
covers and cards, South America, Europe with good Switzerland,
French colonies, German states, Greece etc. Mixed quality. Careful
inspection recommended.

750

Interesting lot of over 200 old covers and cards from a wide variety
of countries, much WWII censored from South America etc. Also
some 1950s Japanese FDCs as well as other semi-modern philatelic
covers not counted.

250

COVERS. Sorting box containing ca 200-300 covers and cards mainly
from from China and Japan but also some from Hong Kong and
Taiwan. Mostly modern business covers, FDC’s and postcards but also
old postcards and covers.

100

COVERS. A couple of hundred items mostly from Canada, New
Zealand and Australia. Much modern incl. FDC’s and postcards but
also includes interesting older items such as 13 censored O.A.T. covers
sent from New Zealand to Sweden.

100

COVERS. Dealer stock in two boxes containing a large quantity of
covers and cards from various Asian and Middle Eastern countries
mostly. Much in individual plastic sleeves.

300

COVERS. Dealer stock containing a large number of covers & cards
from various South and Central American countries in two sorting
boxes, also some from the Caribbean etc. Most items in individual
plastic sleeves.

200

Covers in a thick Visir album from old collector’s estate. E.g. good
covers from Chile, German Soviet Zone, Indian States, Russia, Tibet,
one China etc. Large part classic covers. Please inspect!

500

€uro
µ 1072 

1073 

Interesting lot containing several hundred older covers and cards ca
1880s-1940s from a wide range of countries incl. over 200 censored as
well other better items of which the larger part is addressed to
Sweden.

250

Carton from an estate containing various albums with Swedish and
foreign covers/cards from older to modern with many interesting
items incl. airmail and old first flight items. Many of the foreign items
are addressed to Sweden.

Bid

Ex 1074
P µ 1074 

µ 1075 
µ 1076 
µ 1077 
µ 1078

1079

Very interesting cover lot prephilatelic - 1950s in one album incl. a
number of better covers e.g. Swedish cover to Copenhagen from
april 1940 with return label ”Försändelsen återställes avsändaren”
due to German occupation, nine copies of ”HALMSTAD” straigt
line canc., Russian covers from 1870s, a number of airmail covers,
postage due etc. Entire lot pictured on our website.

200

Very interesting lot old covers incl. Barbados, Burma, China,
Constantinople, Georgia, Germany Chicago Fahrt, Russia, Tibet,
Yemen etc. All scanned on our website.

200

Interesting group of over 50 old covers from various countries incl.
many censored items e.g. quite a few from the Spanish civil war sent
abroad.

100

Three old postcard albums containing ca 900 old postcards (small
size), mostly from various larger European countries incl. much city
views.

150

Interesting lot with mostly specimen prints of various old share certificates and cheques in intricately engraved designs mostly by
Waterlow & Sons from a variety of countries, much from South
America. Over 30 items in total. All pictured on our website.

400

LITERATURE. Around twenty books covering various areas e.g. Tibet,
Nepal, The Nordic countries, United States with two books about
Fancy cancellations and a copy of ”Confederate States of America” by
Lawrence L. Shenfield 1961.

Bid

Lunch ca 13.00 hrs

A light lunch will be served
253

€uro

Sweden
14.00 hrs

Prephilately

P µ 1080

P

254

1081 

Schmedemans Postal Handbook. Very interesting book containing
the postal rates both within Sweden and to foreign destinations
during the 18th century in a leather bound copy with Karl XII monogram on the cover. This copy was used at the post office in Bohus.
SCARCE OFFER.

Very interesting courier letter with contents from
Stockholm to Ulaborg (Nowadays Oulu-Uleåborg).
The letter has arrived to Ulaborg on the 20th of July
1610. ”Ankom den 20 Julij Anno 1610”. The five
receivers have signed the letter and it was returned
to Stockholm, where it arrived on the 20th of
August 1610. ”Ank Stockholm den 20 Augustii
1610”. Ex. Larsson.
A SPECTACULAR EXHIBITION ITEM.

400

1.750

€uro

1082

1083

P

1082 

Small sized general mail letter with complete contents from Stockholm
to Åbo, Finland. The letter is dated on the 16th of March 1724.
Cancelled with Stockholm’s ribbon postmark type 1 and charter number 64. Rate 5 öre. VERY FINE.

300

P

1083 

Beautiful general mail letter with complete contents from Stockholm
to Tavastehus Finland. The letter is dated on the 2nd of May 1758.
Cancelled with scarce Stockholm straight-line pmk type 4 and charter
number 11. Rate 7 öre. VERY FINE.

300

1084
P

1084 

P µ 1085 

1085
Very interesting cover used twice with military report dated twice in the
summer of 1831 in Brantevik sent to Cimbrishamn and after that to
Gladsax.

Bid

An extremely beautiful and interesting general mail letter with complete contents from Riga in Latvia first to Karis in Finland and then
re-directed to Strömstad in Sweden. Dated in Riga on the 3rd of July
1837 and postmarks: red boxed ”RIGA”, cyrillic KARIS and smal circle ”GRISSLEHAMN 13.7.1837”. Postage due in Strömstad ”8” Sk.
Bco. Cert. Pahlman. SUPERB & RARE.

600

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 18 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
255

€uro

Covers Sent Abroad

Ex 1086
P µ 1086 

Two interesting stampless covers to Saxony canc. ”GÖTHEBORG 18.9
1862 & 24.2 1863” with due notes. On one cover the incorrect ”Aus
Dänemark” has been cancelled over by ”Aus Schweden”.

100

Covers From Abroad
Please see also Lot # 7, 77, 78, 79, 91, 258, 400, 425, 506, 547, 551, 581, 690, 730, 863, 985 & 1029

1087
P µ 1087 
P µ 1088 

P

1089 

1088
Very interesting cover from the Swedish & Norwegian consulate in
Constantinopel to Stockholm with various canc. on back and transit
canc. ”YSTAD 13.7 1857” on front. Some white colour on front.

Bid

Very interesting ship letter from Brazil to Sweden forwarded by the
steamer ”Oneida” dated Rio de Janeiro 7.11 1863. Various due marks
on the front and transit and arrival canc. on the back.

Bid

Very rare Helsingborg Postage Due canc. ”25” on very beautiful cover
dated Halmstad 26.11 1863 to Copenhagen, resent to Laholm with
various canc. Facit Postal: 10.000. SCARCE COVER.

150

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
256

€uro

P

P

P

1090 

1091 

1092 

Very rare ”FRÅN STORBRITANIEN” on Postal Stationery card
from Hull to Gothenburg canc. on arrival ”GÖTEBORG 12.5 1890”.
Small thin spot on the card. ONLY A FEW KNOWN.

500

Interesting 5 pf. postal stationery card canc. ”BERLIN 9.2.98” sent to
Stockholm via Trelleborg with various postage due and return markings as well as transit handstamps.

Bid

Incoming wrapper from Germany canc. ”LUDWIGSLUST 9.12.17”
sent to Gothenburg but then returned to sender with a scarce Swedish
bilingual ”Décédé / Afliden” label applied on back.

Bid

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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Skilling Banco

Exceptional Sweden # 1

Lot # 1093 µ
1a 
Very beautiful 3 Sk. Bco light bluish green with large part of beautiful rectangular pmk ”NYKÖPING 11.6 1856”. Interesting plate
error at bottom ”green spot at lower right of E”. Slightly higher
graded in the Sjöman cert., which we agree on. Certs Sjöman &
Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE - SUPERB
€uro 2.000

Superbly Centered 3 Skilling Banco

Lot # 1094 µ
1a 
An extremely fresh and clean 3 Sk. Bco light bluish green in
almost perfect centering, very rare as such with no faults. Beautiful
”STOCKHOLM 19.6 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & RARE
258

€uro 1.500

Triple Domestic Rate

Lot # 1095 µ
1a 
A spectacular cover with four copies of 3 Skilling Banco
light bluish green incl. one pair canc. ”STOCKHOLM
18.3 1856” sent to Calmar, part of the back incl. the seals
have been cut out, a few minor perf. faults of no importance. Exceptional provenance starting with the legendary
Malmö philatelist, Hugo Sjöberg who used to call it his
most important item. No. SE-02 in the book ”Sweden
Number One” by Bjäringer & Douglas 2005. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE. EXHIBITION RARITY
Provenance:
Hugo Sjöberg, Large Gold
Tomas Bjäringer, Large Gold
Ingvar Pettersson
€uro 20.000
259

Superb 3 Skilling Banco

Lot # 1096 µ
1b 
An absolutely wonderful 3 Sk. Bco bluish green. Well centered
and with perfectly placed ”GEFLE 16.4 1856”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén.
SUPERB & EXTREMELY RARE IN THIS QUALITY

€uro 6.000

1097
P µ 1097 1a 
P µ 1098 1av2 

260

1098

Very fresh and beautiful 3 Sk. Bco light bluish green with Danish
numeral ”1” (Copenhagen). Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

750

Beautiful 3 Sk. Bco light bluish green with part of boxed canc.
”GRYTHYTTEHED”. The stamp is no. 55 in the sheet which is the
position for this variety ”The skull” (Dödskallen), however covered
by the cancellation. A few blunt perfs. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
FINE AND RARE.

750

€uro

P µ 1099 1b 

P

P

Very beautiful and well centered 3 Sk. Bco bluish green without any
faults, with part of boxed canc. ”HALMSTAD”. Certs Sjöman &
Obermüller Wilén. FINE COPY.

1100 1v1 F  COLOUR ERROR 3 Sk. Bco YELLOW. A Sperati
forgery of this famous stamp, known in only one
copy. This is the closest most of us can come to
owning this rarity in at least partly genuine state.
Sperati used original stamps with original cancellations. Signed Sperati. VERY FEW KNOWN.

1101

Very fine example of the book Sweden Number One by Bjäringer &
Douglas published in 2005, listing all 3 Skilling Bco covers known at
the time.

750

1.000

200
261

Superb Cover to Finland

Lot # 1102 µ
1a+2a 
An exceptional cover paid to the border with a 4 Sk. Bco
franked by a 3 Sk. Bco on each side with clear canc.
”STOCKHOLM 8.1 1856”, archive folds touching one
stamp and a few worn perfs on 4 Sk. Bco. Only four
covers with this combination recorded. Pictured in
”Swedish Letter Rates” page 89 and # FI-02 in ”Sweden
Number One” page 84-85. Cert. Obermüller Wilén
SUPERB & RARE
Provenance:
Erik Kihlbom
Herbert Dieden, Large Gold
Tomas Bjäringer, Large Gold
Lauson Stone, Grand Prix
€uro 35.000
262

First Day 1.7 1855

Lot # 1103 µ
2a 
An excellent First Day postmark ”MARIESTAD 1.7 1855” on 4 Sk.
Bco blue with minor imperfections. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 2.500

1104

1105

P

1104 2a1 

Exceptional and rare blue ”HÖGANÄS 16.7 1855”, first month on 4 Sk.
Bco blue on a beautiful piece. Postal 3.000+. SUPERB.

150

P

1105 2b 

Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco light blue with rare and superb canc. ”GISLAWED
27.10 1856”. Facit Postal 3.000++. Sign. O.P.

100

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 18 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
263

€uro

P µ 1106 2b 

P

1107 2d 

P µ 1108 2e 

Extreme pre-printing fold (dragspel) on 4 Sk. Bco light blue with
beautiful canc. ”GEFLE 23.4 1857”. Few small faults. Cert
Obermüller Wilén.

750

Exceptional rectangular ”SIGTUNA 29.8 1855” on 4 Sk. Bco in the rare
shade, dull blue, dense background. Facit Postal 3.500+ for canc. Sign.
OP for the shade. SUPERB & RARE.

200

A fantastic 4 Sk. Bco blue ”SÖDERHAMN 16.12
1856”. Very rare in this quality. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5
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Bright Blue, only Two Recorded

Lot # 1109 µ
2g
An extremely fresh copy of 4 Sk. Bco in the utterly rare
bright blue shade with dense background. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 20.000
265

€uro

P µ 1110 2k1 

P

1111 2v7 

P

1112 2 

P

1113 2 

P

1114 2 

P

1115 2 

P

1116 2 

P

1117 2 

266

1110
1111
Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco in the very rare greenish light dull blue shade
with superb canc. ”STOCKHOLM 28.9 1857”. F=20.000. Shade cert.
by Harbrecht. VERY FINE & RARE.

300

”The hair” variety, a vertical thin line at right side on 4 Sk. Bco.
Spectacular and rare. F=12.000. Sign. OP for the variety.

300

1112
Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco
”FÅRÖSUND 26.8 1857”.

100

1113
on small piece with rare boxed canc.

4 Sk. Bco with extremely beautiful rectangular ”SOLLEBRUNN 1.10
185X”. Facit Postal = 2.500.

Bid

1114
1115
Beautiful cover with 4 Sk. Bco with perfect boxed canc. ”NYLAND
11.2 1858”.

150

Beautiful and fresh cover with 4 Sk. Bco canc. ”HERNÖSAND 7.11
1856”. SUPERB.

100

1116
1117
Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco cover with arc canc. ”FAHLKÖPING 20.3
1858”.

100

Very fresh cover with 4 Sk. Bco canc. ”STOCKHOLM 16.10 1856”. One
broken tooth at right.

Bid

P µ 1118 3b *

P µ 1119 3f 

Fresh copy of 6 Sk. Bco light grey with original gum, poor centering
as usual. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXTREMELY RARE WITH ORIGINAL GUM.

500

Beautiful reconstructed pair of 6 Sk. Bco grey brown ”STOCKHOLM
10.4 1858”. Larger perf. hole in lower margin probably due to a misplaced needle in the perf. tool. Scarce shade in pair, only 6.000 issued.
F=39.000. Cert. Nils Svensson.

600

Mixed Franking Great Britain

Lot # 1120 µ
3a1+5b 
A spectacular piece from a letter to England with two 6 Sk. Bco
grey and 24 Sk. Bco orange red with excellent canc. ”HAPARANDA 7.9 1856”. Two British 1d. stamps have been added, probably
for reexpedition. Some faults. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
FINE & EXCEPTIONAL
Provenance:
Lauson H. Stone, Grand Prix
€uro 5.000
267

€uro

P µ 1121 4b 

An exceptional piece with two copies 8 Sk. Bco in the scarce brownish orange shade ”PHILIPSTAD 30.8 1856”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB.

1122
P µ 1122 4c 
P µ 1123 4f 

P µ 1124 4f 

268

500

1123

8 Sk. Bco lemon yellow in a reconstructed pair canc. ”GEFLE 24.12
1856”, minor faults of little importance for this rare pair. F=50.000+.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. RARE EXHIBITION ITEM.

750

Very fresh 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow orange with part of boxed canc.
”NYKÖPING”. F=5.000.

100

EXCELLENT NORWEGIAN POSTMARK on 8 Sk.
Bco dull yellow from a shipletter. One lightly bent
corner perf. and one short perf. of no importance.
Extremely rare, especially in this quality. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY.

600

€uro

P µ 1125 4f+4fv2  A fantastic vertical pair of 8 Sk. Bco, the lower with variety ”double
8”. Each stamp with exceptionally clear and superb canc. ”STOCKHOLM 13.8 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén and sign. Strandell.
VERY FINE & SCARCE.

P µ 1126 5b (*)

P µ 1127 5c 

500

An extremely fresh and well centered copy of 24 Sk. Bco orange red
without gum as always. Two short perfs in lower margin. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.
1.000

Beautiful 24 Sk. Bco orangish red with beautiful ”GEFLE 3.9 1857”, one
short perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

P µ 1128 5d (*) Very fresh and beautiful 24 Sk. Bco in the extremely
rare light orange red shade, only two copies
known. One short corner perf. Shade confirmed by
Olle Pettersson. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

250

1.500
269

€uro

P µ 1129 5d 

P µ 1130 5e 

1131
P µ 1131 5f 

P

270

1132 2+3+5 

Very beautiful 24 Sk. Bco in the scarcer light orange red shade canc.
”STOCKHOLM 24.4 1858”. F=20.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. FINE.

An extremely colourful 24 Sk. Bco in the scarce
shade brownish red, blurred printing ”STOCKHOLM 30.6 1858”, which was the LAST DAY before
introduction of the öre stamps! Two lightly bent corner perfs and one slightly short perf. Especially
interesting also due to the very strong colour.
F=27.000. Sign. Strandell & cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & RARE 3, 4, 3

250

1.500

1132
Unique Portuguese due pmk ”240” for the internal rate on 24 Sk. Bco
with the scarce shade dull light red also canc. ”STOCKHOLM 2.2
1858”. One short perf. in the right margin. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY.

500

A very neat ”reconstructed letter-combination” of 4, 8 & 24 Sk. Bco
probably from a letter sent to Great Britain. Light beautiful canc.
”GEFLE 14.6 1857”. A few minor irregularities of little importance.
SCARCE & ATTRACTIVE.

300

Reprints 1885 in Full Sheets

Lot # 1133 µ
1-5E4 **
An exceptional set reprints in very fresh condition.
With exception of one stamp each of 4 & 8 Sk. Bco, all
are mint Never Hinged. Certs Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & RARE
Provenance:
Lauson H. Stone, Grand Prix

€uro 7.500

271

€uro

Local Stamps

P µ 1134 6A 

P

1135 6A 

Exceptional 1 Sk. Bco grey black on medium thick paper with perfect star canc. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

300

Beautiful 1 Sk. Bco on medium thick paper a piece with superb star
canc.

100

1136
P

1136 6A 

P µ 1137 6A 

1137

A very beautiful piece with 1 Sk. Bco on medium thick paper in pair
with perfectly placed star canc. on each stamp. Sign. Sjöman & Olle
Pettersson. SUPERB.

200

”Dragspel” (pre-printing folds) on 1 Sk. Bco on medium thick paper
with a light and beautiful star canc. Rare variety on this early issue,
one short perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE.

150

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 18 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
272

Spectacular Combination

Lot # 1138 µ
6B+9e1 
An extremely beautiful piece with 3 öre black mixed with 12 öre
Coat of Arms, one short corner perf. Both with superb canc., 12 öre
”STOCKHOLM 22.12 1860”. Probably from a shipletter with paid
carrier fee (brevbäraravgift). Probably unique. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén.
EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 5.000

P

1139 6N2 **/ * Very well centered block of four of the reprint of 1885 in perf 13. 3
stamps never hinged. F=9.700 as singles. SUPERB.

250
273

€uro

P µ 1140 13

P

274

Postal circular 1861 informing about the new
brown 3 öre local stamp with a copy of it attached.
With some ink notations and date ”9/11 61” (the day
of the Government decision) considered made by
General Postmaster Wilhelm Roos. Some small
strengthening of the paper by hinges. Opinion
Ingers. VERY FINE & RARE.

1141 13N2 **/ * Beautifully centered block of four of the reprint of 1885 in perf. 13. 2
stamps never hinged. F=8.600 as singles. SUPERB.

800

200

Coat of Arms

Unique Block of 18

Lot # 1142 µ
7b1 **/ *
A spectacular block of 18 of 5 öre perf. with the tool of 1855. All
stamps in superb or excellent centering, small brown gum spots
on back and minor imperfections of little importance. Pos. 3335/83-85 incl. interesting variety in pos. 45 ”FF.M”. Largest known
multiple in this perforation and no hinge remnants besides strengthenings by small hinge pieces. Opinion Ingers.
EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 4.000

P µ 1143 7c2 
P µ 1144 7+9 

1143
1144
Very beautiful local cover with 5 öre single ”GÖTEBORG 29.2 1872”, 2
öre over franked. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
Very beautiful cover to Denmark with 5 öre green and 12 öre blue canc.
”UPSALA 17.12 1867”. Transit and arrival canc. on back.

200
100
275

€uro

1145
P µ 1145 7c2+
11d2+
14Be 
P

1146 7+16 

1146

Very beautiful 38 öre shipletter to Russia forwarded by Steamer
”Grefve Berg” 1870. 5 öre yellow green, 30 öre dark brown and 3 öre
yellowish light brown with pen canc. Arrival canc. on back. One short
perf. on 30 öre Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

300

Beautiful and fresh 45 öre rate cover to England with 5 öre green and
two copies of 20 öre red canc. ”STOCKHOLM 18.7 1867”. Some small
perf. imperfections.

Bid

Telegram to London

Lot # 1147 µ
7b1+11e1 
An exceptional telegram envelope sent to England with 3 x 5 öre
and 30 öre, a few minor perf. faults of little importance. Superb
canc. ”MALMÖ 11.11 1865” and a beautiful red arr. pmk on front.
Sign. Sjöman & cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 3.000
276

€uro

P µ 1148 8a 

P

1149 8a 

A wonderful 9 öre red violet with a perfectly placed
and excellent Danish numeral ”1” Copenhagen.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB & RARE.

Very beautiful Danish numeral ”24” Helsingør on 9 öre red violet in
strong colour. SUPERB.

600

250

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
277

Lady’s Cover

Lot # 1150 µ
8dv1 
Very beautiful lady’s cover paying short distance rate to Copenhagen with 9 öre
in pair. The lower stamp with variety ”only one dot on Ö in ÖRE”. Excellent
canc. ”HELSINGBORG 31.8 1865”. F=45.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE - SUPERB
€uro 1.500

Near Zone Rate

Lot # 1151 µ
8c 
Very beautiful cover from Malmö to Copenhagen with two copies
of 9 öre blue lilac canc. on arrival ”1” and ”FRA SVERRIG 1.10
1864”. Cover refolded at bottom and with archive fold not affecting the stamps. Cert. Møller (for canc.) and Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB & RARE
278

€uro 1.500

€uro

P µ 1152 9b2 *

An exceptional block of four 12 öre in the dark blue
shade, perf. by the 1855 tool, very well centered and
in strong colour. Perf. slightly strenghtened by
hinges. Ex. Hugo Josefsson. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB & VERY RARE.

1153
P µ 1153 9c3 

1154

2.000

1155

MARGIN WATERMARK. Beautiful 12 öre blue canc. ”WADSTENA
29.12 1869” plate 8, pos. 90 with clear wmk line along the right margin, slight toning. Cert. Harbrecht. VERY RARE.

250

P

1154 9c3 

A spectacular piece with the very rare c.d.s. ”MUONIONISKA 30.3
1872” on a perfectly centered stamp. F=4.000. EXCELLENT & RARE.

200

P

1155 9c3 

A wonderful pair 12 öre blue with Hull duplex canc. ”383”. SUPERB &
SCARCE.

Bid

1156
P µ 1156 9d3 
P

1157 9c3 

1157

Very beautiful 12 öre light blue with the scarce boxed canc. ”SKANÖR
26.6 1869”. Facit Postal 1.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

100

Superb and rare ship canc. ”ÅNGBÅTS PXP No 7 28.7 1871”.

Bid
279

€uro

P µ 1158 9d3 

Postal Money Order, beautiful cover endorsed ”Härmed postanvisning...” with 12 öre ”PHILIPSTAD 18.12 1868”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

1159
P µ 1159 9h1 

1160

200

1161

A wonderful 12 öre in the scarce shade bright ultramarine
”LAHOLM 30.12 1861”, strong and fresh colour. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

250

P

1160 9 l 

Ticket cancellation on 12 öre blue, extremely clear and beautiful.
RARE.

150

P

1161 9 

Railway canc. ”Y.E.B 5.9 1868” on 12 öre. One slightly shorter perf.
Facit Postal 1.200. SCARCE.

Bid

1162
P µ 1162 9 

P µ 1163 9 

280

1163

Very beautiful cover to England with three copies of 12 öre blue with
Danish canc. ”FRA SVERRIG 12.4 1871” and a small boxed ”Franco”.
One slightly shorter perf. on the left stamp and a horizontal fold in
cover well away from the stamps.

200

Very beautiful cover to England via Denmark with four copies of 12
öre blue canc.”ESLÖF 17.11 1869”. Transit canc. ”PKXP N:r 2 18.11
1869” and arrival canc. ”LONDON E.C NO 22 69” 3 öre overpaid. A
few shorter perfs due to placement.

Bid

€uro

P

1164 9 

Small cover with 12 öre blue with steamboat canc. ”ÅNGBÅTS PXP 19
6.7 1872”.

P µ 1165 9d3+ Beautiful cover to Algeria with 12 + 30 öre ”WAX11e2  HOLM 19.10 1868”. a few slightly shorter perfs.
Covers to Africa are rare. F=30.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

P µ 1166 9+11+
14B 

P µ 1167 9d3+
21c 

Bid

1.250

Very beautiful small mourning cover to England via Belgium with 12
öre blue, 30 öre brown and 3 öre brown canc. ”PKXP N:r 2 11.6 1870”.
Arrival canc. on back. Unusal 45 öre franking. F=4.500.

150

A spectacular mixed franking with two blue 12 öre stamps, one missing corner perf. Superb ”EKOLSUND 29.11 1872” on a double rate
cover, possibly a mourning cover for King Karl XV. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE.

750
281

€uro

P

1168 10d2 **

Very fresh never hinged 24 öre orange yellow. F=9.000. VERY FINE.

200

Extremely fresh and beautiful margin block of four of 24 öre orange
yellow. Hinge trace in margin only. F=36.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE.

500

A fantastic 24 öre orange ”MOTALA 17.9 1868”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

400

P

1171
1172
1173
1171 10h2 
A wonderful 24 öre reddish orange with two short perfs in left margin,
otherwise perfect centering and excellent ”FALKÖPING 21.2 1869”.

Bid

P

1172 10 

Unigue Spanish due pmk ”4 R” charge for the domestic rate on 24 öre
also with a Göteborg canc. EXHIBITION RARITY.

100

P

1173 10 

Very beautiful 24 öre orange with a very clear canc. ”WADSTENA 11.9
1859”. Small ink stain in upper margin. SUPERB.

Bid

P µ 1169 10d2 **

P µ 1170 10d2 

282

€uro

P µ 1174 10+11 

1175
P µ 1175 10d2+
11e2 
P µ 1176 11a+b 

P µ 1177 11b 

P µ 1178 11b 

Very beautiful registered five fold cover with 24 öre and 30 öre in pair
canc. ”NORRKÖPING 8.7 1870”. Seals with strings on back. One broken corner perf. on 24 öre and one short perf. on left 30 öre. Fold in
lower part of the cover. Only two covers known with this rate. Cert.
Nils Svensson. VERY FINE.

1176

200

1177

Beautiful cover to Canada franked with 24 öre orange and 30 öre brown
canc. ”ALFTA 11.11 1871. stamps with imperfections. F=25.000. Cert
Nils Svensson. SCARCE.

150

Very fresh shipletter to London with three copies of 30 öre in two different shades dark red brown & red brown with Danish canc. ”1” and
”FRA SVERRIG 6.3 1863”. Transit pmk. from Hamburg on back. Some
perf. imperfections. Cert. Møller (for canc.), shades by Olle Pettersson.

200

Very beautiful and fresh cover to Finland with pair of 30 öre red brown
canc. with ink cross. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE

100

Wonderful cover from Helsingborg 30.7 1864 to London with three
copies of 30 öre red brown canc. ”K.B. aus SCHWEDEN”. Canc. on
the back ”K.D.O.P.A LÜBECK 31.7”. Some short perfs due to placement. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

250
283

€uro

P µ 1179 11c 

Very interesting cover to Russia paid to the border ”Franco Gränsen”
with 30 öre in the scarcer shade light rose tinged red brown. Stamp
with ink canc. and the cover is dated inside ”STOCKHOLM 27.4 1860”.
Two slightly shorter perfs in right margin. F=15.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE.

1180
P µ 1180 11g **
P

1181 11 

1181

Very beautiful and almost perfectly centered 30 öre rose brown in a
never hinged copy. F=15.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

400

Unique Portuguese due pmk ”240” for the internal rate on 30 öre with
also a light ”STOCKHOLM 6.10 1863”. EXHIBITION RARITY.

100

P µ 1182 11h+ An exceptional mixed franking to Spain with 30 öre
17d+ together with Circle Type 3 and 12 öre with superb
21g  railway canc. ”PKXP Nr 6 UPP 19.3 1873”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.
284

150

1.500

€uro

P µ 1183 11h+
21i 

P µ 1184 12h **

1183
1184
Very interesting cover with mixed franking 30 öre chocolate brown
together with 12 öre dull blue lilac canc. ”UDDEVALLA 2.12 1872”
making the 42 öre rate to United States. Stamps with imperfections.
According to Facit only two such covers known. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SCARCE.

150

Very fresh never hinged 50 öre rose. F=13.000. Cert Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

300

Lion Type

1185
P

1185 14Bd 

P µ 1186 14Bh **
P µ 1187 15a 

P

1186

1187

Very beautiful printed matter with 3 öre dark orange brown in pair
with superb canc. ”PKXP N:r 2 2.10 1869”. Ex. Schéle.
SUPERB COVER.

100

Very fresh never hinged 3 öre greyish brown. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE.

100

”SANDÖSUND 25.6 1867” and some ink notes, probably postal, on
17 öre carmine violet, one thin perf. of no importance. Probably mailed on board a Norwegian ship to Copenhagen. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB & VERY RARE.

150

1188 15a  MARGIN ROSE WATERMARK. Beautiful 17 öre
carmine violet with parts of the rose wmk at top
left. Very rare, possibly unique. Sign. Gordon.
EXHIBITION RARITY.

1.000
285

€uro

P µ 1189 15b2 

A wonderful 17 öre bluish lilac with excellent canc. ”KALMAR 10.2
1869”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5

200

1

P µ 1190 15b2+
16c 

Unique franking on very interesting cover to United States with two
17 öre redish lilac and 20 öre orange red. Cover and stamps with
faults. Only cover known with this franking. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén.

1191

250

1192

P

1191 15c **

Very fresh and well centered never hinged margin copy of 17 öre
bluish grey. F=19.000. SUPERB.

300

P

1192 15c 

”Aus Schweden per Stralsund” on a spectacular 17 öre grey, one broken corner perf. VERY RARE.

150

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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Grey 17 öre to Denmark

Lot # 1193 µ
15c 
Exceptional cover to Denmark with 17 öre grey ”WALDEMARSVIK 7.6 1869”, slightly cleaned. F=160.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén & sign. Sjöman.
SUPERB & RARE
€uro 8.000

1194
1195
1196
P µ 1194 16b1 
Very beautiful shipletter from Malmö to Prussia with pair of 20 öre
brownish orange red with Danish canc. ”1” and ”FRA SVERRIG 25.5
1867”. Two perf. tips slightly shorter. Cert. Møller (for pmk.). Shade by
Olle Pettersson.

150

Well centered and beautiful 20 öre dull red. F=9.500. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

250

P µ 1195 16g **
P

1196 16 

”SANDÖSUND 2.8 1868” Norwegian canc. on a beautiful 20 öre.
SCARCE.

100
287

€uro

1197
P

1197 16 

P µ 1198 E

Ex 1198

Very fresh and beautiful cover to Germany with pair of 20 öre red canc.
”STOCKHOLM 30.1 1869. Two slightly shorter perf. on right stamp.

100

Essays, private imitations of 33 öre blue in pair and brown orange
single made on white paper from the 1870s.

100

Circle Type Perforation 14

P µ 1199 17a 

P µ 1200 17c 

P µ 1201 17d 

288

SECOND DAY COVER with pair of 3 öre yellowish grey brown on
printed matter ”STOCKHOLM 2.7 1872”, one short corner perf. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & EARLIEST RECORDED.

400

Very beautiful 3 öre dark orange brown canc. ”WISBY 1.10 1873. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

A wonderful cover with 3 öre orange brown in a strip of four
”NYKÖPING 26.12 1873”. Largest multiple known on cover.. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

300

€uro

1202
1203
A very beautiful cover with 3 öre orange brown in two pairs ”PKXP
NR 3 UPP 16.12 1874”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

150

Very beautiful cover with 3 öre dull orange brown in a strip of three +
single ”PKXP NR 9 21.12 1876”, one short perf. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB.

200

P µ 1204 19b **/ * Very fresh and beautiful block of four of 5 öre dull bluish green, one
stamp **, natural gum creases. Facit 25.600 for *. Cert, Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE & SCARCE.

400

P µ 1202 17e 
P µ 1203 17g 

P

1205 20b *

1205

P µ 1206 20d 

P µ 1207 20+24 

1206
Very beautiful and fresh 20 öre ultramarine violet on yellowish paper.
F=3.200. Shade by Olle Pettersson.

100

An exceptional piece with pair of 6 öre bluish lilac ”ALFTA 10.7 1874”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

100

Very beautiful ”Money order” to Denmark with 6 öre violet & 24 öre
yellow canc. ”HESSLEHOLM 4.4 1876”. Form slightly aged and with
faint fold. F=22.000. SCARCE.

600
289

€uro

P µ 1208 21n ** LARGEST MULTIPLE RECORDED of 12 öre in
extremely fresh NEVER HINGED block of six. In
dark blue shade with dense background. Especially
interesting with trace in three places in the margins
of the screw in the printing plate (skruvavtryck).
Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY.

2.000

P µ 1209 21h  A spectacular newspaper ”Post och Inrikes
Tidningar” with 12 öre clear blue ”STOCKHOLM
8.1 1873”. The only newspaper recorded with Circle
Type perf. 14. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & UNIQUE.

1.500

P µ 1210 21h 
290

A peculiar cover with 12 öre clear blue put above a partly torn off 12
öre Coat of Arms. A light corner fold. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & SCARCE.

200

€uro

P µ 1211 21m 

Very beautiful cover to Italy with strip of three of 12 öre blue with
superb ”STOCKHOLM 25.6 1874”, one creased corner perf. Venezia
arr. pmk on back. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE.

400

P µ 1212 21 

1212
1213
Beautiful small cover with 12 öre blue with transit canc. ”24”
(Helsingør) and boxed ”Fra Sverrig” and various transit and arrival
canc. on back.

Bid

P

A wonderful cover with 12 öre blue with fantastic canc. ”NYAKOPPARBERGET 8.9 1873”. SUPERB.

Bid

A wonderful copy of the first postal stationery envelope with additional 12 öre ”GRENNA 29.10 2872”, the only one recorded sent to
Copenhagen. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB & UNIQUE.

400

1215
1216
Beautiful cover to Spain with 20 öre dull orangish red with superb
”GÖTEBORG 29.10 1876”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

100

1213 21 

P µ 1214 21c+
FK1 

P µ 1215 22h 
P µ 1216 23a 

An exceptional cover with 20/20 öre DOUBLE PRINT sent to
Germany ”PKXP NR 17 11.4 1877” and returned to Karlstad. Scarce
stamp on cover and it is in perfect centering. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE.

200
291

€uro

1217
P µ 1217 24g (*)
P µ 1218 24f 

1218
1219
Beautiful 24 öre dull orange in superb centering. F=9.500 for *.

Bid

Beautiful and well centered 24 öre orange yellow canc. ”GYSINGE 17.3
1875”. Cert Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

P

1219 24 

MARGIN ROSE WATERMARK. Beautiful 24 öre with large part of
watermark at left. VERY RARE.

300

P

1220 24 

Largest known multiple of 24 öre in a block of 5 ”GÖTEBORG 19.10
1877”. Lightly creased and the perforation between the horizontal
pairs is broken, the block is confirmed by the postmarks.
FINE & RARE.

400

1221

1222

1223

P

1221 25e2 *

Very beautiful 30 öre brown. F=8.500. Shade by Olle Pettersson.
VERY FINE.

150

P

1222 25fv6 

Very beautiful 30 öre blackish brown with shaded digits canc. ”MARIESTAD 15.9 1874”. Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB

100

P

1223 25 

Very beautiful 30 öre brown with superb boxed ”Aus Schweden per
Stralsund”. Short perf in right margin.

100

Beautiful cover to Cognac in France with 12 & 30 öre ”STOCKHOLM
7.10 1875”, then redirected, one defective corner on 12 öre. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE

Bid

P µ 1224 25g+
21n 
292

€uro

Circle Type Perforation 13

P µ 1225 28bv8
**/ *

Very fresh block of nine of 3 öre in the scarce dull orange brown
shade, furthermore two (pos.1 & 5 in the block) have the variety
”shaded” numeral, one stamp **. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
FINE & INTERESTING.

1226
P µ 1226 28e 

P µ 1227 29a1 

P µ 1228 29b *

500

1227

Cover with block of four of 3 öre orange brown with superb
”STOCKHOLM C. 8.11 1880”, two minor perf. faults and small tear
in cover. Largest multiple on cover recorded. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE.

300

An exceptional domestic cover with 4 öre in the first unusual dark
grey shade in a strip of three with superb ”STOCKHOLM 6.12 1879”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

150

An exceptional block of four of 4 öre grey (shade changed in cert. by
OP). Remarkable with the 4th stamp with a large white spot at right
of ”4”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

500

293

€uro

P µ 1229 29c1 **

P µ 1230 29c2 
P µ 1231 29d 

P

1232 29v11 

P µ 1233 29 

P µ 1234 30i **
294

1229
1232
A wonderful never hinged 4 öre dark grey on hard white paper.
F=9.000+. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

1230

200

1231

A beautiful printed matter card with 4 öre in the rare shade grey
black on hard white paper ”WINGÅKER 27.6 1883”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE.

250

PS-card with 4 öre grey in pair paying missing postage for a reg. letter
”EKSJÖ 18.10 1883”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & INTERESTING.

200

MARGIN ROSE WATERMARK. Beautiful 4 öre with superb canc.
”STOCKHOLM TT 23.5 1884” with small part of corner rose wmk in
top left corner. RARE.

100

Extremely beautiful 12 öre postal stationery envelope with a pair of
4 öre dull grey ”SÖLJE 13.10 1884” sent to Hannover and readdressed to Bremen. The envelope is skillfully strengthened inside. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB & RARE.

300

A wonderful copy of 5 öre blueish green. F=5.500+. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

250

€uro

P µ 1235 30i **/ *

1236
P µ 1236 31j **

A spectacular block of six of 5 öre bluish green, three stamps **. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB & SCARCE.

1238

500

1239

Very well centered and fresh 6 öre bluish lilac. F=6.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

150

P

1237 28b+
31b 

Fantastic small cover with two copies of 3 öre dull orange brown and
6 öre reddish lilac with very clear canc. ”KLEFVA 4.11 1878”. Some
perfs slightly toned. Shades by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

100

P

1238 32e 

Very beautiful 12 öre dull blue canc. ”NERIKES BO 21.7 1880”. Shade
by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

Bid

IMPERFORATE 12 öre dark blue in a very beautiful normal proof.
F=7.500+. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB & SCARCE.

200

P µ 1239 32v1 **

295

€uro

P

1240 32 

Very beautiful Return Receipt (mottagningsbevis)
with 12 öre blue canc. ”FALUN 23.10 1885”. Vertical
fold not touching the stamp. Only two known acc.
to Ferdén. F=10.000. SCARCE.

P µ 1241 32c+L5b+ Exceptional mixed franking on a domestic letter with 12 öre deep blue
L14d  ”LINKÖPING 10.1 1883”. Paying for missing postage and notification
fee with postage due stamps 6 öre in perf. 14 mixed with 12 öre perf.
13. One tear on 12 öre. The postage due stamps are not cancelled,
which was not an uncommon practice. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & SCARCE.

P µ 1242 33b
**/ *
P µ 1243 33d **
296

1242

500

150

1243

Very fresh block of four of 20 öre orange red, an early
shade rare in blocks. Two stamps **. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.
Very fresh never hinged block of four of 20 öre pale orange red.
F=23.200++. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE

1.000
600

€uro

P µ 1244 33d 

1245

A very interesting double rate cover to USA with two copies 20 öre
dull orange, some short perfs ”UPSALA 26.2 1884”. Opened by the
US Post and closed again with their seal from 1879, Scott OX2.
Unusual to find on covers from Sweden. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & RARE.

1247

1248

500

1249

P

1245 33e 

Very beautiful 20 öre orange red with fantastic canc. ”KLOTEN 9.9
1884”. Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

Bid

P

1246 33 

Beautiful cover to Egypt with 20 öre in pair ”UPPSALA 4.2 1885”,
transit and arr. pmks on back. VERY FINE & RARE.

150

P

1247 34c 

Very beautiful 24 öre orange yellow canc. ”BRODDBO 7.2 1882. Shade
by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

Bid

A wonderful 24 öre yellow ”HAGBY 12.9 1880”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

150

Beautiful and fresh 24 öre in the scarce shade dull yellow orange.
F=3.000. Shade by Olle Pettersson.

100

P µ 1248 34d 
P

1249 34e *

297

€uro

P µ 1250 34f
**/ *
P µ 1251 34kv8 **

P µ 1252 33-34 

1253
P

1253 35f *

P µ 1254 35j **
P µ 1255 35j **

298

1250

1251

LEMON YELLOW, this rare shade on hard white
paper in a very beautiful block of four. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & VERY RARE.

750

Very fresh corner block of four of 24 öre orange yellow. The two upper
stamps with variety, horizontal coloured line along the top margin.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & SCARCE.

400

A spectacular parcel card with two pairs of 24 öre and two blocks of
ten of 20 öre (one on the back). Superb canc. ”HUSUM 5.12 1880”,
some creases. Block of ten is largest multiple known of 20 öre.

300

1254

1255

Very beautiful and fresh 30 öre in the very scarce shade dull brown.
F=7.000. Shade by Olle Pettersson.

200

Very beautiful and fresh never hinged 30 öre olivish yellow brown.
F=15.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

300

A very well centered 30 öre olivish yellow brown. Signature on
back. F=15.000. Copy of cert. (for block of four 5, 5, 5) Obermüller
Wilen. SUPERB.

300

€uro

P µ 1256 35j ** Very fresh and beautiful block of four of 30 öre olivish yellow brown. F=48.000+. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

1.000

P µ 1257 36a  LARGEST MULTIPLE RECORDED of 50 öre carmine. A fantastic block of 40 on a very large piece
from an address letter for an insured parcel. Some
defects for obvious reasons. Not recorded in Facit.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXHIBITION RARITY.

1.000
299

€uro

P

1258
1258 36v1 *

P µ 1259 36f *

P µ 1260 36h **
P µ 1261 36h *

P µ 1262 36h 

1259
1260
1261
Beautiful 50 öre imperforate lightly hinged with good margins.

150

Exceptional 50 öre rose red. F=4.200. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

100

Beautiful and fresh 50 öre carmine red in a never hinged copy.
F=10.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

250

Very beautiful 50 öre rose on post glazed paper. F=4.200. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

100

An exceptional piece with 50 öre rose in two strips of five ”GÖTEBORG PAKET 10.11 1884”. Defect perf. on one stamp. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

150

1263
P µ 1263 37 *
P µ 1264 37 *

P
300

1265 38a *

1264

Very fresh and extremely lightly hinged 1 riksdaler. F=19.000. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen & Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

400

Very fresh and well centered 1 Riksdaler. F=28.000. Cert Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB.

500

Beautiful 1 kr. orange brown and blue. F=5.000. Shade by Olle
Pettersson.

100

€uro

P µ 1266 38g **

P µ 1267 38g 

A wonderful 1 kr. yellowish brown and blue almost perfectly centered and never hinged. F=20.000+. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5

1267

500

1269

A wonderful 1 kr. yellowish brown and blue on post glazed paper
with extremely beautiful canc. ”STOCKHOLM L:L: 28.6 1887”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

150

P

1268 38 **

A very well centered 1 kr. brown and blue. F=20.000. SUPERB

500

P

1269 38 

Very fresh 1 kr. brown and blue with extremely beautiful canc. ”ÖREBRO 17.6 1882”. SUPERB.

Bid

P µ 1270 38d+33d A beautiful little piece with 1 kr. and 20 öre with superb ”LYCKSELE

10.8 1882”, minor imperfections. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

Bid
301

€uro

Circle Type with Posthorn

1271
P µ 1271 43a 
P

1272 43c 

P µ 1273 46d 

P µ 1274 47a **

P µ 1275 47a **

P
302

1276 47e 

1272

1273

1274

Fantastic copy 5 öre dull blue green with extremely clear canc.
”SURTE 8.10 1887”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

Bid

Beautiful 5 öre deep green canc. ”SNAFLUNDA 17.3 1888”. Shade by
Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

Bid

Wonderful copy 20 öre orange red on yellowish paper with extremely
beautiful canc. ”JERNSKOG 2.3 1890”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5.

150

Very beautiful and well centered 30 öre in the scarcer olivish brown
shade. F=7.500++. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5

200

Beautiful and well centered block of four 30 öre olivish brown. A
couple of slightly shorter perf. tips not mentioned in cert. Some
separation between the right stamps and the margin. F=30.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

400

Very beautiful and well centered 30 öre yellowish brown with blue
canc. ”GNESTA 11.9 1889”. Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

Bid

€uro

P

P

1277 47 

1278 40+47+
52 

1279
P µ 1279 48e **

P

1280 48 

P µ 1281 49d 

ONE OF THE WORLD’S SMALLEST REGISTERED LETTERS. A
fantastic little envelope, ca 3 x 4 cm, pictured here in natural size.
Nicely addressed on front and canc. ”R”. franked on back with 30
öre canc. ”STOCKHOLM 13.1 1889”. Exceptional!

400

Very beautiful C.O.D newspaper wrapper with 2 öre orange, 30 öre
brown and 5 öre green Oscar II, making 37 öre (correct third rate printed
matter). Short corner perf. on 2 öre due to placement.

100

1280

1281

Very beautiful and almost perfectly centered 50 öre dark violetish
carmine. F=6.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5

200

Very fresh 50 öre red with extremely beautiful canc. ”SUNNE 3.10
1892”. SUPERB.

Bid

A wonderful copy 1 kr. brown/dark blue in perfect centering and
with an excellent ”WARBERG 15.10 1896”. One perf. in right margin
has been discussed, but HOW has confirmed that it is accepted and
that quality is the highest. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

200

303

€uro

P

1282 49v1 **

1282
1283
Very beautiful and fresh never hinged margin copy of 1 kr. F=5.500.

200

P

1283 49 

Very fresh 1 kr. with fantastic canc. ”ÖREBRO 12.12 1891”. SUPERB.

Bid

Oscar II

P µ 1284 39Ia **

P

1285 39Ia **

P

1286 45 **

P µ 1287 54P (*)
304

Very well centered 10 öre dull carmine. F=9.500. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

1285
1286
Very fresh block of four of 10 öre dull carmine. F=26.000.

150

500

Very fresh block of four of 10 öre with margin at right showing the
posthorn. F=8.800. VERY FINE.

150

Exceptional corner margin block of 10 öre proof on greenish proof
paper with dense print on back. Opinion Lorentzon. SCARCE.

200

€uro

1288

1289

P

1288 55vm2 ** Watermark, parts of two crowns on all the stamps in a margin block of
fifteen of 15 öre Oscar II. F=13.500+.

200

P

1289 56vm2 ** Corner block of ten of 20 öre, all with watermark parts of two crowns.
F=9.000+. SCARCE.

200

1290

1291

P

1290 56 

Beautiful cover to New South Wales (Australia) with 20 öre blue canc.
”STENUNGSUND 8.10 1900”. Arrival canc. on back. Two small pin
holes in the cover. Stamp with an interesting plate crack.
SCARCE DESTINATION.

Bid

P

1291 57vm ** Corner block of ten of 25 öre, all with watermark parts of two crowns.
F=13.000+. SCARCE.

200

2

1292

1293

P

1292 58vm2 ** Corner block of ten of 30 öre, all with watermark parts of two crowns.
F=18.000+. SCARCE.

P

1293 59a **

Very fresh and well centered 50 öre lilac grey in a never hinged copy.
F=6.000. Shade by Olle Pettersson.

300
100

305

€uro

Bicoloured Numeral Type

P

1294 61-64 

P

1295 62P (*) PROOF TYPE A for Bicoloured Numeral Type in
dark blue and red colour. Only two copies known
outside of the Swedish Postal Museum.
SUPERB & RARE.

1.000

1296 64P  COLOUR PROOF WITH WITH TEST CANCELLATION ”STOCKHOLM C. 3. 11.5 92” of 4 öre
Bicoloured Numeral Type in the colour of 2 öre,
with very large margins. UNIQUE OUTSIDE OF
THE SWEDISH POSTAL MUSEUM.

1.000

P

306

Rare railway machine canc. ”PKXP No 2 A INR U 25.8 1907” on a beautiful envelope with the complete set of Bicoloured Numeral Type.

Bid

€uro

General Post Office

1297

1298

P

1297 65 **

General Post Office 5 kr. 1903 perfectly centered. F=7.500+.
EXCELLENT.

200

P

1298 65 **

Perfectly centered corner margin block of four. F=30.000.
EXCELLENT.

500

Small National Coat of Arms

P

1299 70P (*)

Imperforated proof of 4 öre Small National Coat of Arms in pair on
yellowish paper without watermark. SCARCE.

100

P

1300 70vm **

Inverted watermark on 4 öre Coat of Arms in a well centered block of
four. SUPERB.

Bid
307

€uro

Gustaf V in Medallion

P

1301 76 

Very beautiful pair of 10 öre on piece with superb and rare postmark of
Riga. ”Received in Riga per steamship from Stockholm”. SUPERB

1302

100

1303

P

1302 77 **

Very well centered block of four of 1 kr. Medallion. Interesting printing
flaw on lower left stamp. Natural gum bend on left stamps. F=11.600.
SUPERB.

Bid

P

1303 77vm2 ** Well centered margin block of four of 1 kr. Medallion. The two right
stamps with wmk parts of two crowns. The KPV wmk in margin very close
to the perforation. SCARCE.

250

1304

1305

P

1304 78vm1 ** PARTS OF THREE CROWNS WMK on the two top stamps in a block
of four of 5 kr. with inverted watermark. Not quoted in Facit.
VERY RARE.

P

1305 84v **

308

Imperf. block of four of 15 öre reddish brown Gustaf in Medallion.
F=4.000++. SUPERB.

100
Bid

Gustaf V sets in Full Sheets

Lot # 1306 µ
75..104 **
All three Medallion issue sets cpl. apart from 55 & 80
öre, watermark crown, without watermark (or with
KPV) as well as all overprint values. Some values present in more than one shade. Very good quality, one
sheet (F. No. 80) with some minor separation.
F=827.480.
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY

€uro 8.000

309

Excellent Värnamo 5, 5 ,5

Lot # 1307 µ
92+94 **
A fantastic set 55 & 80 öre in perfect condition. Very rare in this
quality, especially 80 öre is very difficult to find perfect. Certs
Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5
€uro 3.000

P

1308 97 

1.98 Medallion single on very beautiful address card for parcel to
Russia canc. ”STOCKHOLM 8.9 1917”. SCARCE.
1.000

Landstorm Issues

Ex 1309
P µ 1309 105-114A Landstormen I overprints on original stamps in a cpl. beautiful set
**/ *
mostly in good centering. One stamp with hinge trace. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE SET.
310

100

€uro

Ex 1310

1311

P µ 1310 115-25 ** ”Landstorm II” cpl. 11 in ”handpicked” centering. Scarce as such.
F=7.900+. SUPERB.

150

P

1311 124 **

”Landstorm II” 1916 1 kr. in almost perfect centering. Rare as such.
SUPERB.

100

P

1312 125vm1
**

Perfectly centered block of four with inverted watermark.
F=12.000++. EXCELLENT.

250

Airmail Stamps 1920

P µ 1313 136+
137v1 *

Inverted overprint 10 öre on 3 öre and 20 öre on 2 öre. F=7.000.

150

311

Superb Watermark Crown

Lot # 1314 µ
137vm *
A very beautiful and well centered 20 öre Airmail 1920 with wmk
crown. Only 100 issued and very rare in this quality. F=26.000+.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB AIRMAIL RARITY
€uro 1.500

P

1315 138 **

Strongly misplaced overprint on very fresh block of four of 50 öre
Airmail stamp. F=4.400+.

250

Coil Stamps

P
312

1316 140Acx ** Pair 5 öre Lion type I with wmk lines. Dividing line in the middle, the
left stamp slightly lower. Extremely strong colour. F=3.600++.

100

€uro

P

1317 140Acx ** Very fresh strip of five of 5 öre green standing Lion with watermark
lines. F=9.000.

100

P µ 1318 140C cx + Complete sheet of 5 öre green with watermark lines, 10 stamps with
cxz **
watermark lines + KPV. The sheet has a plate joint line number ”0”.
F=37.500.

250

1319
1320
1319 142Ea ** Very beautiful and well centered 5 öre brownish orange red Standing
Lion. F=9.000+. SUPERB.

200

1320 142Ecz  Very rare watermark inverted lines and KPV on 5 öre brownish orange
red Standing Lion. Slightly shorter perfs at left. F=19.000.
SCARCE.

300

P
P

P µ 1321 144
Watermark KPV on beautiful and fresh strip of
Abzv3 four 10 öre Standing Lion with tête-bêche pair, tails
**
against each other. F=24.000++. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE.

1.000
313

€uro

P

1322 144V3bz Watermark KPV on fresh Tête-bêche pair of 10 öre Standing Lion
**
with tails against each other. F=30.000. VERY FINE & SCARCE.

500

P

1323 144V3bz Watermark KPV on used well centered Tête-bêche pair of 10 öre

Standing Lion with tails against each other F=33.000.
VERY FINE & RARE.

500

P

1324 146Ca ** Exceptional block of four Lion 10 öre in the rare ultramarine violet shade. F=6.400++. SUPERB.

100

P

1325 149Ac ** Well centered strip of five of 10 öre red Gustaf V on B paper. F=4.500.
SUPERB.

Bid

314

€uro

1326

P µ 1326 151Aa *

1327
Very beautiful 20 öre Gustaf V En Face ultramarine blue on Agrg
paper. F=3.600. Signed and cert. Menzinsky. VERY FINE.

Bid

P

1327 151Ac ** Very well centered strip of five of 20 öre blue Gustaf V on Agrg paper.
F=5.000. SUPERB.

Bid

P

1328 151C **

Gustaf V en face 20 öre in a very well centered plate number block of 10 .
F=7.000++. EXCELLENT.

250

P

1329 151Cbz ** Gustaf V 20 öre, all stamps with clear wmk KPV in a very well centered
block of four. F=7.200++. SUPERB.

200

P µ 1330 151C+bz Complete sheet of 100 stamps 20 öre Gustaf V full face 1920. Plate
**
number ”1 - 2”. Watermark letters (KPV) on 20 stamps. Some stamps
at right with some short perfs. F=92.000.

750
315

Unique Colour Proof

Lot # 1331
152P
An exceptional proof in blue violet of Gustaf II Adolf 20 öre. The
only copy known of this shade outside of the Postal Museum.
EXCELLENT EXHIBITION ITEM

€uro 1.500

1332

1333

P

1332 152Abz ** Beautiful strip of five 20 öre blue Gustaf II Adolf with watermark KPV.
F=4.500. VERY FINE.

P

1333 154b **

P

1334 154bz **

Very beautiful and well centered strip of five 110 öre Gustaf Vasa with
wmk. KPV. F=14.000+. SUPERB.

200

P

1335 155bz **

Gustav Vasa 140 öre with wmk KPV in an exceptional strip of five with
coloured dividing line. The two stamps at right in much stronger black
colour. Also control figure ”6” on back of the 4th stamp. Very interesting for the specialist. SUPERB.

150

Very fresh strip of five of 110 öre dull blue Gustaf Vasa on B paper.
F=9.000+. SUPERB.

1334

316

Bid
Bid

1335

€uro

1336

1337

P

1336 163a **

A well centered 60 öre violet carmine. F=9.000++. EXCELLENT.

200

P

1337 167a **

Beautiful and fresh strip of five of 90 öre Crown & Posthorn. F=9.500.

100

P

1338 167a **

1338
1339
Very fresh strip of five of 90 öre blue Crown & Posthorn on A2 paper.
F=9.500. VERY FINE.

100

Very fresh strip of five of 90 öre greenish blue Crown & Posthorn on
white paper. Each stamp sign. Raybaudi in pencil and one stamp sign.
Bo Grenstedt. F=17.500.

200

P µ 1339 167b **

P

1340 168bz ** RARE watermark KPV on 1 kr. Crown & Posthorn. F=24.000.

500

P

1341 171a **

Very fresh strip of five of 120 öre olivish grey black Crown & Posthorn
on A2 paper. One stamp with some short perfs. F=10.000. SUPERB.

100

P

1342 175Acxz Extremely rare watermark lines and KPV on very fresh and well cen
tered 15 öre violet Gustaf V Left Profile. F=19.000.
VERY FINE & RARE

500
317

€uro

1343

1344

P

1343 177Ab ** Well centered strip of five of 15 öre dull red Gustaf V Left Profile on A2
paper. F=7.000. SUPERB.

100

P

1344 177Ac ** Extremely well centered strip of five of 15 öre red type II Gustaf V Left
Profile on white paper. F=7.000. SUPERB - EXCELLENT.

Bid

1

1345

1346

P

1345 179b **

Very fresh strip of five of 20 öre ulmarish violet Gustaf V Left Profile
on Agrg paper. F=9.000. VERY FINE.

100

P

1346 179gbz ** Very beautiful and well centered strip of three 20 öre Gustaf V Left
Profile ultramarish violet with wmk. KPV. F=16.500+. SUPERB.

200

P

1347 180b **

Gustaf V 20 öre red on white paper in a beautiful strip of five.
F=4.000++. EXCELLENT.

Bid

P

1348 184 **

Gustaf V 25 öre orange in a very fresh strip of five. F=4.000+. SUPERB.

Bid

P

1349 185b *

Very beautiful and well centered 30 öre Gustaf V Left Profile in the
scarce shade light blue. F=4.000. SUPERB.

100

1347

1350

1348

1351

P

1350 187a **

Extremely welll centered and fresh strip of five of 35 öre carmine violet Gustaf V Left Profile. F=6.000. EXCELLENT.

100

P

1351 187b **

Fresh strip of five of 35 öre dull carmine violet Gustaf V Left Profile.
F=7.500. VERY FINE.

100

318

€uro

1352

1353

P

1352 189a **

Very well centered and fresh strip of five of 40 öre yellowish olive green
type II Gustaf V Left Profile on A1 paper. F=7.000. SUPERB.

100

P

1353 190b **

Fresh strip of five of 40 öre olive green type II Gustaf V Left Profile on
white paper. F=7.500. SUPERB.

Bid

1354

1355

P

1354 191a **

Well centered strip of five of 45 öre dark brown Gustaf V Left Profile.
F=4.750.

Bid

P

1355 192b **

Gustaf V 50 öre olivish grey in a beautiful strip of five. F=6.500.

Bid

Only minutes between Copenhagen and Malmö
The train brings you directly from Copenhagen
Airport to Malmö City in 20 minutes or from
Copenhagen City to Malmö City in 35 minutes.
Tell your travel agent about it and buy your train
ticket already when you book your flight.
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€uro

Later Issues

1356

1357

1358

P

1356 144A+
208 

Very beautiful parcel card with 10 öre Standing Lion together with 1
kr. World Postal Congress canc. ”SKARA 18.12 1924”. Some stains in
the left margins of the stamps. SCARCE.

100

P

1357 233a **

Exceptionally well centered block of four of 5 kr. Royal Palace on toned
paper. F=10.000. EXCELLENT.

100

P

1358 186+
Very beautiful parcel card to Australia with 30 öre and 145 öre Gustaf
195+233a V Left Profile together with 5 kr. The Royal Palace on toned paper

canc. ”YSTAD 11.6 1934”. Fold in the card, well away from the stamps.
SCARCE.

Bid

P µ 1359 1291+
1292 P

Fjällvärld 1984 two proofs on carton paper incl. one very interesting in
red colour. SCARCE

Bid

P

Imperforated booklet ”Summer in Bohuslän”. F=2.000.

Bid

320

1360 SH6v

Official Stamps

First Day

Lot # 1361 µ
Tj1b 
Excellent canc. ”LIDKÖPING 1.1 1874” on a piece with 3 öre yellowish orange brown, minor faults. Apart from one cover, this is
the only recorded copy. Incl. an interesting small signed note confirming the receipt and usage of the first official stamp at the
”Kronofogdekontor”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 2.000

1362
P µ 1362 Tj 3b **
P µ 1363 Tj 6a *
P

1364 Tj 6a *

1363

1364

Very fresh and well centered 5 öre light blue green. F=4.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

Very beautiful and perfectly centered 20 öre deep orange red perf. 14
with a very small trace of a hinge. Shade by O. Pettersson. SUPERB.

300

Beautiful and fresh 20 öre deep orange red. One slightly shorter perf.
in upper margin. F=8.500. Shade according to Olle Pettersson.

100

321

€uro

1365
P

1365 Tj 7 *

1366

1367

Fresh and beautiful 24 öre yellow. F=8.500.

150

Very fresh 50 öre violetish carmine on blue greyish paper. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4

100

Very fresh and beautiful 50 öre red. F=4.800.

100

P µ 1368 Tj 10c An exceptional 1 kr. perf. 14 in the rare dull blue
*
and deep yellow brown shade, almost perfect centering. Shade by O. Pettersson. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB & RARE.

500

P µ 1366 Tj 9a *

P

1367 Tj 9 *

1369

1370

1371

P

1369 Tj 10 *

Very fresh 1 kr. blue and brown. F=13.500.

P

1370 Tj 13B  Interesting cover with six 4 öre black canc. ”VEDDIGE 20.2 1903”. Not
recorded in Facit. Some small imperfections.

P µ 1371 Tj 18v4 ** Very clear set-off on a fresh and well centered 20 öre light orange red.
F=7.000+. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

P
322

1372 Tj 20a ** Very fresh and well centered 24 öre orange yellow. Shade by Olle
Pettersson. SUPERB.

100
Bid
150

Bid

€uro

1373
1375
Beautiful block of four of 24 öre. One slightly shorter perf. on upper
left stamp. F=5.200. VERY FINE.

Bid

1374
1376
P µ 1374 Tj 22B ** Beautiful and well centered 50 öre red type II. F=6.500. Cert
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

150

P

200

P

1373 Tj 20 **

1375 Tj 22B ** Beautiful block of four of 50 öre red type II. F=16.000+. VERY FINE.

P µ 1376 Tj 22B  A fantastic copy of 50 öre red type II canc. ”STRENGNÄS 12.6 1894”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén with corrections by Olle Pettersson.
SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5

150

P

1377 Tj 22A  Scarce 50 öre red in block of six canc. ”SÖDERHAMN 23.8 1892”. One
short perf. and some stains of no importance. RARE.

Bid

P

1378 Tj 24Ac
**

300

323

Very well centered and fresh 1 kr. ultramarish blue and deep orange
brown. F=12.000. Shade according to Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

323

Inverted Surcharge

Lot # 1379 µ
Tj 25bv2 
The rare shade dull light blue 10 öre on 12 öre with a superb canc.
”STOCKHOLM 17.12 1890”. Ex. Rothschild. F=65.000++. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.
EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 2.000

P µ 1380 Tj 26 *

P
324

Inverted 10 öre surcharge on 24 öre. Small surface scratch on ”ö” in
öre and natural gum bend. F=65.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE.

750

1381 Tj 28vm1 INVERTED WATERMARK CROWN on beautiful 2 öre yellow with

part of ”ASKERSUND” canc.. F=10.000. VERY FINE & SCARCE.

150

€uro

1382

P

P

1383

1382 Tj 29 INVERTED WATERMARK CROWN on 4 öre lilac.
vm1  Only 4-5 copies known, all canc. ”UPPSALA”.
F=16.000. EXTREMELY RARE.
1383 Tj 34vm1 INVERTED WATERMARK CROWN on very fresh 20 öre blue. One

short perf. in right margin.F=13.000. SCARCE.

500
100

Postage Due Stamps

1384
P µ 1384 L5b+
L14c+
32e 
P µ 1385 L 6d **

1385

DOUBLE MIX. Very interesting cover with 12 öre Circle Type on front
and on back postage due stamps, 6 öre perf. 14 mixed with 12 öre perf.
13, some minor faults. Certs Obermüller Wilén & Kaiser. VERY FINE &
SCARCE.

150

Well centered 20 öre blue ultramarine. F=4.000. Cert Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
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Spectacular 24 öre 5, 5, 5

Lot # 1386 µ
L 7a **
An amazing 24 öre in the rare red violet shade in an absolutely
perfect copy. Very rare especially for postage due stamps. Sign. E.
Diena & cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT & EXTREMELY RARE 5, 5, 5

€uro 1.500

P

1387 L8 

P µ 1388 L 11+
L 16 
326

Very beautiful 30 öre perf. 14 ”ÅTVIDABERG 22.9 1879”.
EXCELLENT.

Bid

Beautiful postal stationery cover from England to Sweden with 1 öre
black in pair and 20 öre blue postage due stamps applied on arrival
and canc. ”GÖTEBORG 21.6 1886.

150

€uro

Postal Stationery

P

1389 bKe6 

Experimental Pearl Circle canc. ”KATRINEHOLM 12.1 1884” on very
beautiful 6 öre postal stationery card. F=4.000.

100

Booklets

P

1390 H4 vm1

Oscar II 10 öre ”pris 3 kronor”, five of the six blocks with inverted
watermark. Rare as such. Control letter ”L” on back. F=17.000+.

500

P

1391 H8 O

Gustaf V Medallion 10 öre 1917 inverted mounting. Small remainder
of paper label on back. Very fresh and fine. F=16.000.

500

1392 H39BC O Gustaf V small figures 1939 perf. 3+4 sides, inverted mounting.
F=11.000.

150

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 18 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
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Rare Landstormen Booklet

Lot # 1393
H50
Very fresh booklet Landstormen I containing ten 5 öre on 2 öre, twenty 5 öre on
3 öre and ten 10 öre on 24 öre. F=40.000.
RARE BOOKLET
€uro 1.000
1394 H143A1 Picture Stone 1963 with 20 stamps in the scarce grey cover with ink filled posthorn on front of the cover. F=17.000.

150

Booklets Collection & Lots
1395 Collection of 52 booklets (H29 - H127). Including H38 with both normal and
inverted mountings, H40 CC with inverted mounting, H43 BC with inverted
mounting, 5 booklets H34 BC/CB, H53. VERY HIGH CATALOGUE VALUE

250

1396 Collection in three albums with nearly 300 booklets 1940 - 1969 incl. some better as well as a number of markings. Two incomplete handmade booklets
included. Please inspect.

500

1397 Standard collection of booklets 1960 -1980 incl. some better e.g Picture Stone and
Flying Swans. Also additional two albums with various stamps and FDCs.

100

1398 Lot with 9 better booklets of which 7 are either BC or CB, eg. H35 with both BC
and CB, H39 BC, H40 CB with inverted mounting. One booklet (H23) with an
ink line on cover. High catalogue value.

200

1399 Accumulation of booklets 1950s - 1990s with a number of markings as well as
usable face value.

250

1400 Extensive accumulation 1940s - 2001 in two large cartons. Main part of the
booklets with markings, often in quantities. Total face value is well over SEK
1.750
56.000 Please inspect.
1401 FACE VALUE. Accumulation of booklets, mostly 1970s to early 1980s but also
some older as well. Face value is ca SEK 10.500.

250

1402 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS. 19 booklets for use within Sweden.

150

1403 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS. 86 booklets, all for use to the Nordic countries.

750

1404 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS, 178 booklets for use to the Nordic countries and 12
2.000
for use within Sweden.
328

€uro

Collections
15.30 hrs

Pµ 1405 A fantastic unused collection 1855 - 1998 in three very well
filled KABE albums. The collection is with very few exeptions complete according to the album pages incl. many
better stamps e.g. Sk. Bco reprints, a beautiful 1 Rd. perf.
13, 55 & 80 öre Gustaf V in medallion etc. Up to 1960s the
stamps are mainly hinged and the modern part never
hinged. See example pictures on our website.

3.000

P µ 1406 Well filled unused collection 1855 - 1950s incl Officials and Postage Due.
Mainly **/* but also some without gum. Starts with various reprints of Sk. Bco
and Local stamps, interesting section Coat of Arms to Landstormen incl. some
varieties, good section coil stamps incl. 10 öre Standing Lion in both têtebêche varieties (one with two separated teeth), a number of better wmks and
papers (some signed KAN). 11 certs included. See example pictures on our
website.
1.000

P µ 1407 Unused collection 1858 - 1988 in two Viking albums, starts with never hinged
1868 reprint 24 Sk. bco, Coat of Arms up to around 1940 mixed */** and some
without gum incl. Landstormen, UPU och Congress. Three certs included.
Parts of collection pictured on our website.

500
329

€uro

Ex 1408
P µ 1408 Very fresh unused collection Circle Type - 1960s. Some better ** e.g. 1 Kr.
Oscar II, 5 Kr. General Post Office, 5 Kr. UPU etc. Also some early canc. stamps
1.000
and slot-machine booklets. Unusually good quality. Please inspect.
µ 1409 Unused collection 1870s - 1999 in four albums, mainly never hinged and very
good quality. With a few exceptions complete from 1940s and onwards.

500

Ex 1410
P µ 1410 Interesting unused collection 1910 - 1950 incl. Officials incl. some better sets e.g.
Landstormen, Universal Postal Union and World Postal Congress. Mixed never
hinged and lightly hinged. Parts of collection pictured on our website.

300

1411 Very fresh unused collection of pairs 1938 - 1971 in one album. Early part mixed
*/** with 16 unhinged BC/CB pairs. From 1950 everything seems to be
unhinged.

100

1412 Cpl. never hinged collection 1944 - 1979 in two very beautiful SAFE Dual
albums. Also incl. four year sets between 1975 - 1982.

150

330

Collection Beautiful Cancellations

Lot # 1413 µ
Very well filled used collection 1855 - 1983 incl. Officials and
Postage Due mainly with superb - excellent canc. Starts with a
beautiful 3 Sk. Bco (small thin), very fine 6 Sk. Bco without any
faults, good Coat of Arms - Circle Type. Oscar II - GV in
Medallion in quantities. Six certs. included. Parts of collection
pictured on our website. Please inspect.
€uro 3.500

Ex 1414
P µ 1414 Very fresh and beautiful mainly used collection 1855 - 1970s incl. Officials and
Postage Due in old Facit album with only a few stamps missing before 1960s.
Good Sk. Bco with three beautifully cancelled 4 Sk., two 8 Sk. and 24 Sk.
(some with small faults), also a very coulorful 6 Sk. with a faint crayon line.
Nice section Coat of Arms to Circle Type incl. beautiful canc. and shades.
Some later issues unused with hinges. Parts of collection pictured on our
website.
1.000
µ 1415 Well filled used collection 1855 - 1974 incl. Officials and Postage Due in one
Leuchtturm album incl. complete Sk. Bco set (some with small faults). Also some
better later issues. See example pictures on our website.

µ 1416 Used collection 1855 - 1990s incl. Officials and Postage Due in one Schaubek
album incl some better stamps as well as some superb canc. See example pictures on our website.

500

100
331

€uro

Ex 1417

Pµ 1417 Very fresh used/unused collection 1855 - 1891 on album
pages. Starts with two beautiful 4 Sk. Bco as well as a very
good looking 24 Sk. Bco, Coat of Arms and Circle Type incl.
a hinged 1 Rd. perf. 14, beautifully canc. 1 Rd. perf 13
(slightly toned), very beautiful never hinged 30 öre with
posthorn, cpl. never hinged set Large Official perf. 14 etc.
Please inspect.

1.500

Ex 1418

P µ 1418 Very well filled used/unused collection 1855 - 1930s starting with cpl. Sk. Bco
incl. one used reprint, all with faults. Coat of Arms, Lion Type and Circle Type
in shades, Oscar II and Gustaf V incl. 5 öre Oscar II in imperf block of six and
55 & 80 öre Medallion in hinged copies (hinge marks showing through). Very
well centered set of Landstormen II etc. Some stamps have hinge marks that
showing through. Three certs included. Entire collection pictured on our website.

750

µ 1419 Interesting used/unused slightly unorganized collection 1855 - 1969 incl.
Officials and Postage Due. Starts with a repaired 3 Sk. Bco (cert. Obermüller
Wilén), 6 & 8 Sk. with faults, six copies 4 Sk. in mixed quality (one with heavily
misplaced perf.). Circle Type - coil stamps often represented with more than one
stamp of each, incl. some with beautiful canc. See example pictures on our website.

300

1420 Collection in one album 1870s - 1971 early part used, from 1930s unused mainly
never hinged. Also a collection used/unused 1960 - 1998 in two albums with
usable face value.

100
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Specialized Collections

Ex 1421

Pµ 1421 CIRCLE TYPE PERF. 14. Fantastic specialized collection
arranged by shades incl. some scarce e.g. 30 öre dark reddish brown mainly with very beautiful - superb canc. and a
number of covers e.g. 4 öre as an additional franking on 6
öre post card to The Netherlands, 28 öre to Finland with
mixed franking Lion Type and Circle Type, 30 öre insured
cover to Denmark, 42 öre to France etc. 18 certs. included.
Entire collection pictured on our website.

1.500

Ex 1422
P µ 1422 CIRCLE TYPE PERF 13. Very interesting collection arranged by shade with a
number of superb - excellent canc. incl. a perfectly canc. 1 Rd. (folded perf.)
and beautiful and scarce covers e.g. 38 öre registered cover to United States, 35
öre COD cover, 20 öre cover to Belgium, 50 öre on insured P.S. card etc. Four
1.000
certs. incl. Entire collection pictured on our website.

Ex 1423
P µ 1423 CIRCLE TYPE WITH POSTORN & PROVISIONALS. Fantastic collection
arranged by shade mainly with superb - excellent canc. and interesting covers
e.g. COD cover, interesting destinations, insured covers, money order with 1
kr. single franking etc. Two certs. included. Entire collection pictured on our
website.

750

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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Ex 1424

Pµ 1424 CANCELLATIONS OF ÖSTERGÖTLAND. Fantastic collection in three beautiful albums with a few exceptions on
Oscar II stamps collected on both single stamps as well as
on covers and postcards with many superb - excellent canc.
Many better canc. e.g. Andö on postcard, Gärdala, Klinga
on beautiful postcard, Kölefors in violet colour, Lillie on
postcard as well as single stamp, Vadstugan etc. Entire collection pictured on our website.
µ 1425 CANCELLATIONS OF ÖSTERGÖTLAND. Collection on beautiful album pages
in one album Gustaf V onwards on both single stamps as well as on covers and
postcards. Entire collection pictured on our website.

1.500

200

µ 1426 COIL STAMPS. Specialized collection of Small National
Coat of Arms, Gustaf V En Face, Gustaf II Adolf, Gustav
Vasa and Gustaf V Left Profile in two albums. The collection is collected both unused as well as used with singles,
pairs, blocks etc. The stamps are arranged by shades, watermarks and paper types. Also includes various varieties and
many better stamps.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

1.250

µ 1427 COIL STAMPS - STANDING LION. Specialized collection
in two albums collected both unused as well as used mostly
singles and pairs in paper types, watermarks and shades as
well as some varieties. Better items include an unused strip
of four of 10 öre green (without watermark) with a ** têtêbêche pair with heads against each other in the middle. A
large part of the unused stamps are never hinged. Very
high cat. value. THE ENTIRE COLLECTION IS PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

2.000

µ 1428 COIL STAMPS - STANDING LION. Specialized collection on around 100
well filled album sheets, collected both used and unused with different
wmks (incl. several better), papers, perfins, coil wrappers and varities, incl.
both tête-bêche pairs (one hinged strip of four with with wmk. KPV, and one
cto.) Also a number of covers and unsorted material in envelopes. Please
inspect.
1.000
µ 1429 COIL STAMPS - CROWN & POSTHORN. An album containing a specialized
collection neatly arranged according to shades, paper types and watermarks.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.
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750

€uro

Ex 1430
P µ 1430 Fantastic small collection Coil stamps - 1940s on three album pages with
superb canc. incl. BC/CB pairs. Entire collection pictured on our website.

250

Ex 1431
P µ 1431 GUSTAF V RIGHT PROFILE. Specialized used collection in two albums with
shades, covers and varities e.g. BC/CB on covers, pre printing paperfolds (very
rare in this period), heavily misplaced perforation on 10 öre violet in a beutiful pair on piece etc. as well as a number of superb - excellent canc. Please
inspect.

400

1432 COIL STRIPS OF FIVE. Collection 1920 - 1970s in three album and one folder
incl. some better Crown and posthorn and Gustaf V Left Profile strips, all in
very good quality. Some single stamps as well as pairs incl. Please inspect.

300

1433 COIL WRAPPERS. Extensive collection in two albums Gustaf VI Adolf & Carl
XVI Gustaf definatives and one folder with mainly 1960s issues. Also a box with
canc. coil wrappers (mainly ”STOCKHOLM PFA”). Ex. Wallberg.

150

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
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Local Post Exhibit

• Lot # 1434 µ
Very interesting four frame exhibition collection 1856 - 1940s offered untouched as it was last exhibited. Mainly STOCKHOLM
AND GOTHENBURG with majority in classic period, also small
section Hälsingborg and Malmö. Starts with a beautiful cover
with 1 Sk. Bco in pair and continues with an interesting section
Stockholms Stadspost incl. proofs, varieties and interesting
covers e.g. beautiful printed matter with 2 öre with Swedish ”ö”,
two covers with 5 öre Postage Due etc. Göteborgs Stadspost with
beautiful covers etc., Hälsingborg with interesting items e.g.
proofs and beautiful covers. A folder with additional material
enclosed. Ex. Gregory Frantz. Entire collection pictured on our
website.
€uro 2.000

µ 1435 STOCKHOLM COUNTY. Around 440 covers, parcel cards, registered covers etc.
in three albums incl. interesting and beautiful items e.g. document about prohibition to produce alcohol 1756, ”Postanstalten” postmarks, postal agency canc.
etc. Please inspect.
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Bid

€uro

Ex 1436

P µ 1436 RAILWAY CANCELLATIONS. Collection of around 300 different mainly
superb - excellent canc. on Oscar II, mounted on beautiful leaves. See example
pictures on our website.

250

1437 COIL STRIPS OF FIVE. Beautiful and extremely fresh ** collection, seemingly cpl. in the period 1930 - 1999 (F. Nos 231/2164) incl. many extra strips
with Facit listed plate flaws, fluorescence varieties (incl. ones not noted in
Facit) etc. Total Facit cat. value is ca 135.000.

800

1438 Rarely offered collection of coil rolls 1920-69 (F. Nos
139/683). Neatly arranged in practical plastic boxes that
each fit 18 rolls. F=1.053.600.
µ 1439 Collection of unused single stamps and strips in one stock book 1920 - 1960s,
early part is mixed hinged and unhinged.

µ 1440 RAILWAY FREIGHT STAMPS. Small collection with both used and unused
stamps. Entire lot pictured on our website.

6.000
100
Bid

Specialized Selections & Lots

P µ 1441 SKILLING BANCO. Very interesting lot with a cpl. set, all with danish numeral canc. 3 & 24 Sk. without any faults (Very Fine), 4, 6 & 8 Sk. with faults. All
with certs Sjöman or Obermüller Wilén.

750

P µ 1442 SKILLING BANCO. Very interesting lot with a fresh 3 Sk. Bco, two copies of
4 Sk. Bco with interesting varities, 6 and 8 Sk. Bco. Also a cover with 4 + 6 Sk.
Bco to Finland. Somewhat mixed quality. Three certs included. All pictured
on our website.

750
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€uro
µ 1443 4 Sk. Bco. Small lot with two covers, one with ”STRENGNÄS” arc canc. as well
as four single stamps all canc. ”TROSA”. One cert. included. All pictured on our
webpage.

µ 1444 FOREIGN CANCELLATIONS. Very interesting remainder
lot on exhibition pages, auction cards etc. Sk. Bco - Circle
Type. e.g 8 Sk. Bco in four copies with Danish and German
canc., 3 öre brown local stamp with Danish ”3” etc. Also a
few covers incl. e.g. 1 1/2 rate to Finland with three copies
of 30 öre canc. on arrival (tear in cover). Somewhat mixed
quality. Entire lot pictured on our website.
µ 1445 Very interesting small lot Sk. Bco - Oscar II with two 4 Sk. Bco (one in the scarce
dull blue shade), 50 öre Coat of Arms in a never hinged copy (copy of cert. for
block of 18), both used and unused Circle Type incl. 1 Rd perf. 13 and a beautifully cancelled 24 öre lemon yellow, imperf. margin pair of 20 öre as well as an
unused block of four of 30 öre. All with cert. Obermüller Wilén. Entire lot pictured on our website.

100

1.000

250

Ex 1446
P µ 1446 COAT OF ARMS - LION TYPE. Small used/unused lot in one stock book
arranged by shades incl. a number of superb - excellent canc.

µ 1447 COVERS COAT OF ARMS, LION & CIRCLE TYPE.
Interesting selection of 17 better covers, some with faults,
but also very nice ones. Nine cerificates with quality
between FINE and SUPERB. E.g. destinations incl. some
rare ones, e.g. to Norway with two reg. covers Coat of Arms
with 30 öre and 98 öre, to France reg. with 139 öre and a unique franking with 5+5+30 öre Circle Type, only these four
F=140.000. Further, one insufficiently paid to France as well
as to Portugal & Spain. Also a 17 öre grey Lion Type. Please
inspect!

500

2.500

Ex 1448
P µ 1448 CIRCLE TYPE PERF. 14. Very interesting used/unused selection in one stock
book arranged by shades incl. superb canc. and varieties. All pictured on our
website.

500

µ 1449 CIRCLE TYPE. Small lot with 14 stamps, all with superb - excellent canc. All pictured on our website.

100
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€uro

Ex 1450
P µ 1450 CIRCLE TYPE WITH POSTHORN & PROVISIONALS. Interesting
used/unused selection in one small stock book with a number of superb canc.
and interesting varieties e.g. set-offs, margin posthorns etc. All pictured on
our website.

500

µ 1451 SHIPMAIL. Very interesting accumulation Circle Type - Medallion (incl. one
5 öre Coat of Arms). Mainly Swedish stamps, covers and cards with foreign
cancellations. Mostly Finland related, much Circle Type. Please inspect!

250

1452 CIRCLE TYPE & OSCAR II in a Visir album. All with readable cancellations incl
a large number superb ones and large variety. Estimated to around 1.000 stamps.
From collector’s estate with a small note on each stamp. Please inspect!

250

1453 COIL STAMPS. Album containing a stock of various unused coil stamps up
to 1936 in moderate quantities arranged by paper type and watermark. A large part is never hinged. Total Facit cat. value is well over 250.000 according to
the consignor.
1.500
1454 STANDING LION. Two small circulation booklets with around 80 stamps incl.
some better watermarks. Please inspect.

Bid

1455 THREE CROWNS. Cpl. set except for 2.10 kr. (F. No. 310) in cpl. coil rolls of 100.
F=75.300.

400

Ex 1456

P µ 1456 Small lot with six unused (hinged) stamps for foreign postal official mail 1876
(Postsaksmärke) as well as three different postal seals.

100

• µ 1457 BAZAAR POST. Three very interesting post cards, all with ”Basar” stamps from
early 20th century. All pictured on our website.

Bid

1458 DET BÄSTAS SVARSLÖSEN (Reader’s Digest pre-payment). A mediumsized carton full of various items from this interesting period. Hundreds of
covers incl. ”postal stationery envelopes”, unused as well as many used ones.
From an old collector’s estate, looks very exciting for the specialist.

200

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 18 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
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€uro

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
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µ 1459 Extensive duplicate stock 1855 - 1920s in ten stock books, with around one
hundred 4 Sk. Bco and nine 8 Sk. Bco, however in mixed quality, Circle Type,
Oscar II, Officials and Postage Due in quantities often sorted by shade incl.
better ones. Also some interesting varieties and beautiful canc. See example
pictures on our website.

500

µ 1460 Very interesting lot 1855 - 1920s with better stamps and rare watermarks on
coil stamps e.g. 3 Sk. Bco with Danish numeral canc. ”1” with faults, fresh 8
Sk. Bco in the scarce bright yellow shade, 60 öre Crown and Posthorn with
wmk. lines and KPV with some short perfs, 15 öre violet Gustaf V in left profile with lines as well as lines and KPV with small faults etc. Most coil stamps
checked by KAN. Eight certs included. Entire lot pictured on our website.

500

1461 Duplicate stock 1855 - ca 1940 in a Visir album. Mixed quality but some good
stamps incl. 3 Sk. Bco in a nice looking rep. copy with blue pen cross, 4 Sk.
Bco in shades, Coat of Arms incl. some nice pieces, Circle Type incl. shades
etc. Also a nice section Officials with many nice cancellations. From collector’s estate with small notes on each stamp. Please inspect.

400

µ 1462 Small but very interesting lot with varieties, watermarks etc. incl. 6 öre Numeral
Type with part of margin posthorn, Oscar II letter press with first day canc., two
copies 4 öre small Coat of Arms with inverted wmk. crown etc. Entire lot pictured on our website.

200

1463 Carton with stamps in quantities mainly 12 öre Circle Type, Oscar II, Gustaf V in
medallion but also some coil stamps in envelopes. Also some Circle Type on pieces and exhibition canc. on Oscar II.

200

1464 Interesting lot with more than 100 Visir pages and stock cards etc. with mainly
readable canc. incl. many superb mainly from the early 1900s.

300

1465 Large carton from estate with more than 10 thick albums and some stockbooks. A lot of cancellation incl. some books with many superb ones. Much
with stamps from later decades, with booklet panes, blocks, pairs, combination blocks etc., often very nicely cancelled. Please inspect.

200

1466 Large carton full of albums with ** duplicates, modern as well as older. The
later part with high face value. Also 7 year sets 1989-96 and as well more than
300 discount stamps (for Nordic countries) mostly in blocks. Further interesting used material incl. a Visir album with much HA 6 blocks and combinations lightly canc. and another one with BC- & CB pairs, a specialized collection Oscar II -1940 and an interesting duplicate lot Landstorm used and
unused, official stamps as well as an album with interesting local stamps and
some interesting covers. Very high value! Please inspect.

500

1467 Various unused collections 1940s - 1995 in 9 albums incl. three nice safe Dual
albums.

150

1468 CANCELLATIONS. Large carton from estate with old and modern cancellations incl. 9 albums and a box full of many hundreds of modern booklets with
excellent canc. Further stockbooks and Visir albums with cancellations incl.
Circle Type, Oscar II incl. a box sorted in small envelopes for town canc.,
semi-modern stamps etc. Please inspect!

500

1469 Carton containing a decent Swedish collection 1855 - 1936, interesting picture
postcards, Oscar II stamps in quantities, glassine envelopes with interesting
stamps from various countries. Also a box with face value incl. some discount
booklets. Please inspect.

300

€uro
1470 The folder ”Kusthavet” in very good condition with five engravings by
Czeslaw Slania, Zlatko Jakus, Martin Mörck, Lars Sjööblom and Piotr
Nazarkowski.

200

1471 KILOWARE. Two sealed boxes from estate, years 1949 and 1950 noted with pen
on the boxes by the consignors father (from 1951 onwards the years were stamped on the boxes). Kiloware is always sold ”as is”.

200

1472 KILOWARE. Six sealed boxes, 1966 (2), 1973, 1976, 1977, 1979. Kiloware is sold
”as is”.

100

1473 Remainder lot in one carton with booklets and coil rolls, mainly from 1950s incl.
some booklets with markings. Also two sealed kiloware packets from 1972.

Bid

1474 FACE VALUE.Carton containing booklets, opened year sets, albums etc. Total
face value is SEK 7.300 + 26 discount booklets for use to the Nordic countries as well as
59 loose stamps and 1 discount booklet for use within Sweden.

500

1475 FACE VALUE. Carton containing various ** stamps in year sets, booklets and
album. Total face value ca SEK 12.000 A large part in useful values.

300

1476 FACE VALUE. Lot with year sets 1972 - 1996 (some years opened) and booklets
1950s - 1990s Total face value around SEK 5.000 and 11 discount booklets for use to
the Nordic countries and 2 for use within Sweden.

200

1477 FACE VALUE. Accumulation of cpl. sets of Europa CEPT 1960 (600), 1969
(1.126), 1974 (1.789), 1975 (2.793), 1976 (61), 1977 (497), 1978 (175), 1979 (78), 1980
(1.400), 1981 (1.300), 1984 (400) & 1988 (400). Total face value SEK 30.900.

800

1478 FACE VALUE. Large accumulation Europa CEPT up to 1990
in complete sets, sorted in glasine envelopes per 100 sets.
Face value SEK 146.400.
1479 FACE VALUE. Small lot of booklets, year sets, booklet year sets etc. mainly from
1960s - 1980s incl. some better e.g. Picture Stone, markings etc. Also a few
Discount booklets. Please inspect.

4.000

100

Covers & Postal History

µ 1480 CIRCLE TYPE PERF. 13. Selection of five parcel cards with different frankings, all unique acc. to Ferdén. Some with small imperfections. All pictured
on our website.

300

µ 1481 CIRCLE TYPE PERF. 13. Very interesting selection of 25 covers, parcel cards,
insured covers etc. incl. some sent abroad. All pictured on our website. Please
inspect.

300

1482 Large carton covers and cards 1855 - 1940s from collector’s estate in boxes and
albums with e.g well over 100 covers with 12 öre Coat of Arms and a number
of covers with Circle Type and Large Official stamps, post cards etc. Please
inspect

250

µ 1483 Lot containing various older covers and cards incl. interesting prephilatelic
items, several 1910s Gustaf V covers sent to Egypt etc.

200

µ 1484 Very interesting lot with 20 covers prephilately - Gustaf V in medallion with
nine prephilatelic covers, four Coat of Arms cover incl. a 42 öre registered cover
(one stamp slightly aged), six Circle Type covers, and one interesting censored
cover from Great Britain with 24 öre postage due. Six certs included. Entire lot
pictured on our website.
µ 1485 Sorting box with a few hundred covers, cards as well as various postal forms
from older to more modern.

150
150
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€uro

Picture Postcards
1486 YSTAD. Sorting box containing a stock of a few hundred postcards, old to more
modern, mostly diff. and most in individual plastic sleeves.

150

1487 SKÅNE. Malmöhus county (M-län), places L-V (mostly smaller places, no
Malmö or Lund). Stock containing several hundred old to more modern postcards in a large sorting box, nearly all diff. with most in individual plastic sleeves.

200

1488 SKÅNE. Malmöhus county (M-län), places A-L (none from Lund). Stock containing a few hundred old to more modern postcards in a large sorting box, nearly
all diff. with most in individual plastic sleeves.

200

1489 SKÅNE. Kristianstads county (L-län). Stock containing many hundred old to
more modern postcards in a large sorting box, nearly all diff. with most in individual plastic sleeves.

200

1490 Small lot with around 75 postcards, mainly with motifs from Jönköping early
1900s up to 1960s.

Bid

Only minutes between Copenhagen and Malmö
The train brings you directly from Copenhagen
Airport to Malmö City in 20 minutes or from
Copenhagen City to Malmö City in 35 minutes.
Tell your travel agent about it and buy your train
ticket already when you book your flight.
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An invitation to consign to the
Postiljonen Autumn Auction
We are looking for better single
items and collections for our
International Auction
27-28 September 2019
Please book a meeting with us:
Malmö +46 (0)40-25 88 50
Stockholm +46 (0)8 32 70 70
Copenhagen +45 33 91 52 00
We look forward
to your call!
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Order it at: www.ffejournal.com
Selection of Articles:

Fakes Forgeries Experts

Fakes, Forgeries & Experts Journal
Anniversary Issue #20

”Surcharges”
By Jean-François Brun

New Zealand: A Forged Separation Variety
By Bob Odenweller
Artist Muse or Deceptive Forgeries?
By Ken Pugh
Belgian Congo: Some new discoveries in
forged overprints and handstamps
By Luc Vander Marken
The most productive author-experts
in the history of FFE Journal
By Claes Arnrup

The unissued crown stamps of Macao
Luis Frazao

The World’s first forged Postage Stamp
Eduardo Escalada
Letters from Corfu carried by the
Austrian Lloyd to Trieste
Mario Mentaschi

Editor
Vincent Schouberechts
Kardinaal Sterckxlaan 53
BE-1860 MEISE
BELGIUM
Email Victoria2000@telenet.be
Phone : +32/474.84.84.39

St Pierre & Miquelon forgeries
James R. Taylor
Do you want to be a member of the FFE
authors? Contact the editor with your idea!

Facit Special Classic 2020
All Nordic stamps up to 1951
with varieties and specialties.
Hardbound.
Facit Norden 2020
All Nordic stamps from 1951
onwards with varieties, the period
before 1951 is described with issue
and denomination, without varieties.
Also complete list of booklets from
all Nordic countries.
Hardbound
Out in mid-September!
Facit Postal IX
The invaluable
catalogue for
collectors of
Swedish town
cancellations and
postal history.

All catalogues with English text!
Ask your stamp dealer or
order it directly from us:
www.facit.se
Retailers may order it by
contacting our wholesalers:
Collectia AB
Pramvägen 1
312 51 KNÄRED
0430-50743
info@collectia.se
www.collectia.se
SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23 HELSINGBORG
042-144982
mail@safealbum.se

Facit Sverige 2019
The catalogue featuring all
Swedish stamps in colour.
Also Swedish local post.

FACIT FÖRLAGS AB
Box 537, SE-201 25 Malmö, Sweden
info@facit.se, www.facit.se
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"Gold Coins From Sweden 1512-2020"
available at FACITstamps

Finally the first edition of "Gold Coins From Sweden 1512-2020", including valuations,
statistics and auction sales, is here. The coins and medals are presented along with
historical and numismatic articles written in three languages - Swedish, English and
German. This is the first illustrated catalogue of its kind, featuring the complete gold
coinage of Sweden, as well as a selection of gold medals. Buy it at:

• Stamps
• Minisheets
• Full sheets
• Booklets
• Collections

stamps

Catalogues
Books
Accessories
Year sets
Subscriptions

FACITstamps - Box 537 - S-201 25 Malmö - Sweden
346
www.FACITstamps.se - +46 40 25 88 55

•
•
•
•
•

Welcome to

4-6 September
A Nordic Exhibi on in Malmö
Welcome to a philatelic exhibi on with Nordic status. The exhibi on is organized by a number
of philatelic clubs together with all the Nordic Philatelic Associa ons. It will take place at
MalmöMässan conven on center, only 13 minutes by train from Copenhagen Airport!
The exhibi on is supported by:

Main Commercial Partner

www.nordia2020.se
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VOCABULARY – WÖRTERVERZEICHNIS –
ORDLISTE – ORDLISTA
above
acceptable copy
accumulation
average
beautiful
bisect
below
booklet
bundle
cachet
cancellation
charity
chalky paper
clean
close cut
coat of arms
coil (stamp)
commercial cover
comprehensive
corner
counted
cover
crease
crown & posthorn
cut into
definitives
early
entire
error
exception
expensive
few
fake
fine copy
forgery
frame
front
gum disturbance
hinge
ink
insured cover
inverted
issue
item
letter
lot
margin
mini sheet
mixed
normal mounting
numeral type
official
overprint
perfectly placed canc.
perforation
pin hole
plate flow
postage due
postal stationery
postmark
pre-philately
printing error
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oben
(grosser) Posten
durchschnitt
schön
Halbierung
unten
Heftchen
Bündel
(Sonder)Stempel
Stempel
Wohltätigkeit
Kreidepapier
sauber
eng geschnitten
Wappen
Automatmarke
Gebrauchsbrief
ausgedehnte
Ecke
gezählt
Brief
Bug
Posthorn
beschnitten
Dauerserie
früh
Brief mit Inhalt
Fehler
Ausnahme
teuer
einige
Fälschung
Fälschung
Rahmen
Vorderseite
Gummifehler
Falz
Tinte
Wertbrief
kopfstehend
Ausgabe
Marke, Los
Brief
Los
Rand
Block
gemischte
oben eingeklebt
Ringtype
Dienst
Überdruck
Zahnung
Nadelstich
Plattenfehler
Porto
Ganzsache
Stempel
Vorphilatelie
Fehldruck

foroven
akseptabelt eks.
(stort) parti
gennemsnit
smuk
halvering
forneden
hæfte
bundt
(sær)stempel
stempel
velgørenhed
kridtpapir
ren
tæt klippet
våbentype
rulle (mærke)
brugsbrev
omfattende
hjørne
talt
brev
fold
posthorn
beklippet
brugsmærker
tidlig
brev med indhold
fejl
undtagelse
dyr
enkelte, nogle
forfalskning
godt eks
forfalskning
ramme
forside
gummifejl
hængsel
blæk
værdibrev
omvendt
udgave
mærke, lot
brev
lot
rand
miniark
blandet
normal indklæbning
ringtype
tjeneste
overtryk
retvendt stempel
takning
nålestik
pladefejl
porto
helsag
stempel
førfilateli
fejltryk

ovanför
godtagbart ex
(stort) parti
genomsnitt
vacker
halvering
nedanför
häfte
bunt
(special)stämpel
stämpel
välgörenhet
kritpapper
ren
nära klippt
vapentyp
rulle (bandmärke)
bruksbrev
omfattande
hörn
räknat
brev
veck
postemblem
inklippt
bruksmärken
tidig
brev med innehåll
fel
undantag
dyr
fåtal, några
förfalskning
gott ex
förfalskning
ram
framsida
gummit påverkat
fastsättare
bläck
ass brev
omvänt
utgåva
märke, objekt
brev
objekt, parti
marginal
miniatyrark (block)
blandad
rätvänd infattning
ringtyp
tjänste
övertryck
rätvänd stämpel
tandning
nålstick
plåtfel
lösen
helsak
stämpel
förfilateli
feltryck

rare
re-entry
registered
reprint
repair
reverse
rouletted
scarce
selection
several
sheet
short
size
slot machine booklet
spot
stamp
strip
superb copy
surcharged
tear
territorial defence stamps
thin
touched
value
variety
very fine copy
vendor
weak
weight
wrapper

selten
Doppeldruck
R-Brief
Neudruck
Reparation
Hinterseite
durchstochen
ungewöhnlich
Auswahl
mehrere
Bogen
kurz
grösse
Automathäft
Fleck
Briefmarke
Streife
überdruckt
Riss
Landsturmmarken
dünn
berührt
Wert
Variant
Einlieferer
schwach
Gewicht
Streifband

sjælden
dobbelttryk
anbefalet
nytryk
reparation
bagside
gennemstukken
usædvanlig
udvalg
flere
helark
kort
størrelse
automathæfte
plet
frimærke
stribe
pragteks, luxus
overtrykt
rift
Landstormmærker
tynd
berørt
værdi
variant
meget godt eks
indleverer
svag
vægt
korsbånd

sällsynt
dubbeltryck
rek brev
nytryck
reparation
baksidan
genomstucken
ovanlig
urval
åtskilliga
helark
kort
storlek
automathäfte
fläck
frimärke
strip
praktex, lyxex
påtryckt
riss
Landstormsfrimärken
tunn
nära klippt
värde
variant
mycket gott ex
inlämnare
svag
vikt
korsband

Abbreviations – Abkürzungen – Forkortelser – Förkortningar
P(+lot no.)

µ
**
*
(*)



cds
c.o.d.
cto
cert
horiz
imperf
inv
Ms
optd
perf
pl
pmk
PS
R
reg
vert
wmk

photo
extra internet scans
mint never hinged
unused with gum
unused no gum
used
cover
on piece
circular date stamp
cash-on-delivery
cancelled to order
certificate
horizontal
imperforated
inverted
mini sheet
overprinted
perforated
plate
postmark
postal stationery
rare
registered
vertical
watermark

Photo
extra internet scans
postfrisch
ungebraucht
ohne Gummi
gebraucht
Brief
Briefstück
Rundstempel
Nachnahme
Gefälligkeitstempel
Attest
wagrecht
ungezähnt
kopfstehend
Block
überdruckt
gezähnt
Platte
Stempel
Ganzsache
selten
Einschreiben
senkrecht
Wasserzeichen

foto
extra internet scans
postfrisk
ubrugt
uden gummi
stemplet
brev
brevstykke
datostempel
postopkrævning
lejlighedsstempel
attest
vandret
utakket
omvendt
miniark
overtryk
takket
plade
stempel
helsag
sjælden
anbefalet
lodret
vandmærke

foto
extra internet scans
postfrisk
ostämplat
utan gummi
stämplat
brev
brevklipp
datumstämpel
postförskott
orderstämplat
attest
vågrätt
otandat
omvänt
miniatyrark (block)
övertryckt
tandat
plåt
stämpel
helsak
sällsynt
rekommenderat
lodrätt
vattenmärke

CATALOGUES – KATALOGEN – KATALOGER
F
GF
Mi
Sc
SG
SpC
Z
Y

= Facit
= Wowern
= Michel
= Scott
= Stanley Gibbons
= Speciale Catalogus
= Zumstein
= Yvert
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Conditions of Sale
1, The auction is voluntary and lots are sold on behalf of the vendor to the highest bidder.
The prices indicated against each lot are starting prices and not minimum prices. It must,
however, be pointed out that the starting prices should reflect a low commercial value.
2, All bids must be submitted in Euro to which is added 25% commission incl. Swedish
V.A.T. Lots not picked up, are shipped on buyers risk. Postage, transport, insurance
and bankcharges or charges on creditcard payments will be added.
Exception: Only 20% commission, excl. Swedish V.A.T., only for
a. Export to countries outside of EU.
b. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU, but outside of Sweden, who forward their V.A.T.
registration number in good time before the auction.
Lots marked • in front of the lot numbers are subject to import V.A.T. 12% will be
added to the hammer price, except for a and b above. Invoicing instructions must be
received before or during the auction. Invoices can not be changed afterwards.
The bids are increased as follows: Below Euro 500,- Euro 10,500,-–2000,50,above 2000,ca 5%
Bids not corresponding with these steps might be reduced.
3, Bids submitted are binding, and cancellation is only acceptable if received
simultaneously with the bid. If bids are given on behalf of others, then the bidder is
himself responsible for the fulfilment of the conditions of sale. The bidder is
responsible for faulty mail bids and the same applies in misunderstandings in bids
submitted by telephone or fax. The bidder is personally responsible for any and all
his purchases in the auction.
4, Mail bids are dealt with conscientiousness, but without further responsibility to the
auctioneer. The auctioneer reserves the right to regroup, split up or withdraw lots and
can in case of misunderstandings or disagreements annul the bids and restart the
bidding. The auctioneer can also withhold the assignment to undesirable persons or
refuse them admittance to the auction-room without explanation. In case of two
equal mail bids for the same object, this will be sold to the bidder whose bid was the
first received. The mail bidder can write alternative bids and/or indicate a total
maximum purchase limit.
5, Payment is made in advance based on an advance invoice. The ownership of the
objects remain with the vendor until the full invoice amount has been paid. If payment is not received 8 days from the invoice date, 2% interest per month is charged
together with a fee of Euro 10,-. To this may be added additional documented expences. Has payment not been received 30 days after the invoice date or has the buyer
refused to pay, then the objects in question can, without further notification, be reauctioned at the expense of the buyer.
6, Lots are conscientiously described but faults may occur. Claims must be made at the
latest 10 days after receipt of the lot and full payment has been made with
reference to the invoice number. If a claim is accepted, the full hammer price + commission and eventual V.A.T. is refunded. Interest compensation can not be made.
7, Request for extension must be made immediately and within 8 days from receipt.
Certifier must be approved by the auctioneer. In case of a claim the auctioneer may
demand a certificate from a well-known expert. Objects with certificates may, if the auctioneer regards it as justified, and if the original certifier is approved by the
auctioneer, only be returned if two other well-known experts have certified a different
opinion. Stamps with visible defects on photo (such as cuts, perforation, centering, cancellations etc.) can not be claimed. Returned objects must be in the same condition as
when received. Lots of more than three stamps can not be claimed if one of the stamps
has a minor defect. Large lots may contain both mint and used material. Collections and
mixed lots are sold as is. A difference of approx. 10–20% must be accepted by the buyer.
8, Submission of verbal or mail bids means that the bidder has accepted above conditions.
9, Swedish law is applicable.
Catalogue numbers next to the object number is based on FACIT for Scandinavia and
MICHEL for the rest of the world, if nothing else is stated.
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Försäljningsvillkor
1. Auktionen är frivillig och sker för inlämnares räkning. Objekt tillfaller den köpare
som avgivit högsta bud. Angivna utropspriser är ej minimipriser men är satta så att
de skall avspegla ett mycket lågt beräknat handelspris.
2. Alla bud skall ges i Euro. Köparen skall till auktionären betala en provision på 25%
på auktionspriset inkl. moms. Om objektet inte hämtas, sker leverans på köparens
risk. Porto, transportförsäkring och bankavgifter/kreditkortsavgift tillkommer.
Köparprovision 20% exkl. moms gäller endast i följande fall:
a. Vid export till länder utanför EU.
b. Vid försäljning till moms-registrerade handlare inom EU, men utanför Sverige, som
uppger moms-registreringsnummer i god tid före auktionen.
För objekt markerade med • före objektnumret tillkommer 12% importmoms på
klubbslagspriset, dock med undantag för a och b ovan. Instruktioner om faktureringen skall ske före eller under auktionen. Fakturor kan inte ändras efteråt.
Vid auktionen tillämpas följande fasta höjningar av buden:
under Euro 500,- med Euro 10,500,- till 2000,- med
50,över 2000,med
ca 5%
3. Avgivet bud är bindande och budgivaren är personligt ansvarig för samtliga av
honom gjorda inrop. Annullering av bud kan ej ske, såvida den inte är oss tillhanda
senast samtidigt med buden. Vid bud för annans räkning ansvarar budgivaren för att
försäljningsvillkoren uppfylles, som vore det eget bud. Budgivaren är också ansvarig
för av honom gjorda fel i auktionsuppdraget. Likaså vid obekräftade telefon- och
faxbud svarar budgivaren för ev. fel och missuppfattningar.
4. Auktionsuppdrag behandlas så omsorgsfullt som möjligt, dock utan några andra
åtaganden från auktionärens sida. Auktionären äger rätt att ej godtaga bud, samt att
dra tillbaka, omgruppera eller dela objekt. Auktionären har också rätt att avvisa
personer från auktionen och avböja bud utan att ange skäl härför. Han förbehåller sig
rätten att vid missförstånd eller meningsskiljaktigheter utlysa ny budgivning. Vid två
eller flera lika bud på samma objekt från uppdragsgivare, tillfaller objektet den som
först inkommit med bud. Vid auktionsuppdrag kan reservobjekt medtagas, eller
också kan den totala köpesumman begränsas till visst belopp.
5. Betalning sker kontant, mot postförskott eller mot förskottsfaktura. Objekten förblir
säljarens egendom tills full likvid erlagts. Likvid skall erläggas inom 8 dagar från
fakturadatum. Vid senare betalning debiteras ränta med 2% per påbörjad månad, räknat
på fakturabeloppet, samt kravavgift med Euro 10:–. Dessutom kan ytterligare kravkostnader tillkomma. Har likvid ej inkommit 30 dagar efter fakturadatum eller om köparen
vägrar betala, kan objekten utan ytterligare meddelande säljas på köparens bekostnad.
6. Objekten är omsorgsfullt beskrivna, dock kan smärre fel förekomma. Ev. reklamation
måste göras senast 10 dagar efter det att objektet levererats. Vid all korrespondens bör
fakturanummer anges. Vid godkänd reklamation återfår köparen auktionspris plus provision och eventuell moms. Räntegottgörelse kan ej påräknas.
7. Begäran om förlängd reklamationstid för att köparen önskar sända objekt för
expertundersökning, måste ske omgående och inom 8 dagar efter mottagandet av
objektet. Experten måste godkännas av auktionären. Auktionären kan vid
reklamation kräva intyg från en opartisk, välkänd expert. Objekt med äkthetsintyg
kan, om auktionären så anser befogat, och om det ursprungliga intyget är utfärdat
av en godkänd expert, endast returneras om minst två opartiska och välkända
experter har en avvikande mening. Defekter synliga på foto (klippning, tandning,
centrering, stämpling etc.) kan inte ligga till grund för reklamation. Reklamation kan
ej heller ske om objekt eller märke förändrats genom någon slags behandling. Objekt
innehållande fler än 3 märken kan inte returneras på grund av smärre defekter på
enstaka märke. Stora objekt kan innehålla både stämplade och ostämplade märken.
Samlingar, partier, massvara, kilovara etc., säljes i befintligt skick och kan inte
returneras. En differens på 10–20% måste kunna accepteras av köparen.
8. Avgivande av muntligt bud eller auktionsuppdrag innebär godkännande av ovanstående villkor.
9. Svensk lag gäller.
Katalognummer och -värden är hämtade ur FACIT för Norden samt MICHEL för alla
andra länder och områden, om inget annat anges.
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INTERNATIONAL
AUTUMN AUCTION
25–26 September 2020

We feel sure that these events will be great philatelic feasts, and do hereby invite you to take part as
consignor. Please contact us already today for a
discussion about your holdings, an early consignment will allow us to include YOUR material in
our international pre-marketing.

POSTILJONEN AB
Box 537, S-201 25 Malmö, Sweden.
Visiting address: Hans Michelsensgatan 9
In Malmö Tel. +46 40-25 88 50
Fax: +46 40-25 88 59
In Stockholm: Tel. +46 8-32 70 70
In Copenhagen: Tel. +45 33 91 52 00
stampauctions@postiljonen.se
www.postiljonen.com
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Vi räknar med att dessa arrangemang kommer att bli
stora filatelistiska fester, och inbjuder Er redan nu till
att deltaga som inlämnare. Kontakta oss redan idag för
en inledande diskussion, en omedelbar inlämning underlättar för oss att inkludera ERT material i vår internationella marknadsföring och förhandsannonsering.

There’s Always a
New Auction!

Join in!
Consignments accepted now!

